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Lewis resigns over phone call
After six years as a Central Saanich alderman, Eric Lewis 
announced his resignation in the aftermath of a midnight call 
to his home from a fireman’s wife.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
Aid. Eric Lewis announces his resignation.
The 58-year-old businessman said at Monday night’s 
meeting that attacks from volunteer fire department members 
and their wives, many of whom he said are municipal 
employees, prompted his resignation.
The situation has reached “the point that they (believe they 
have) the right to phone me at midnight and start this harrass- 
ment of saying why aren’t you down here, and then shouting 
freebies, freebies, freebies.
“Checking a few sources I know that I was being ridiculed 
most of the evening,” Lewis said.
Lewis related a phone call he received shortly before 12 
midnight Saturday night from a person who was calling from 
the firemen’s lounge during a fireman’s retirement party in 
the municipal hall.
The party was being held for Tom Poison, a veteran of the 
Central Saanich Volunteer Fire Department. Mayor Ron 
Cullis was invited to the reception and made a presentation to 
the retiring fireman on behalf of council. Cullis said Tuesday 
he had no knowledge of derogatory comments made about 
Lewis during the evening.
“I would have thought the mayor might have said, T can’t 
-listen to any of this because every alderman has the right to 
vote according to his conscience and he’s done nothing wrong 
in saying he is opposed to paying out $1,200 for a party that 
happened 45 days earlier.’ ”
Lewis said in an interview that he has always tried to be
honest with his viewpoints.
“I try to say the way I think about things, but now I get this 
tremendous backlash. Some of it you can take but there 
comes a point where you have to say enough is enough,” he 
said.
“By leaving now I can focus on the real issue, that is, there 
are too many pressure groups in this municipality that run too 
many decisions through.
“Aldermen are afraid to vote otherwise, just based on the 
fact that they won’t get re-elected,” Lewis said.
“Honesty gets me into no end of trouble. I’m being brand­
ed as a person that they don’t respect, but at least I’m 
honest,” Lewis commented.
“I’m not going to have firemen’s wives phoning me and 
hassling me from a municipal premises,” he added.
“If they want to say something, have the guts to come and 
say it to my face, right up front, not hiding behind a 
telephone.”
“I thought the firemen of all people would not want to be 
associated with crank phone calls,” he said.
A byelection will have to be called in accordance with 
regulations in the municipal act once Lewis tenders a formal 
letter of reignation, confirmed municipal clerk Gay Wheeler.
“While there is a cost associated with it, it is not going to 
put an excessive burden on the municipality,” commented 
Cullis.
Central Saanich Fire Chief Bruce Elvedahl declined com- 
. ^ment. ■,
Lewis was first elected to council by acclamatidh. The next 
time he was elected by just one vote. A recount, however, 
placed him two votes ahead.
meons
Nothing in last week’s federal 
budget will have an impact on 
industries in this area, said 
Hank Vissers, Saanich Penin­
sula Chamber of Commerce 
president.
By JULIETTE PROOM
 Review Staff Writer
“As long as (the government) 
comes through with money for 
our breakwater, this budget 
doe.sn’t really affect us,” said 
Vissers. “I couldn’t sec 
anything in the budget which 
would cancel the $2 million 
which the federal government 
promised for that project.”
However, Finance Minister 
Michael Wilson promised to cut 
non-statutory spending hy $.VK) 
million annually. This covers all 
projects not required by federal 
laws.
The breakwater grant will be 
made through the Department 
of Fisherie.s and Oceans’ .small
craft harbors program.
Canada has enjoyed strong 
economic performance, said 
Wilson in his Feb. 10 budget 
speech. More than 1.15 million 
jobs have been created since the 
Progressive Conservatives came 
to power in 1984, he said.
Wilson recounted details of 
programs which have been an­
nounced in the past, including 
tax reform. Although many of 
the major reforms to th" per­
sonal and corporate income tax 
system took effect Jan. 1, the 
draft legislation has not been in­
troduced in Parliament.
Budget papers tabled last 
week do not include a bottom 
line figure of revenues or expen­
ditures. However, the federal 
government lorccast a decrease 
in its deficit to $28.9 billion for
1988- 89 and to $28,6 billion for
1989- 90.
The deficit is now e.stimated 
to be $29.3 billion.
Some sales tax changes were 
introduced last week. Gasoline 
and fuel taxes rise by one cent 
per litre on April 1.
“The price of fuel is generally 
only one-tenth of a boat’s 
maintenance cost,” said Drew 
Irwin, manager of Philbooks 
Shipyard in Sidney,
“The people who run larger 
boats aren’t going to cut back” 
because of a penny-a-litre hike, 
said Irwin. “I didn’t see 
anything in the budget which 
might hurt us.”
The federab government has 
also promised to chninatc lax 
deductible northern living 
allowances. Scientists and sup­
port worker,? at the Institute of 
Ocean Sciences are not affected 
by this change, however.
Many lOS staff travel to the 
arctic for research projects. 
When away they qualify for 
travel allowances, not northern 
living allowances, .said an lOS 
spokesman.
Debafe pays off In formation
Saanich school trustees 
argued for almost an hour aiid a 
half before adoptiitg a new 
policy on foreign language in- 
struciion, Monday night.
The policy, xague enough to 
be applied to French and other 
languages, .says:
“The Saanich sdiool district 
believes that learning other 
languages and culiuies enriches 
our students' lives,
“It is the policy of this board 
to provide language programs 
to Saanich sunlent.s provided 
that:
!“(, there is iiiicicst ni liic com­
munity;
“2. there is an availability of 
facililj''s and
“3. Ollier programs shall not be 
adversely affected;
“4, the languiu'e ptO|'ram(‘‘d 
odhere to 'he Has*.' vi/c 
supplie.s and staffing allocatiusn 
applied generally , ii'. thy 
di.siricl.”
Trustees endorsed the cost- 
cepf of enrohnent limitation;: hi 
reeuI.'Uions. However, they ;!id
foreign language classc.s in 
Grade .1.
“It is suggested we take that 
into consideration when deter­
mining what the 50 per cent for 
the French immersion program 
is," the report continued.
Trustees also did not establish 
proccdure.s for registering 
students in French immersion 
cla.sscs for next fall. They don’t 
know what to do if more ihtm 
50 per cent of siudeius -siguctl 
up for Keating or l>ccp Cose 
elcrncnlary schools want to tUv 
tend in French,
riic advi.sury commiiict ha;, 
suggested cither a lottery or tak 
iiig the “fir.si come, first serv­
ed" approach eomnionlv used 
across the province,
However, “The committee 
came to the conclusion that 
neither route ' was an itleal 
route," said the report. It 
recommended parents be asked 
vvliich method they prefer, 
Regardless, children of fran 
cophones will be the first to be 
Conllnued on Piigo A11
MK'f'l
not entrench specific numbers 
in their documents.
“I thought we were going 
through this wliolc painful exer­
cise to protect the 5()/.50 ratio,” 
said chairman ,loe l.oit.
Last year trustees stated 
French immersion programs 
would be offered as long as no 
more than 50 per cent of 
.sindeni.s attending a school were 
enrolled in the foreign language 
studies.
The bo.-jid’s ITench ads’i:.ory 
committee, consisting of 
paren t .s, teachers, iid- 
m(mstia(,ui.s and tru.stecs, 
recommended boosting enrol- 
rnent levels in the first year,
“We do have a hisiorv of nltri- 
lion in the immersion pro­
gram," said the amunitiec 
report.
Students tend In drop out of 
1 rench immersion tdter Cirades 
I or 2. The tidvisory, committee 
suggested if 54 per cent of 
students were enrolled in im­
mersion hi (yfade i. only 50 per:
Cent of theni would still be in
I j ■ i.j , s ‘ I ft! t''u . u y * fo I * te. u
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Student
off to Ottawa
Morch 5 to 12
Russ Hay
Sidney Cycles Ltd. 
THE BICYCLE SHOP”
S0!\^E’88 MODELS NOW ARRIVING!
COME IN & SEE THE NEW FEATURES
A Grade 12 student at 
Parkland School is looking for 
support for a trip that will let 
her see, first-hand, how the 
federal government works.
Stephanie MacVicar, 17, of 
Sidney was selected to be one of 
130 participants from across 
Canada who will be in Ottawa 
from March 5 to 12, the 
culmination of a trip organized 
by the Forum for Young Cana­
dians.
support.
The busy student is involved 
with the Grade 12 student coun­
cil executive at Parkland, sits on 
the grad committee and is a 
member of the Parkland swim 
team.
Baggog© horidler 
looks for woy to 
remoirs In Sidney
In her capacity as a member 
of the student council executive, 
MacVicar attended a student 
conference in Gibsons last 
February, and she considered 
that a worthwhile experience.
An Air Canada baggage handler is fighting to keep his 
family in Sidney after a recently announced reduction in ser­
vice and pending layoff.
e SNDEXED SHIFTING NOW ON 
MODELS FROIVI AS LOW AS 299®®
™| PLUS MANY MORE IN-STORE SPECIALS
656-1512 2480 BEACON AVE.
WINI




IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply 
in your name, address and phone on the
MHil
A teacher at Parkland ap­
proached her about the Ottawa 
trip earlier this year and Mac­
Vicar decided to make use of 
the opportunity. She applied 
and was selected to be a partici­
pant last month.
STEPHANIE MacVICAR
Still 111 uuicoa iiu i luiic uii m
' back of receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as 
often as you wish, winners will be announced 
every second Friday Lunch Hour.
652-0212
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
Participants are asked to raise 
money from private companies, 
service clubs and other 
organizations in their communi­
ty to pay for the part of their 
trip not covered by a grant from 
the secretary of state.
MacVicar has approached 
service clubs on the Peninsula in 
her efforts to raise financial
Some days of school will be 
missed, but MacVicar is confi­
dent she can replace them with 
extra studying. MacVicar is the 
only student from Parkland 
Senior Secondary who is plann­
ing the Ottawa trip.
Participants will stay in 
dorms on campus at Ashbury 
College in Ottawa. Scheduled 
events include a dinner with 
members of parliament and a 
tour of Government House and 
the Supreme Court of Canada.
They will also participate in a 
mock cabinet discussion of im­
migration policy and take part 
in a debate of federal/provin­
cial relations.
By the end of the week-long 
program, students are expected 
to have learned a great deal 
about the challenges and com­
plexities the federal government 
faces.
They will also have a better 
understanding of their fellow 
Canadians from across the land 
by meeting, living and socializ­
ing with others in the program, 
organizers believe.
Chris Maude is trying for a job with other airlines, rather 
than take a paid move to Vancouver, in the wake of manage­
ment announcing Air Canada will reduce flights from Vic­
toria and lay off 24 baggage handlers and ticket agents.
Maude, an employee with Air Canada for 10 years, says 
Victoria is the exception to the rule that Air Canada 
employees service both Air Canada and Air B.C. flights.
“In every other station that the airlines jointly fly into, 
both flights are worked by Air Canada employees,” he said.
After April 1 Air B.C. flights from the Victoria Interna­
tional will be serviced by Air B.C. employees only. Currently 
they are being worked by Air Canada employees, he said.
Maude, 31, grew up in Sidney and has a three-year-old son 
he wants to see do the same. Maude’s wife works in a local 
supermarket
“I was looking forward to seeing my son go to the same 
school I went to,” he said. “For the sake of my family 1 want 
to stay in Sidney.”
Maude is upset at Air Canada because of the layoff. “My 
reward for doing my job for this many years is a layoff.”
“Air Canada is slapping everybody in the face. They are 
saying, ‘We don’t care about capital cities,’ ” Maude said.
He is a member of the International Association of 
Machinists and Aerospace Workers which has filed com­
plaints with the Canadian Labor Relations Board in Ottawa 
about Air Canada transferring work from the parent com­
pany to affiliates such as Air B.C.
The union wants Air Canada and its subsidiary companies 
declared as having common ownership, and wants sub­
sidiaries to have a common seniority list of employees. No 
date has been set for a hearing.
Maude says if he takes a voluntary termination offer of two 
weeks severance pay for each year worked he will lose all the 
seniority he has built up.
In the event he is hired on by Air B.C. as a baggage 
handler, he would have to start at the bottom of the seniority 
list. His only option is to take a layoff without severance pay 
and hope he is hired by Air B.C. or rehired by Air Canada as 
vacancies open in the future.
“I’m 99 per cent sure I will take the layoff (without 
severance pay),” he said.
“It’s a gamble. There is nothing to say they have to open 
up a position,” Maude said.
Maude disputes Air Canada’s claim that Victoria does not 
have enough passenger traffic to warrant DC-9 flights direct 
to points west.
“Victoria is a good market,” he said.
He cited other airlines flights that arrive with 90 per cent 
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Someone set fire to the Salva­
tion Army donations box 
behind the I.D.A. Pharmacy in 
Brentwood Bay Feb. 10 — and 
that wasn’t the first time.
In fact, it was the third time 
the box was torched since the 
beginning of February.
“It’s cost us at least $3,000 in 
expenses and inconvenience,” 
said Watson Simpson, Salva­
tion Army industrial co­
ordinator. “We’ve lost a 
truckload of merchandise. That 
could supply the Brentwood 
store for a week.”
The red donation box has 
been replaced for the third time. 
Each time it was damaged by 
fire, crews had to pick it up, 
remove and sort salvageable 
donations, scrape and paint the 
bo.x and replace decals. “This 
process takes about $400," said 
Simpson.
Two youths between the ages 
of nine and 12 were seen in the 
neighborhood of a Salvation 
Army donation bo.v last 
Wednesday evening, said Cen­
tral Saanich police.
"It’s not always kids who set 
fires to bur boxes," said Simp­
son. Since 1982, boxes in 
Saanichton village and tlie Van­
couver Island greenhouse have 
been removed after being set on 
fire, he added.
“Wc have no intention of 
removing the donations box 
from Brentwood," he said. 
"The amazing thing is ihi.s box 
is right under a streetlight. 1 
don’t know how anyone could 
escape unnoticed from such a 
public place three times."
Tlie Sally Anne isn’t the only 
charity that has this problem. A 
Goodwill donation box in 
Sidney was dajuaged by fire, a 
week ago Moiulay.
MON-FRI 9:00-5:30 “TMIS STORE ONLY”
9779 FOURTH ST 
SIDNEY, B.C.
656-1413
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Better bus service sought
More than 100 Peninsula 
residents told B.C. Transit plan­
ners last week they would like 
better service.
The comments came during 
open houses at Deep Cove 
Elementary School and Sidney 
Silver Threads.
“We’ll make some changes as 
soon as possible,” said planner 
Mike Davis, adding he was very 
pleased that so many people at­
tended his meetings.
“The first thing we’re going 
to do is adjust the schedule so 
that North Saanich commuters
can get to work in Victoria by 8 
a.m.” One woman has been 
forced to take 15-minute lun- 
chbreaks to fit her work into the 
current bus schedule, said 
Davis.
Only the North Saanich ta.xi 
schedule will be changed in 
March. “It’s just a matter of 
asking the cab company to go 
through Landsend and Deep 
Cove a half-hour earlier,” he 
said. It will connect with 
another regularly scheduled bus 
arriving in Victoria around 8 
a.m.
Riders pay regular bus fare 
for the cab on B.C. Transit’s 
service. They have full transfer 
privileges to other conventional 
buses.
The taxi service has “become 
so popular that we have as 
many as three taxis on the loop 
at one time. We now have to 
consider buying an 18 or 24 seat 
mini-bus.” Davis said Transit 
will likely buy the new vehicle in 
time for fall schedule changes.
North Saanich service may be 
changed to include Ardmore or 
Dean Park Estates two davs a
■" 9*' ’.
week. “Residents told us they 
don’t mind this infrequent ser­
vice since it’s still more than 
they are currently receiving.”
Summergate Village residents 
gave many detailed presenta­
tions, said Davis. “In fact, the 
Transit Commission ordered us 
to hold meetings on the Penin­
sula after receiving a petition 
from Summergate.”
Residents complained there is 
no service in West Sidney. They 
would like bus service into 
Sidney so that they can shop, go 
to the library and doctors, their 
petition said.
A new route will be introduc­
ed in March, .serving 
neighborhoods west of Pat Bay 
Highway. “Residents from that 
side of the highway assured us 
many people are looking for­
ward to the new .service,” said 
Davis.
l
DR. LARRY T. GREEN INC.
EYE CARE & EYE SURGERY
HAS MOVED 
TO HIS NEW OFFICE AT:
#206 - 2453 BEACON AVE.
656-1813
LONGER EARS, higher marks for English lop rabbit by judge Tex Thomas in rabbit 
show. The Vice-President of the American Rabbit Breeders Association travelled to 
Saanichton from Missouri to be a judge. More than 100 breeders entered 500 rabbits 


































Umit 20 Boxes 
Per Customer
These great specials at our Sidney yard only
LUIUIBERW





HURRY! SALE ENDS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd 2353 BEVAN AVE., SIDNEY • 655-7115
BUiyiiibiL R o Ai
OEora.. IRON
SALE
Light ’n Easy Steam Dry Iron Is light 
weight, has water window,
27 steam vents, 2 year war­






MARY PROCTOR Ironing board 
features strong and durable steel 







TUFF Heavy duty 26”x 36” garbage 






Washable velvet flat smooths on easily for living 
rooms, dining rooms and bedrooms. White and 
3000 custom colours. _
Reg. 24i99 4 LUro
SALE 12^« 4 litre. % li
ON SALE TILL FEB. 29,19B8
FAN HEATER
SALE
SEABREEZE plug in style heater vvith 3 heat 
settings - 500w, lOOOw, or ISOOw. Can be used 









LODE STAR Window brake light. 
Reg. 9.95 ea.
SALE
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Hal! improvements 
necessary
North Saanich Hall is in unacceptable condition. It 
should be renovated and expanded, and the current 
$4(X),000 option is the proper route for council to take.
It would appear from letters to The Review that a 
vocal segment of the community does not share our opi­
nion. But those writers are taking their anti-anything- 
that-costs stance too far.
There comes a time when a run-down building will 
take no more patchwork repairs. The portion of the 
North Saanich hall the public normally sees may seem 
adequate. But it represents only a part of the hall. Much 
goes on in the background, encumbered by structural 
inefficiencies and general poor repair.
For example, engineering staff is scattered across the 
bottom floor. One person is at one end, another at the 
other end. For them to work together, constant walking 
back and forth is necessary.
Much is made of the hidden costs of renovation. Will 
new furniture be necessary? the opponents ask. Does 
$4(X),(XX) become $600,000?
First of all, it should be remembered that the current 
plans are not extravagant. They call for a functional 
hall, without fancy and expensive embellishments. 
Council has not made this decision without planning 
and consultation, nor has it made this decision without 
looking carefully at the costs involved.
There may well be hidden costs — but there are hid­
den costs of not renovating, too. The staff of North 
Saanich are paid well to serve the community’s needs. 
Their work should not be hindered by an inadequate 
work environment.
Although impossible to guage accurately, an improv­
ed building will translate into savings. Staff morale will 
improve, staff efficiency will improve.
The reserve fund, we realize, will be depleted by the 
improvements. But use of that money is warranted, 
despite the minor nature of many of the deficiencies in 
the current hall. Many minor problems combine to 
become one major problem, and that major problem is 
being tackled appropriately.
Neglecting improvements at North Saanich hall today 
could well: mean more c^ alternatives will face a 
council of the future.. Scaling down the improvements, 
or making do with none, would be false economy.
...'f • ", ........ ■. '• • ■■ •'
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11 Letters to Editor
■M
Letters to the editor 
must be signed and 
contain the writer’s ad­
dress and telephone
number. Letters should
not exceed 200 words 
in length and may be H 
edited for clarity, |i| 
legality or taste.
Editor:
Gallop has recently released a 
poll which indicates I am likely 
among the 83 per cent of Cana­
dians who favor some access to 
abortion. 'Fhey are right, lam!
Why then am I and the rest of 
the majority, who are presumably 
guaranteed “life, liberty and 
security of person’' through the 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
sitting so silently while a 15 per 
cent minority curtail our freedom 
of person?
Abortion .should be a private 
matter between a woman and her 
doctor. As Chief Justice Brian 
Dickson declared, “forcing a 
woman by threat of criminal
sanction to carry a fetus to term 
unless she meets certain criteria 
unrelated to her ow'n priorities 
and aspirations is a profound in­
terference with a woman’s 
body.’’
We in British Columbia 
rejoiced at the Supreme Court’s 
decision to strike down the of­
fending, unconstitutional law 
only to find our premier setting 
himself up as a god, above the 
law of the land, and refusing us 
access to monies allcxated in our 
own medical plan. The medical 
plan sets fees for abortions and 
the law allow’s us the freedom to 
choose. We mu.st all demand our 
members of parliament provide 
us with the care to which wc arc
entitled.
Some Social Credit MLAs are 
now coming valiantly forw'ard 
and making it known they do not 
support Premier Vandcr Zalm’s 
fanatical views. Unfortunately, 
most will remain silent sheep. He 
has managed to make a w'oman’s 
legal right to control her own 
body dependent upon her pocket 
book.
Would the silent majority 
please join in opposing those who 
would control us? Articulate your 
beliefs and provide support.
financially and politically, to stop 
the few, including the editor of 
this paper, who would have us 
return to back alley butchers.
A utopia, without the evils of 
theft, murder, hunger, greed, rape 
or abortion, would be welcome 
indeed, but that, unfortunately, is 
a world of fantasy. We must deal 
today with reality and collectively 
demand the “life, liberty and 
security of person” our Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms provides.
N. DeShane 
Victoria
[ Is Mel pulling a rabbit out of a hat?
VICTORIA - Ask politicians 
these day.s what a balanced 
budget is and Uicy’ll launch into 
a fairy tale Utai Ixsgins with 
“once upon a time,” until you 
get to Mel Couvelier, finance 
minister of ilii.s here province of 
Briii.sh Columbia.
A balanced budget, Couvelier 
Niys, is something we're going 
to have by the end of the next 
fiscal year. Not only that, but by 
the lime Bill Vander Zalm’s 
icrnva.s premier is up, a large 
chunk of i)ic accumulated 
deficit will have Iwn paid 
back. So says Mel,
I'm glad it’s Couvelier and 
not me who’s .suiking hi.s job on 
a miracle, Ix’causc nothing short 
of a miracle will nuikc hi.s 
prophe.sy come true.
British Columbia’s debt, ac­
cumulated over the last few 
years of deficit budgeting, now 
.stands at n liiilc over $6 billion, 
nic anticipated deficit for the 
current fiscal year is alxMii $5(X) 
million, True, that’s considerab­
ly Ic.ss than the $850 million the 
goventment wa.s nr.st expecting 
to go into the hole tliis year, hut 
it’s a funhcr debt, nevertheless, 
which will bring the province's 
total dcllcif to $6.5 billion by 
the end of March.
So here’s Utc Utsk Couvelier 
has stU himself: first, he, witnis 
to bring down a balanced 
budget for 1988-89. Tlial mciuis 
he’ll have to reduce last year’s
i’, Tr, ^ f,.-,
LEGISLATURE 
MuBERT BEYER
year's revenues by $850 mil­
lion, A combination of the two 
will do the .stlrnc trick,
Next, he’ll have to find an ex­
tra $2 billion in each of Uic 
three years during which he 
wants to pay back the debt we 
racked up. It’s a job that would 
make any accountant consider a 
career change,
Still, Couvelier isn’t 
prcdisjxrscd U) (lights of fancy. 
Me has a definite idcti of how to 
make gixxl on his word. Three 
tilings, according to die finance 
minister, will turn British 
Columbia’s financial picture 
around — incrca.scd revenues, 
.sircamlincxi services and 
pTivaii/.ation.,
'Mie stage for fattening gov- 
cnimcnl coffer.s ha.s already 
Iwen set. Tlie provincial jxvriion 
of the income tax has liecn 
raised and Ices for every con­
ceivable government service 
have k'en increased,
A big chunk of the added 
revenue will come from the 
forest indiLStry in the (onn of 
higher stum page fcos. With the 
inirtKluction of the new Forest
die first time, have to pay more 
Ilian just a pittance for the 
privilege of harvesting our tim­
ber.
Tlie second budget-balancing 
ingredient - .streamlined gov­
ernment .service,s -- is also well 
under way. Guts in education 
and hcaliJi care may not do a lot 
for our schools and hospiuds, 
but they arc saving money.
Tfiai leaves tlic last and prob­
ably mo.si iinpnnanl factor in 
Couvclier’.s cqiuUion 
privatization of govemment ser­
vices am! Crown corporations:.
I'tierc’s no doubt that the 
Vander Zalm government is 
dcicimimxl to sell everything 
lliai isn’t nailul down, Vvliat 
we’ve seen m far is only a 
paltry start. Forget alxiut the 
sale of the Oueen's Printer 
liooksiorc and the .soil, feed and 
tissue lalxiraiory in Kelowna, 
That’s small potatws.
What Couvelier hojvrs wil! 
tsikc the governmem out of debt 
i.s the .sale of big-ticket items 
.such as the maiiuenancc of our 
highway.s and bridges. Tliat’.s 
where a lot of money will
ministry’s multi-millioti-dollar 
cquipmcni inventory alone w'ill 
be enough to retire a sizable 
portion of die- deficit. Add to 
that the saving.s' in wages for 
ministry pcrsormcl, and yoii’vc 
got a winner, at least in terms of 
.saving money,
Nor is higiiways maintenance 
the only major govcnimcni 
function that can and will tie 
liquidated for cash, Tfic B.C, 
.Steamship Company, wliich op­
erates two fioating casinos be­
tween Scmtle. and Victoria, is 
about to be .sold. Liquor stores 
with fcAvcr than 10 employees 
arc for sale.
Down the ro:.id is tlie possililc 
sale of the Insurance Conwra- 
lion of Briiisli Columbia, the 
B.C. BuiUiings Cor)ioration. 
Mcll, some Socred backbeiv 
clicrs are even advocating the 
privatization of our education 
system, The possibilities are 
timiied only by the imaginiiiioii 
of the vendor.
Increased revemics ami 
sucandintd scivices will uni) 
go so far in balancing the 
liudget and rcriucirig a S6,.Vl>il- 
bon debt The real uih'a(*i» op/*r- 
ation is clearly to be done by 
way ofprivati/aiion, 
ijMsking at it that ",vay
Editor:
Oh, how different die editorial 
on abortion in The Review on 
Feb. 3. 1988, is to die one in The 
Review a couple of years ago.
But die aliiorial of two years 
ago wa.s written hy a young, 
presumably fertile, female. The 
vie\v.s of young I'eriilc females 
and dtosc of men or post­
menopausal females arc usually 
quite different, for quite natural 
reasons,
Don Munro (who I regard as 
nty friend) probably helped (as 1 
did) ill the Second World War, 
19.39-45, when medals were 
given out for deliberately killing
people, and some of them preg­
nant females.
The .sad bottom line of this 
emotionally charged issues is a 
rcsuiciion on abortion will only 
hurl the poor. If you have die 
bucks, you can fly anywhere in 
the world where diis medical pro- 
pdurc is freely available, includ­
ing parts of our own country, 
Canada.
Oil well, there always have 
been laws that arc different for 
the poor ih.'in they are for die rich,




'On demand' opinion 
changes over years
CouvelierTnay 'not, be a:* pol
T^.
lyanni.sh as he sonads in liis 
(Dfediction of a Ivtlariced budget 
next year and a jiaid-off def<t 
within three years. Still. 1 
watuldn’t want to hci iny job on
IMltlMIJ
Editor;
J-Of T,5 .years in the 1960s and 
'70s. I argued energetically on 
behalf of “free alvoriion on 
demand" and “every child a 
wanted child," and found many 
people who agreed with me.
'fwo diings liii|ipcned to change 
my mind and cause me to reverse 
my sutnee in tlie late l‘)70s.
The first w.as an item in die 
iicw.spaper suning dial in the pre­
vious year, there bad Ivcn more 
abortions than live births reponed 
at Vancouver General Hospital
1 suddenly realized that wc had 
gone loo far with abortion if more 
wumeu wcic kniiiig ilicu bahic.s 
than giving hirdi to them in even 
one city and one tiospiud, Women 
w'cre not u.sing abortion or birth 
control responsibly, as 1 had ex­
pected they w'onld, and this 
tiisi.ivvay rate needed to he 
slopped. You might say that 1 
grew up and saw liic light -- final- 
ly.
ibie second item was a letter to
the ^^diior of a Victoria paper 
from a registered nur.sc who had 
a.s.sisicd at many alHirtions. She 
pointed out that aborted fetuses 
had amis and legs that were cut 
off, that they were obviously hu­
man Ivcings, and that a fetus had 
ius own blood supply which could 
he of a dilfcrcni blWKl type than 
iltai of the rnodier.
zVguin, I .suddenly rcaliz.cd that 
this was a different (lerson in 
there, not an extension of Uic 
mother, \m « separate being, a 
stranger, in fac4. It wasn’t jmsi the 
woman's body anymore •• it was 
someone clsc’s body inside her 
body. And this other Irody 
de.scrvaxl to he con.sidcrcti,
1 don’t know wdtai the legal ans­
wers are now to the !ib*nni(vn 
question.
I do know that women and their 
diK.‘ior.s arc cluxising icxi many 
ahoriinns for rea.sons that arc not 
goiKl enough, 1 know iltai the
Contlnuitd on A10
Lets hear it for the downhill gang
__________________________________ You have to believe you’re immortal to go 120 km/hr wii
' \ Invp.r nf ihin imd^nvear to cushion a fall.
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HUGH’S VIEWS
iiiliSiiiiSlifi
I was privileged last week to spend a couple of days at the Panorama 
ski resort near Radium Hot Springs with a doctor friend of mine. He’s a 
patient man who never complains about having to wait long minutes 
• for me to catch up to him on both easy and hard pitches.
I prefer to ski with a doctor. There’s a certain sense of security in 
knowing that splints, gauze and heavy duty pain killers are only a 
scream away. It doesn’t help me to ski faster or better. Just happier.
Dr. Ken is one of a select few Canadian docs who devotes a week or 
so of his time every couple of years to being on call to our national 
men’s and ladies’ downhill racing teams. Sometimes this takes him to 
the Alps and neat places like that to minister to our youths who tour the 
world in search of fast times and fleeting glory.
I watched more than IOC) of these young people compete in both the 
Panorama Cup Downhill and Canadian National Alpine 
Championships.
Actually, I didn’t sec much of any of the races. There’s no place 
along downhill courses where you can stand and sec a whole race. You 
can just glimpse little bits of it.
Bent over bodies dressed in flashy, skin-tight, yellow and red racing 
suits zipped past awe struck spectators who said things like: "Geez, 
lookat her go. Don’t know how they do it. Wouldn’t catch me doing 
that No way, Jose."
Tile athletes have legs of iron. I have more fat on two toes than they 
have on two legs.
Swooooosh .... and into the air, turning at the same time so that when 
they return to earth the downhill ski slices the ice-hard snow and a 10th 
of a second is saved on the 2,730-metre course.
You ha  to believe y u’re immortal to go 120 km/hr with only a 
laye o t un erw
Just kids most of them. Twenty-five is retirement age; 30 is old age; 
50 is a million years away and something that only parents and grand­
parents do.
Now their world consists of remembering the turn at Gale 16 when a 
split second, and therefore the race, was lost. I saw one competitor 
weep because she finished less than a second behind the winner. This 
would have been only about a metre behind at the finish line if they had 
been racing head to head. But in this sport of split seconds it was the 
difference between first and sixth place.
This week Canada’s top racers are zipping down the side of Mt. Allan 
in Kananaskis Country west of Calgary. They are dreaming of Olympic 
gold, praying for any color medal, hoping for a decent showing and not 
thinking DNF at all.
DNFs (did not finish) are usually the result of spectacular, spinning 
tumbles often terminating in vicious plunges into plastic fences and 
padded spectators. At Panorama 1 positioned myself well away from 
the human projectiles. As it turned out, although there were a few 
crashes, none of the competitors was seriously injured.
My own downhill plunges were rife with DNFs but 1 am a padded 
spectator not a sleek race machine. 1 envy their physiques, their 
determination to be the best and their belief in iJieir own in­
destructibility.
One day at Panorama, on my last run of the day, 1 made it all the way 
to the bottom without falling or flailing my arms too wildly. With ill- 
concealed pride 1 shouldered my skies and saodc to my room. I 
pretended I’d just won the Big One.
1 doffed my outerwear and struck a pose or two before the mirror. 
Mmmmm. Knock a bit off here, and there, and everywhere and tliere’d 
not be much difference between me and Mike Carney. 1 laid down on 
the floor and was well into a second situp when Dr. Ken walked in.
He, a polite soul, suppressed a snigger and suggested 1 break training 
for the rest of the day. We hoisted a couple of cold ones in honor of the 
kids who risked their bodies for Canada - and themselves.
Here’s to them again.
ALL YOU CAN EAT
EVERY WEDNESDAY EVERY FRIDAY






5 PM—8 PM 
PRAWN NIGHT
Includes; Clam




9535 Canora Rd. 656-9343
SANSCHAHALL
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
THURSDAY, MARCH 3,7:30 
CENTENNIAL ROOM
(Old Library)
IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT SANSCHA’S 




The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is Friday at 
5 p.m. ,
KIDS KARATE
Vancouver Island children in karate 
competition at Sanscha Hall to 
raise money for G.R. Pearkes Cen­
tre and Queen Alexandra Hospital. 
Feb. 20;
TEEN GROUP
Sidney teen activity group holds 
14th annual open house at 2304 
Oakville Ave. 1 -4 pm Feb. 21.
ABBEYFIELD HOUSE 
St. Andrew’s Abbeyfield Housing 
Society annual general meeting at 
St. Andrew’s Anglican Church, 
7:30 pm Feb. 22.
CPR FOR BABYSITTERS 
Canadian Heart Foundation ap­
proved course in CPR. Panorama 
Leisure Centre. 9 am-2 om Feb. 21
\
MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
Editor:
I have reviewed the draft of the 
So-called IMC report -- whatever 
that may mean — concerning Eco­
nomic Opportunities in the Next 
Decade in Central Saanich. I find 
it to be banal and illiterate, and 
without any merit whatsoever.
Part 1: Economic Development 
Strategy and Action consists 
entirely of pretentious baffle-gab 
and Part 2; Community Economic 
Profile contains only irrelevant 
trivia; and both parts together 
constitute a self-serving attempt
itliterote
to perpetuate a number of con­
venient myths, such as: 75 per 
cent of Central Saanich is a great 
agricultural area.
Since the economic realities of 
and prospects for a community 
are basic factors in preparing and 
implementing an official com­
munity plan and since Central 
Saanich has such an on-going 
plan, there seems but little to no 
requirement for a separate study 







Re; Mulliculturalism Week / 
Teacher Appreciation Week (Ilic 
Review, Top of the Pile, Feb. 10)
I was disappointed to sec how 
71ic Review tlownplaycd the im­
portance of Teacher Appreciation 
Week by putting it under the 
heading of Mulliculturalism 
Week.
All too often our stxiiciy 
denigralcs ihc vital role of 
teacher. Tlie families at Sidney 
School am. very fortunate to have 
such 'a dedicated group of 
icitchcrs and staff.
I'his was our way of saying 
thank you to them for the time 
and effort they give our children; 
for doing so tnuch beyond die 
hare essentials of day to day 
teaching.
All too often as parents wc take 
these extras for granted and even 
expect them.
1 would hoi)c The Review 
would correct this error and give 
Teacher Appreicaiton Week the 
rcsiTCCi and recognition it 
deserves.
Linda llembruff, 
Parent and Member 
of Sidney School Association.
WINTER IS PAST 
Canadian Bible Society Saanich 
branch holds interfaith rally. 
Friendship Baptist Church, 6:30 pm 
Feb. 21. 652-2723. Bethel Baptist 
Church, 6:30 pm FEb. 28.
FRUIT GROWERS 
Two session seminar on growing 
fruit trees. Panorama Leisure Cen­
tre, 7:30-9:30 pm Feb. 22 & 29.
APPLE VARIETIES 
Tree-fruit Growers Association 
demonstrates pruning and grafting. 
8801 East Saanich Rd., 1:30 pm 
Feb. 27. 656-4269 after 6 pm.
DANCE WORKSHOP 
Ballroom, latin some nightclub 
dancing. Panorama Leisure Centre,
11:30 am-2:30 pm Feb. 28.
SPORTS FIRST AID 
Injury prevention and care. 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 9 am-5 
pm Feb. 28 & Mar. 6. ‘i
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS 
Adult children of alcoholics sup­
port group meets 7:30 pm Mon­
days, Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
day care centre. 655-3595, 656-8791 
PRE-SCHOOL STORYTIME 
Stories, action rhymes and songs at 
library. 1:30 pm Wednesdays, 
Brentwood branch; 10:30 am 
Tuesdays or Thursdays, Sidney 
branch.
ESPERANTO
Esperantists and friends meet in­
formally, 2 pm Thursdays, 320-620 
View. 652-1082 or 656-7536.
WORLD DAY OF PRAYER 
Brentwood College Memorial 
Chapel, Brentwood Bay. 2 pm, 
March 4. 652-2651.
BASIL PARKER RUN 
Multi-length family fun run starting 
at Sicily’s School. 10 am March 5. 
Prercgisler with Tim Richards, 652- 
4444.
PATOS ISLAND CLASSIC 
Qualifying race for Swifisiire. 
Register at Sidney and North 
Saanich Yachl Club by Mur. 4; 592- 
7480
SECRETARIES
Cliito(>raclor .Steven Benson lulks 
on PrcveMiiing Chronic Backache 
and Optimizing Performance ai 
Feb, 17 meeting, Victoria Cltapter, 
I^rofessional Secretaries lull. 5:15 
pm. Ruth 477-8325,
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
Letter-writing campaign starting 
for child victims of human rights 
violations. Unitarian Church Hall, 
7:30 pm Feb. 17.
SMALL CLAIMS 
Law Centre free course on small 
claims court procedure. 7:30 pm 
Feb. 17. 388-4516.
CROSS COUNTRY RACE 
Royal Roads Military College spon­
sors 41st running of Admiral Nelles 
lOK cross country race. Feb. 21. 
380-4630.
KIDS & NATURE 
Sharing Nature with Children, 
special program at Witty’s Lagoon 
Nature House. 1 pm Feb. 21. 
Preregister 478-3344.
COMMUNITY AWARENESS 
Junior Service League sponsors 
evening with staff and students of 
Lester B. Pearson College of the 
Pacific at Camosun College, Young 
310. Feb. 25.
CHINESE BURIAL FIGURES 
Images from the tomb exhibit of 
Chinese burial figures at Art 
Gallery of Greater Victoria until 
April 12.
TONMY TUCKHiS red roofed
LIGHTHOUSE
iimn QRin 7th St Mariner Mall IN MARINER #100 9810-7th bt. g5g.-,7-,.j VILLAGE MAL
FULLY LICENCED PREMISES
Open for Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 
7:00 am-11:00 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS
THE GREA T FAMIL Y RESTAURANT
Voted #1 on Vancouver Island 
Fabulous salad bar, famous rotisserie chicken 
Take out service 
Ribs - Steaks - Burgers
656-1711
CAREGIVERS
The caregivers group meets I:30-3 
pm, March 2 at PCA office.
OPEN HOUSE
Sidney teen activity group open 
house at 2304 Oakville, behind 
Sanscha Hall. Refreshments served, 
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birih Control CTinic now 
open Thursday evenings, 7-9 pm, 
lower parking lot enirance of 
Sidnev llcallh Unii. Appointments 
656-1188,
JOB HUNTING
i'ree one-hour sessions for job 








ICBC CLAIMS |i^ Ji, PPPI ATPMFNT PROMTLY HANDLED « HLKLAV./L-IVICIV I












OLYMPIC FEVER on Saanich Peninsula: local mn«
'‘bonslocldlno
down Landftond Road driveway.
THE FINAL TALLY i.s in. The Sidney Lions-Review Food Bank 
Society received a total of $33,(KX) in donations to provide I ,1(X) 
hampers for about .5,(XX) people in 1987. In addition cnongh food 
donations were received to put together 310 hampers for the needy 
at Christmas time. Each hamper also contained food vouchers
worth an average of $50. Way to go Sidney!
, ♦ • •
WHILE WE’RE talking about donations, the B.C, Lung 
Association officially ended its campaign Jan. 31 and reports that 
contributoLS from Sidney and Vituoria areas were directly responsi­
ble for $136.5.17 of the more than $1 million raised province wide. 
Once again, way to go, Sidney?
IF YOU’RE CONCERNliD about where Central Saanich is go­
ing during the next 10 years, a citizens’ formii about economic 
development should sp.irl; voiir interest It will be held at the 
Keating School Thursday, Feb. 25. at 7:30 p.m. Aid. Wayne 
Watkins and Cory Porter will be speaking. Anyone listening?
■ WAT EKidHIi Y.ACHT.S ua McDonald {'at K Load launched a 
42-foot sailing yacht at Smitly',s Mnrina at the foot of Beacon 
Avenue Monday. The Capez.on was commi,s!iioacd by Dave and 
zVnne Street of Vancouver, f he fibrcgal.s,s boat wa.s buih entirely in
Sidney* ■ ' ■
■ ■ '■ •' ■ , ■ * * ■ * ' ■ ' A '
PARENTING COURSliS run by Judy Davir, at the Pcnin.sula 
Community Association are full. She is running ihree classes, each 
with 15 parcnt.s, Thi.s is Ihe finst lime for thc.se classes, which help 
parents deni vviih problems. For those who tried to get into Ihe
vWUli.V ..n.t.VUk ,.uk,......    .......
not loo late, ■ "■
O nnifk
Tips « SCULPTURED NAILS ^ SILKS 
mNICURE REPAIRS
HOUSE OF RUSSELL 656-1522 SIDNEY CENTRE
Your ENSIGN CHRYShER PLYMOUTH 
roproseiiictlive in Siiinoy is
BRIAN SHEPHERD
For a homo dornonstrohon ol any of out iiiio piudutdia c«ll. 
656-T567 386-2411
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MEL. COUVELIER SIDNEY, B.C. TERRY HUBERTS
Dorman’s 
Carpet Cleaners
• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Wilf Dorman gives persona! attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.





T.V.’s - STEREOS - V.C.R.’S 
VIDEO EQUIPMENT - MICROWAVE OVENS 
ELECTRIC TOOLS - SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
ETC.
652-0167
2142 KEATING X ROADS 
(SEABOARD PLAZA) TRYING TO OPEN the safe at the Goodwill Enterprises failed to leave the combination. Curiosity got the bet- 
store on Beacon Avenue is locksmith Bob Parker. ter of the store managers, but so far they haven’t been
Former tenants of the store couid not take the safe but able to find out what’s inside.
PRE INVENTORY CLEARANCE 
WE WOULD RATHER SELL 




The Capital Regional District 
is buying a plot of land at the 
corner of Central Saanich Road 
and Stelly’s Crossroad for a 
water pump station.
It will pay $7,500 to the 
Toronto Dominion Bank for 
the .18-hectare parcel, provided 
the agricultural land commis­
sion approves.
CONTRACTS AWARDED 
The Peninsula water commis­
sion has awarded Electric 
Power Equipment Ltd. a 
$60,678.64 contract for the sup­
ply of a unit substation at the 
Stelly’s pump station.
Square 'D’ Canada will suppr.- 
ly the motor control centre for 
$27,098.90. Both companies 
submitted the lowest bids for 
these tenders.
Work will begin immediately 
on the water pump station at the 
corner of Stelly’s Crossroad and 
Central Saanich Road. The sta­
tion will be operational by the 
summer of 1988 to ensure ade­
quate flows to the north of the 
Peninsula under maximum day 
conditions.
HARTLAND WATER LINE 
Sandbar Construction Ltd. 
submitted the lowest bid for in­
stallation of a watcrmain serv­
ing three houses on Hartland 
Road. Sandbar’s bid of 
$28,298.46 was $9,000 less than 
the next lowest bid, and less 
than half of the bid submitted 
by Western Grater Contracting 
Ltd.
The CRD approved construc­
tion of a watcrmain to these 
three houses after health of­
ficials determined their water 
supply was contaminated by the 
CRD’s nearby garbage dump,
?
SUITES, SOFA BEDS, LAMPS,
TRADES WELCOME ■ TERMS TO SUIT O.A.C. ■ FREE DELIVERY
WinH
mmt,
You‘H ho glad you did.
nf'
(Sidney ftNorlltSnsnlcb) 
ThuroBS Thom 65B-7747 
> Clwidifl Pnrfltt fi56-7B9a 
(Drcnlwoocl & Centra! Saankh) 
Ftoi OdgerB652-4S06 
Vicky J»cl( son 6524839 i
Wfticome Answerino 
£kHVlno4'ii'C)*33(iS
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V
Poet BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICESDR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
’Im/W We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.
nomination
2144A Keating X Rd, 652-9700 Saanichton
THIS ANGUS will kick up a fuss after vet Ed Dahi gives him the needle, Feb. 6. It was 
part of the three-hour weigh-in for the Saanich Peninsula 4-H Beef Club at the 
Saanich Fairgrounds.
The animal belongs to John Warren, in his first year with 4-H. He hopes to nurture 
Quincy over the coming months for success at the club achievement day, July 23. 
Weight gain is traced from February through to the end of August, PNE time. Weigh­
ed were two market steers, 16 fed calf steers, six heifers and three cow-calf com­
binations, belonging to 17 club members.
Following the weigh-in was the club’s public speaking night at the experimental 
farm.
Poet Elizabeth Woods wants 
to be a federal politician. She’s 
seeking the nomination as NDP 
candidate for the new federal 
riding of Saanich-Gulf Islands.
“I’m a blue socialist,’’ says 
the author of two novels and 
two volumes of poetry. “I’m a 
small businessman, and unders­
tand there is a vitality to
independently-owned
businesses.”
Saanich-Gulf Islands is a
small “c” conservative riding.
lelilBI
Public speaking winners were: junior, 1, Sean Verhagen, 2, Bruce Passmore, and 3, 
Kim Kennedy; senior, 1, Erin Kennedy, 2, Andrew Petro, and 3, Jeff Dahl. These 
members will go on to public speaking at the district level.
Art historian's challenges
says Woods. “I think many 
votes might be attracted to my 
style of free enterprise.”
Government should en­
courage and support small 
business, says the 48-year-old 
’View Royal resident. “I’m very 
much against large corpora­
tions. In fact, I’m very much 
against large anything. ’ ’
Government must look after 
needs of the underprivileged in
As an art historian and year, 
specialist in Islamic culture, “People tend to think that 
University of Victoria professor the only big employers in Vic-
and faculty of fine arts dean Dr. toria are the university, govern- 
Anthony Welch is accustomed ment, and navy. But there’s a 
to detctive work. fourth — culture,”
were asked what their incomes ^society, says Woods. The 
were and how mch they spent NDP really understands and 
on materials. Welch’s conclu- cares about most people in this
sion: “The arts are absolutely country. It s one of the things
vital for Victoria.” which attracts me to the parly.”
In the past’, Welch has Woods is the first candidateJ iJT Clilllii lli Liic TV wiv.'ii J 1 * f * Q * 1
His position often requires To gather information for the organized several major exhibi- ^ 
identifying where artifacts study, Welch and several tions, each a three year project^^^^ ^
originated, and who they were ressearch assistants conducted involving the selection of
created by. extensive interviews with people theme, the creation of a detailed at Sanscha Hall on May 14.
As a result of Welch’s exper- involved in every aspect of fine entry on each object to be
tise, students from as far away arts. displayed, and the publication
as.Jprdan,. Lebanon, and Libya Theatre companies were ask- of a fully illustrated catalogue.
haVe come to UVic t study with ed how much wood they used to He is currently completing a
him.i : build sets and who they bought book on Medieval Islamic ar
‘The field of Islamic art is
an absolute gold mine in terms 
of unpublished material to work- 
on,” he says.
For a number of years Welch 
was a consultant for Prince 
Sadruddin Aga Khan, who has 
the world’s largest and finest 
private collection of Islamic art, 
in Geneva, Switzerland. 
Formerly high commissioner 
for refugees for the United Na­
tions, Prince Sadruddin hired 
Welch to catalogue his art 
treasures which include approx­
imately 1,000 manuscripts, 
paintings, calligraphics, and 
manuscript bindings.
Cataloguing involves un­
covering the history of each art 
piece — finding data .such as 
when and where it was produc­
ed. “In some cases a part of this 
information will already be 
known, but often you have to 
speculate,” says Welch.
To stay on top of his field, he 
travels e.xtensivcly to visit othei 
collections, taking photogrttphs 
and detailed notes,
Welch explains that 
manuscripts arc .sometimes 
taken apart by art dealers and 
sold fjage by page: one 
manuscript might end up scat­
tered across the World, “It can 
be extraordinarily difficult to 
try ami reassemble an image of 
what a mamiscripi looked like, 
especially if it was never 
photographed.
“I might see a mitnu.script 
page in New York and thiitk 
that 1 had seett one like it in 
Kuvvaii, But I have to get 
precise information on the pttge 
in aucstion to be certain, which 
often requires c.xlensive in- 
VC s t i g a t i o n into t h e 
manuscript’s provemmee tmd 
the artistic and broader cultural 
hi.story of the period in which it 
was produced."
Welch say;, that to put a 
manuscript together successful­
ly,'is on “absolutely terrific 
feeling.”
Recently, Vv’clch hiv. bccri itv
volved in tmeovering a different 
type of information; be itas 
been doing extensive researclt to 
find out the economic 
significance of the arts in Vic­
toria.
Welch says, “As it turns out, 
(he arts are one of Ihe largest 
employers in the Clreaier Vic­
toria area. The final results of 
our survey show tlicir economic 
impact to be $50 million pet­






It’s easy to install 
in your present 








CALL N OW 652-0167 (24 hrs)
2142 KEATING X ROADS (SEABOARD PLAZA)
ANI
HIGHLY TRAINED EXPERIENCED 
I PROFESSIONALS
f)PT-N I:jAVS a WLIiK — THURS. TIL <> PM 
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Gepanealite
ALL THE BEAUTY 
OFCERAS\^ICTiLE,
HONE OF THE 
HEADACHES
® 1 panel replaces 100 tiles
® 100% waterproof 
o Embossed space-age finish 
© Designer patterns 
® Easy to install
® Easy to clean 
Ceramalite panels - the smart 
do-it-yourself solution for bathrooms, 
kitchens, iaundryrooms.
SLEGG LUMBER
A COMPLETE HARDWARE AND BUILDING SUPPLY CENTRE
2030 MALAVIEW AVENUE 
SlbNEY — 656-1125
ON THE HIGHWAY NEAR SANDOWN RACE TRACK
WION-SAT. 7:30-5:30 • SUN. 9:30-4:30
mmm 's as easy as 1-2-3
Get a Big Bonus Bingo card from any participating merchant. No purchase 
necessary. Limit one card per merchant per day.
Read The Review every Wednesday and check the Bid Bonus Bingo numbers 
against your cards. Remember the colour of the card'changes each week with 
the start of a new game.
If you have a winning card bring it to The Review before noon the Monday 
following publication of the bingo numbers. YOU QUALIFY FOR THE BONUS IF 





merchaodise gift certificates 
if you are a Review subscriber
To start your subscription call 656-1151 today and you’ll be eligible for the subscriber 
bonus next week. Subscription rates $1.50 per month or $12 for 15 months.












PRICES EFFECTIVE FEB. 17th - FEB. 22nd
K*,Vr('A (riY
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PICK OUT THAT NEW SOFA,
CHAIR, WALL
UNIT, TABLE DINE'ITE, DRAPERY, 
MATTRESS, .SECTIONAL. RECLINER, LAMP 
OR SOFA BED AND JUST WALK OUT 
WITHOUT PAYINQI NO MONl-Y DOWN 
NO INTEREST, NO PA YMENTS 
UNTIL JULY 29, 1980 
OAC,
Palliser contemporary 2 pee, wall system in 
Village oak finish. Foaluros adjustable 















Monday - Gaturdny 9 • 5:30
each
THRIFTY FOODS IN THE MARINER MALL
&





Ten members, independent of board and manage­
ment compare the most local competitive food and 
hardware prices weekly. Prices are then averaged and 
the Co-op ensures below average prices on every in­
dividual item. You save wear, tear, gasoline and time! 
Co-op advisory committee guarantees the lowest 
possible price and best value for your total shopping 
dollar.
JOIN NOW!
Over one million dollars have been returned to our 
members during the past ten years. Become a lifetime 
member/owner by purchasing ten — $10.00 shares. Your 
total share of $100.00 may be paid for over the course of a 





So much more than a Food Store
Pick up your FREE Bingo card at 
the merchants on these two 



























Mary Seemann of 
Sfuggett Rd. in Brentwood 
won $1,000
Bert Van Kasteren of 
Pollard Place, Sidney 
won $1,000
What happens if there’s no winner?
The Jackpot for the following week will remain at $250.00 in gift certificates, however, the 
subscriber bonus will increase. Note that the prize for each week’s game will be clearly stated,
Should I do anything if 1 don’t win?
YES. Put your name, address and phone number on the back of the Big Bonus Bingo card and 
mail it to The Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5 or ’
drop it at The Review office, 9781 - 2nd Street, Sidney. You could be one of the players drav/n to 
play off for any unclaimed prizes at the end of Ihe ten weeks. THE TOTAL $10,000.00 IN PRIZES 
WILL BE AWARDED. Watch The Review for further details of a special Bingo to be held at the end 
of the program.
1. Big Bonus Bingo cards may be obtained from any 
participating merchant listed on these two pages. No 
purchase is necessary and you can play as many cards
' as -ybu wish each week,' hoV/'ever orily^one Big Bonus 
Bingo card may be requested per day, from each mer- 
chanf. •
2. Big Bonus Bingo card colours change each week, so 
be sure to check The Review to make sure you have the 
correct colour. Each week is a new game.
3. Big Bonus Bingo numbers will be published each 
week in The Review on these pages identifying the cur­
rent colour Big Bonus Bingo card they are valid for. The 
numbers will appear from left to right in the order they 
were drawn.
4. Check your personal Big Bonus Bingo cards against 
the numbers published in The Review and you could be 
a Big Bonus Bingo winner.
5. To win a Bingo, you must have a full card. (All 
numbers on your card must have been called.) In the 
event of two or more winners declaring a Bingo, the win­
ner will be the one who has the earliest number drawn
on their card. If there is more than one winning card, 
winners will divide the $250100 in gift certificates equal­
ly. Subscribers of The Review qualify tor the bonus 
$750,00 in gift certificates. Should more than one winn-'* 
ing card be held by a subscriber, the prize will be shared 
equally.
6. To qualify for the subscriber bonus, you must be 
listed as a paid subscriber, either monthly or yearly, as 
of the date that the numbers are published in The 
Review.
7. All winning Big Bonus Bingo cards must be turned in 
at The Review, 9781 - 2nd St., Sidney, by noon Monday 
in order to claim their share of the prize. This is the Mon­
day following publication of Ihe bingo numbers.
8. In the event of question of the Big Bonus Bingo card 
authenticity the ruling of the judges will be final.
9. Employees of Island Publishers, their Immediate 
families, participating Big Bonus Bingo merchants and 
their employees and immediate families are not eligible.
10. Merchandise gift certificates are redeemable in 









MAKES LOGSPLITTING — ALMOST A JOKE
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• II works nnywhoio, oven in your cnrporl or 
bnsomont.
• No ovorhond swing roquIrorJ!
• You work In 0n upright posHion 
olImfiiBlIng a lot of back bonding.
FASTEST, SAFEST & EASIEST 
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"Amendment and correction of letter
Editor:
A long letter in The Review of 
Feb. 3 from Aid. Bill Gordon and 
more of his comments (Review, 
Feb. 10, page A15) require some 
amendment and correction. He 
should be aware that the people 
of North Saanich organized to
NEW PAYMENT CONVENIENCE 
FROM AUTOPLAN
Soften the blow of vehicle insurance 
renewal time — Autoplan's Half- 
NOW, Half-Later short term policy 
lets you pay for insurance on most 
vehicles for periods from six to eleven 
months. Ask your insurance agent 
how you can take advantage of this 
new option from Autoplan.
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5:30 and 
SATURDAY 9-4:00 for your convenience
A locally owned & operated firm 
serving the Peninsula for 75 years
protect their way of life, to keep 
their rural atmosphere, to reject 
high scale development and to es­
tablish a low key, pay-as-you-go 
community.
Now, Gordon pressures us with 
the old car salesman’s pitch: 
“Say yes now, or you lose the 
deal’’ (i.e. the provincial grant). 
Our local member is the minister 
of finance. Is he going to offer 
S1(X),000 to his own constituency 
and then withdraw it because we 
want to take the time to spend it 
wisely? No, not if he desires to be 
re-elected.
Do we need another community 
hall? Wc have Sanscha Hall, tlie 
Panorama Centre; we have die 
use of the agricultural hall and 
numerous church and school 
halls. Do wc need one more?
Our present municipal hall was 
large enough until wc re-arranged 
its furnishings for the benefit of 
the television company.
Gordon gives us a long list of 
items or, as he secs them, faults 
in our present municipal hall. 
Most are housekeeping items best 
left to the staff to repair. Door­
steps, if stumbled over, should be 
fixed without talking lawsuit. 
Plugged toilets are caused by the 
user and call for a plunger at a 
cost of S5, not a $400,000 new 
building. If, after 10 years the 
plan printing room is giving 
trouble with amonia fumes, then 
the engineer could put in an ex­
haust fan paid for from petty cash 
or the housekeeping money.
The stime applies to floor 
coverings, curtains, etc. These 
things will be required in a new 
building, too, and more of tliem.
Gordon’s estimate on popula­
tion is a little out. Wc average 
100 new houses each year and 
since 1965, our inaugural year, 
wc have gained something less 
than 200 people per yciir. Regaid- 
ing building for die future popu- 
ladon, as Gordon suggests; will 
they accept this concept or want 
to impose dicir own idctts and de­
signs?
To finance this structure, the 
alderman suggests an option with 
no borrowing and no increase in 
taxadon. The source would, of 
course, be our reserve fund, slow-
§Lmm




6:30 P.M. ® FEBRUARY 18 ® $15 
Carrington-Wyatt — Sidney
SPEAKER:
Pat Crofton, M.P., “Free Trade” 
DRAW:
Weekend for 2 — Sheraton-Plaza
Advance ticket sales: Sidney Travel; 




FEB. 16-20/88 < 
We reserve 
the right to 
■limit quantities
'N: F.oods OUR
2531 BiEACON AVE. 
'Sidney By the Sea”
WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR 









FRESH JUICY SIZE IBS’s m
LEMONS 12/1”°













CHICKEN THIGHS. 149i lb.
FRESH SMALL SIZE
IPdI'^SPARE RIBS... ...4,17 kg 189H lb.
FRESH BONELESS
SHOULDER PAAQT




LAMB LOIN CHOPS 7.89 058iJ lb.




WHY PAY MORE 





















SIDE H UUN .................500g
• PURE CQPORK SAUSAGE.............soog^®^
• VAC.PAK
5K, WEINERS...............450g
• COUNTRY KITCHEN BONELESS 4>feCQSMOKED HAM.............. 7.91 kg Oi?.
• SLICED COOKED MEAT;
BOLO., CHICKEN LOAF 








RUMP ROAST........... ........5.71 kg 2«?
•BONELESS













GR. ‘A* CAN. CHOICE BEEF 
BONELESS
ROUND ROAST .....5.27 kg
WHY PAY MORE




ooUaSST’D. JUICE 250 mL 1 kg
SUNBURST INST.






















SAVE MORE ON FROZEN FOODS





CHiCKriN riiiro / ■''ownrep rlco......... ............. ..,263g*-
• TOTINOA
127






CUT or FRENCH BEANS..
TREBOR WRAPPED















KRAFT GRATED nnyPARMESAN CHEESE ..asogiii;^^
ly built up over the years by pre­
vious councils.
These funds are to be used for 
emergency and other purposes 
and interest from them has 
permitted us to operate our 
municipality without borrowing 
— a system which has kept our 
taxes low and has been the envy 
of our neighboring municipalities.
So, Gordon, having paid for our 
grand new hall with our reserve 
funds, will you not have to in­
crease taxes to replace it so that 
wc can continue to operate 
without borrowing?
Saanich, our large neighbor to 
the south, organized in 1906. Six­
ty years later, with a population 
of 60,000, they were still using a 
conglomeration of wood build­
ings and army huts at Royal Oak, 
then tlicy built the Concrete 
Castle on Vernon Avenue.
But, do wc wish to emulate 
them? After all, everything we 
have in North Saanich was paid 
for as we acquired it. Do we need 
“the plan for the future’’ theory?
To use Mr. Gordon’s own com­
parison: “You don’t throw away 
your car because the dashboard 
cigarette lighter doesn’t work.”





Re; study by tlie economic de­
velopment committee for the fu­
ture of Central S aanich.
On this date I have had an op­
portunity to read the draft of a 
study which, it is stated, exam­
ines the economic opportunities 
to be pursued in order to achieve 
the Community’s economic 
priorities or objectives.
There appears to be an am­
bivalence in the study, for while 
stating the desirability of retain­
ing a village /rural atmosphere, 
stress is placed on the desirability 
for high residential development. . 
The mating of high residential de­
velopment with, or while retain­
ing the village / rural atmosphere, 
is not possible. One destroys the 
other.
And the recommendation that 
further consideration should be 
given to creating boundaries for 
village residential development, 
with a need to market the land, 
gives rise for concern that broach 
of the Agricultural Land Reserve 
is in question.
Am I correct in assuming that 
residential properties do not pro­
vide sufficient return in dollars to 
municipalities? Municipal gov­
ernment must provide such ser­
vices as fire protection, water ser­
vice, schools, police to name only 
the most important. Despite 
wealthy developers, residential 
development remains costly for 
taxpayers.
In my opinion it would be 
wrong to use land that could pro­
duce ftx)d for now and the future, 
in order to .service, or attempt to 
service, u still greater population, 
Mrs, G. vSnunders 
Saanichton
Continued from Pago A4
fetus dc,serves to have rights and 
to be con.sidcrcti in the choice,
And 1 know that every child 
will be a wanted child until the 
present adoption wailing lists arc 
filled and the increasing number 
of people who want to have chil­
dren, cannot have ilicin, and 







• CORN BRAN CEREAL........350g 1.17
•QUAKER OATS.............. 2.25kg 1.97
• QUAKER 1 MIN. OATS,. ....2. kg 1.97
• OUAKER CHEWY m$ mn 1.87
PANCAKE MIXW.....................2.57
,?.17
Letters to the editor 
must be signed and 
contain the writer’s ad­
dress and telephone 
number. Letters should 
not exceed 200 words 
in length and may be 
edited for clarity, 
legality or taste.
L'SIf it's New: 
Call the Review
656-1151
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m Soonichtori school Olympics
R
m
The Olympics now mean a lit­
tle more to Saanichton elemen­
tary students. They were told of 
the sporting spectacle from 
some people who know what 
it’s all about.
Three former Olympic 
athletes, a physiotherapist and a 
nutritionist have all visited the 
school within the past several 
weeks to talk to students about 
their sporting experiences.
Dean Crawford, an Olympic 
gold medal winner in the 1984 
Summer Olympics in Los 
Angeles, spoke to students in 
Grades 2 to 5, Jan. 7. 
Crawford, a member of the 
eight-man rowing team, related 
his experiences in training and 
competition.
Janice Mason is an athlete 
who also competed in the 1984 
Olympics. She was a member of 
a two-man rowing team and is a 
member, along with Crawford, 
of the University of Victoria 
rowing team. She visited the 
school Feb. 3.
Howard Kelsey, a Canadian 
national basketball team 
member and Olympic com­
petitor, spoke to students in 
Grades 4 and 5 last Wednesday.
Kelsey told the class about the 
selection process he went 
through, the training, the diet, 
the isolation — and the joy and 
spirit of the Olympics. He 
brought an Olympic gold medal 
; and photos for the students to 
\ look at and touch.
I Students in Grade 4 and 5 of- 
i fered several comments about 
I their impressions of the special 
I visitors.
i “They talked about winning 
i and losing. They were fun,”
I said Erin Harding.
I Michael Eardmann was im- 
I pressed with “the way they train 
I so hard and they don’t even care 
I if they lose.”
I David Griffey said he was im- 
I pressed with “how much prac- 
I tise they said they had to do to 
I get into the Olympics.”
I Jillian Anstey was impressed 
I with the medals they were 
I awarded and Michael Finlay 
I was impressed with the athletes’ 
I muscular builds.
I Students in Grades 2 and 3 
I were similiarly impressed.
I “I got to hold Dean
I Cfawfprd’s Olympic gold
II medal,” said Peter Allen. Other 
students echoed his feelings.
Carli Halpenny liked vyhat
she heard of the athletes’ train­
ing and Sheryl Townsend was 
impressed with how many hours 
Crawford had to practise.
Students in Grade 2 and 3 of­
fered differing first reactions 
when the Olympics are mention­
ed.
Vanessa Lucas thinks of the 
cheering crowds, Kate Kittredge 
thinks of rowing, Jason 
Rumsby thinks of athletes, 
Brian Rapanos thinks of the 
torch being lit, Sarah Erwin 
thinks of the flag with the five 
circles on it and Aaron Cawsey 
thinks of where the torch was 
carried.
Almost all the students would 
like to be Olympic athletes some 
day.
Grade 4 and 5 students Floyd 
Charlie, Gus Underwood and 
Jillian Anstey said they would 
like to be on the Olympic 
hockey team. Mike Zakreski 
would like to be a downhill skier 
and Jenny Coldwell would like 
to be a cross country racer.
In Grades 2 and 3, Judy 
Arney wants to be a skier, 
Roger Milner a bobsledder and 
Aaron Dunford a ski jumper.
Chantelle Whitcornbe said 
she didn’t want to be in the 
Olympics because she “would 
have to train and all that.”
Ryan’ Ashmead said he did 
not want to be an Olympic 
athlete because he would have 
to skip so much school.
Learning about the Olympics 
has been incorporated into 
many aspects of the elementary 
curriculum at Saanichton 
elementary.
Students have participated in 
reading Olympics. Art classes 
have designed and drawn Olym­
pic logos that focus on move­
ment in sports.
Students designed a board 
game that asks questions about 
the Olympics in a similiar 
fashion to Trivial Pursuit.
A trip to Calgary was charted 
and bulletin boards in school 
hallways have been filled with 
Olympic displays.
French classes have also been 
heavily involved in teaching 
students about the Olympics.
The school was also one of 
many in the region to par­
ticipate in^a mini-Olympic torch, 
relay, last week. Ah afternoon" 
of skating has been planned for 
students in the near future.




One 4 Cu. Ft. Bale
Sale Price $8.95 
Less Rebate $2.00
YOUR COST S6.95
r~ M.‘\IL-1N. THIS IS NOT A .STORE COURON.
POLICY:
Continued from Page A1
accepted into the program. Next 
in line are children with 
brothers or sisters currently 
enrolled in French immersion.
No enrolment date has been 
set. “It will likely be the second 
week of March, a week after 
kindergarten registration,” said 
Janet Mort, Saanich schools 
superintendent.
Trustees arc still split on 
when to begin French immer­
sion. “I’m still opposed to star­
ting French immersion in Grade 
I. I think it’s costing the school 
district money,” said trustee 
John Belts.
Both new trustees echoed his 
sentiments. North Saanich 
representative Peter Shrewing 
and Central Saanich’s David 
Christian, retired principal of 
Keating Elementary School, 






6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY. B.C.
$2-00 CASH BACK OKER
To obtain vour refund, cut out tlie UPC code from one 4 CF bale or two 2 Cl' bales of 
Sunshine Peat Moss. Attach to tliis fonn with a dated store receipt and mail to; 







Limit four refunds per liouseliold.
Offer expires June 30, 19.H8. Sale 
or trade of tliis certific.ate proliibited. 
Void wliere prohibited by law. Uixed 
or olbens-ise. Group and organization 
requests void. Only original Ul’C codes 
and receipts eligible, no photocopies, 
liand drawn or mechanical repro­
ductions accepted. Please allow 
6-8 weeks for delivery.
ONE OF THE Olympic athletes to visit Saanichton 
Elementary recently was basketball player Howard 
Kelsey. Students crowded around the athlete to see 
photos and memorabilia of his experiences.
l-OK llK.-M. TlllKK. UKTI KK LOOKING l’L.-\NTS.
CO-OP^ARDENCENT^





2132 Keating X Road
immersion in Grade 1.
The regulations allow instruc­
tion in other foreign languages. 
A principal may approve secon- 
dary language courses. 
However, all programs must be 
approved by elected trustees.
Advisory committees may be 
appointed to deal with other 
foreign languages. Each ad­
visory committee would have 
parents, teachers, ad­
ministrators and trustees.
1 FOR PERSONALIZED 1
'sERVICE^^t?b 1
mm
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Moose order
THE MEN’S SHOP”






Monk Quick Copy Centre
2 for 1 Copy Cards 
Buy One - Get The 2ncl One Free
Available at our Sidney location only.
Offer expires Feb. 29/88.
Quick Crate -Reg.34.95 sale.................... s-|j5o
The Thingl Computer Copy Holder ....^13®^ 
9775-5th ST., SIDNEY 655-3888
LOYAL ORDER of the Moose, a fathernai organization 
with a membership of more than 1.5 million throughout 
the U.S.A., Canada and Great Britian, is 100 years old. 
Pictured with the birthday cake Sunday at Lodge 1390 
in Saanichton are, left to right, Joe Wolonik, governor 
of the lodge; Edith Beadle, senior regent of Women of 
the Moose; and William Norris, past governor.
The Moose motto is, “No mand stands straight and tail 
as when he stoops to lift a child.” That’s exmplified by 
the 1,200-acre campus of the world-renowned Child Ci­
ty - Mooseheart, dedicated to the upbringing of 
children in a homelike atmosphere until they graduate. 
At graduation, money is made available for university. 
The local lodge was instituted in 1920, and past gover­
nor Norris is a member of more than 50 years. In 1921, 
its women’s auxiliary started.
Locally, the Moose supports crippled children, and 
handicapped and extended care facilities. Hours of 
volunteer work are also contributed, and bingos and 
family dinners and teas raise money. The group also 
rents out its hall.
PEMBERTON 
HOLMES (SIDNEY)LTD.
2481 BEACON AVE. 656-0911
Driving 





We Can Provide Lower 
Rates Than I.C.B.C.
Premiums For All 
Experienced Drivers.
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:30 - 5:30 PM
OPEN SATURDAY 9 to 9 PIV!
COME IN AND DISCUSS 
WITH US HGW YOU 
CAN QUALIFY FOR 
THESE EXCLUSIVE RATES
CINDY ADELE
A North Saanich man who 
drove himself to court despite 
the fact his driver’s licence was 
suspended has been fined $300, 
sent to jail for seven days and 
had his licence suspended for 
another year.
William Lucas asked friends 
and neighbors for a ride to 
court on March 19, 1987. When 
he couldn’t find anyone to help 
out, he drove himself, said 
defence lawyer Mayland 
McKimm.
“There was no bus service in 
the rural area where he lived 
and he could not afford a taxi,” 
said McKimm. The 24-year-old 
Sidney man is currently 
unemployed and looking for 
work.
Provincial court judge 
Lawrence Brahan ordered 
Lucas to serve his sentence at 
the Wilkinson Road jail 
fsweekendsV;- -f
PENINSULA RESIDENTS




SALE DATES: FEBRUARY 5 TO FEBRUARY 28, 1988
All in stock
WALLPAPER
OUR REGULAR LOW SELLING 





Easy to apply, scrubbablo, low 





{^Jloverdale has one of 
the best selections of 
wallpaper stock and 
books. Our entire 
wallpaper selection is on 
sale at 25% OFF Our 
Regular Selling Price. 
BUT if you find a pattern 
sonnewhere else or are 
having trouble getting it...
bring us the pattern 






EVERY BOOK, EVERY PATTERN. 













SEMI-GLOSS Latex or Alkyd
A lough finish for kitchens, bath­
rooms and woodwork. 01123,13113
ALKYD LATEX




iiMni'n 4,L iLi B fin 4 L
Cioverdaie Paint
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Mon, • Trli fi 00 «m-6;,10 pm 
Sal.I 0;00 onv-fe 30 pm: Sun ' 10 00 arnR OO pm
Fobruory 10th Ad for LUMBERWORLD
READ: Package Lumber 2 x 6 x 9V4 
Utility Studs for 99.99
IT SHOULD HAVE READ:
2 X 6 X 92%’’ STUDS
The Review Is sorry for any 
Inconvenience this may have caused.
Governmentworker,s vvon’t be forced to move out of their 
Peninsula honic,s under the provincial government’s decen­
tralization and privatization plans, said Premier Bill Vander ' 
Zalm.
Some workers may become self-employed or work for 
private companies rather than tlie government, he told the 
Greater Victoria Chamber of Commerce at a luncheon last 
week. Privatization docs not automatically mean relocation, 
the premier added.
“Some critics say privatization is a way for the government 
to make money,” Vander Zalm .said .Ian. 19. “It isn’t.”
Privatization will help the government reduce it debt. All 
money earned on the sale of government services will be ap­
plied to the province’s deficit.
“The decentralization process will take a long time,” the 
premier said. “If the government does not develop plans to 
help other pans of the province, then in 25 or ,10 years we’ll 
end up with two economics in this province.”
The Lower Island and I .owcr Mainland would be a boom­
ing imlu.siriai aicii, he iHcdick'd. “ lowus in i.lriiish Colum­
bia's Interior would dwindle in iinporuince and opportuni­
ty.”
The province needs to diversify “so iliai we are no longer 
dependent on forestry, inining aiul lourism,” Vandcr Ztilm 
siiid,
“I’m hiippy that the forest indusiry is as \ibranl as ii is lo- 
day. I'or the first time in yetfrs, the tniiiing indusiry is tm its 
way up,” However, the premier added (lie iirovince needs lo 
develop a strong mtinufaeiui'ing sector,
The free trade agreement with the liniied Slates could open 
the inanufactiiring door, he said, “Furoiiean mamifticiurers 
must be enticed to work out lieenciiij.! agrceiiienis here.
“The big thing ahoui free trade is that it is free, If we can 
aiiracl inamifacUirers from luiropc, they ctm sell ilicir pro­
duct in the U.S,, provided it is manufaciured in ll.C.”
B.C. busine.ssmen “must go to investors in Western 
Burope. We can’t write off Btirope and say it's a place of the 
past. We must look at all the oirpoiTuniiies.”
Vandcr Zalm said there arc tilso opponumics in the Soviet 
Union, Chinn and the Pacific Rim, s
However, he wtis ttngry that the federtil govermnent did not 
appoint a B.C, representative to the free iiado review botircl, 
He was also upset because the fcdcrtil governmciii lias not 
fullilleci Its promises to comix'iisaie forcsiry eompanie.s 
unable to log in Ihe newly ereaied South .Moresby Ntuional 
Park.
The premier said he was noi ready lo stop fighting with the 
senior goveramem. “We can’l give in lo those people who say 
B.C, is a land wosi of Canada.
“While wc’ic faced wiili ila.'se ftusiiaiioas, we know iliat 
Ibis province will lead Ctmada, In ihe ae.vt five to 10 yetivs, sve 
will be known tis ihe province where iliines will htipnen “
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FALSE ALARM 
An overzealous housecleaner 
tripped a smoke detector in a 
house in the 78(X)-block West 
Saanich Road last week. 
“Fumes from an ammonia- 
based cleaner triggered the 
alarm,” said Art Curry, Central 
Saanich deputy fire chief.
“Smoke detectors should be 
vacuumed once a year,” he add­
ed. Dust can build up, reducing 
effectiveness of the alarms.
KEEN-EYED COMMUTER 
Someone riding a B.C. Tran­
sit bus spotted a chimney fire on 
the east side of Verdier Ave. in 
Brentwood Bay just before mid­
night Feb. 9.
By the time firefighters arriv­
ed on the scene, the fire was no 
longer visible. It appeared to 
burn itself out, said Art Curry, 








THIS IS YOUR COMMUNITY PLEASE 
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CHARITIES 
9842-3RD ST., SIDNEY 
(across from Fireball)
655-1166
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last week, Holly Bradshaw and her Air Canada I! design was one of the few that 
survived. The exercise taught students about the laws of gravity and how different




It’s difficult to admit, but until less than a, year ago 1
I
Now, 1 find that all these years horrible plaque has been 
building up on my teeth. The new advertising girnmick for 
toothpastes.is their ability to fight stuff that not long ago only 
dentists knew existed.
Forget toothpaste. How about that mouthwash, oh? Green 
was all right with me, now it’s all turning blue.
I don’t care whether my cereal floats.
Mornings are difficult times for a consumer. They make a 
guy want to drink eight cups of Neo Citron, swallow a bottle 
of Nytols and bury his face in a Downey-fresh pillow for a 
decade or two.
But it gets worse.
Now I discover Coke wants me to indulge in its product in 
the morning.
Never before noon, Mr. Coca-Cola. You’re not blue and 
you probably don’t help with the plaque.
I’ve got three different types of deodorant, Recently 1 
noticed that 1 generally stink by the end of the day no matter 
which 1 use.
One of them, 1 figure, has got to be better than the others. 
So in the tradition of Pepsi, Tide and Huggics, I’m con­
ducting a test.
Four, evenly applied strokes of Right Guard in the right 
armpit. Four, evenly applied strokes of Irish Spring in the 
left.
One of those frantic days deod(U'ants are supposed to sur­
vive goes by — you know, word processor keys that ttilk 
back, angry readers who stuff news releases down my throat 
until 1 choke and turn mouthwash-blue, hair tliat frazzles in 
clouds of car exhaust.
We arrive home. “OK, Kathy. Give ’em a sniff.” (My own 
nose isn’t objective enough — an awful thing lor a journalist
to admit.) . , ■
I learn that both armpits stink, but one doesn’t stink i|uiic 
ns much as the other. And the winner of round one. by half a 
dry-heave, is: Right Guard.
As I write this, there are four strokes of Right Guard up 
against four strokes of Mennen Sliced .Stick. I know yoit ctiti’t
wait. . ^ ^ ,
The winner will go up against a mixitire ol soya sauce and 
corn starch I’m trying to market. It'll be all the nige. 1 know
you can’l wait. , , ,. ,
Anyway, let’s get beyond the bathroom and the kitchen
table.
Canada AM introduces me to Mount Royal. I his is c TV 
bragging about its own program, a praeiice akin to the ob­
noxious habit of that balding, fat loudtnouih at the arena.
You know the one. He tells you what a great goalie his kid 
is when you know your kid is much better.
So I goto work. I’ve got one of those cars you don’t want 
to have waiting on the other side when you escape Iroiu 
prison. But 1 don't plan to go to prison, so I guess it doesn’t
matter. . , , .
Gasoline. It used to be relatively simple and a lot chc.iper to 
purchase. You drove up to the pump and some giump in 
grimy coveralls put the pas in.
Grump or no grump, you liked him. He always knew where 
tlic gas cap was iirid lunv to open your hooii, l.ife was plea­
sant anil simple. , , , .
Now, a different type of person serves regular unlcadetl, 
regular leaded, preihinn'i supci unleaded, gas that eleair 
your carb, gas tliat always did clean your carb but you didn 
know It. ' ' "" ■ 'i' ' ■
And the people putting the gas in your tank smile. I hey 
wish you a nice day. They give you change (licc/mse of such • 
and-,such a discount) you didn’t know you had coming and 
would have put in your lank it you knew you had comiii)?. 
they wear clean clothes with immediately recognizable logos,
and they take anybody's coupons.
If everybody is going to take everybody s coup‘'U’'' '’*hy 
doesn't everybody just charge less lor the gas and stop woi i;,- 
ing about printing up coupons?
iMo, I Uon I want i-uKc .0
i




• Rings checked 
and cleaned
• Claws rebuilt












EDITOR’S NOTE: The 
author of the following story is 
seeking information on the 
original ANTIC, a launch that 
briefly ferryed people between 
Deep Cove and Cowichan Bay. 
Terry Ridings, a historical 
researcher living in Deep Cove, 
can be reached at 655-1225.













Services from your church or 
in either of our chapels al





Consider a doctor from the BC Medical 
Association's SPEAKERS’SERVICE!
With topics to offer like Alzheimer’s, 
Stress Management, Osteoporosis. PMS. 
Heart Attack. Care of the Elderly and The 
Business of being a Doctor, our doctor/ 
speakers generate audience interest 
wherever they speak.
With advance notice, a doctor/speaker 
should be available to fit your schedule. 
The Speakers Service is a public service 
of the doctors of British Columbia.
For more information on topics and 
bookings, please contact l.eigh Carter, 
Communications Manager.
BC Medical Association 
115-1665 West Broadway 






VANCOUVER MARITIME museum director Robin inglis discusses with shipwright Peter London the work to be done 
on the museum’s steam launch ANTIC.




Honournble Sian l lagi’ii, MinisltM'of Slate for Viin- 
couver Island/Coast and f larold Long, Parliamentary 
Secretary, will hold Public Meetings on February 22nd
IN SAANICH IN VICTORIA
9:30 v l LSO a.m, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
at the Royal Oak Inn at the Kmpress Hotel 
Sky life Room Georgian
4680 Blk Lake 721 Government St.
Saanicli ' Viduiia
658-5266 384-8111
Your Provincial Government \'/ants to improve the 
way rnajeir decisions are made by directly involving 
YOU AND Y(.)UR COMMUNITY.
PI FASF COME AND MEET US!!!
hy TERUY ItlOlNCS 
Special to The Review 
During itic next few weeks lire 
Vnncnnver Maritime Museum’s 
28-ft, sicam launch AN'l’IC will 
be under rcsioraiion at Sliipwriglii 
Peter l^ondon’s sliop un I-larbor 
Road, Sidney.
The ANTIC’S sioiy is an inlcr- 
esiing one dial began on May 5, 
1898, wIitMi Iter builder celcl'iraiei.l 
liis mill lurilulay wliile living in 
Vancouver, lieiiry Hollar bad 
been invited to join a number of 
IViends and business associates id' 
Ids f.iiber's on a Isoatmg piiidc -■ 
the I'oai liicy were j'xiing on was 
tlie 30a'l, lituiv)!' launcli ANTIC, 
■|1iis first ANTIC bad iwen built
in Seattle in 1894 anti bad been 
brouglu to Vancouver by 
Haadltou (Ike) Maydcii wlicrc ho. 
used it as a ferry. 'T’hc party 
gathered and was soon on its way 
up Btinard Inlet for what, by all 
ticcounts, was a successful day 
out,
Tlie huiiuTi .so impressed young 
Henry that he vowed one day he 
would build a boat just like her.
He never forgot tbal moment 
and it vva.v; many years, during 
wbieb liiTio I loffar fieeiimc a 
prominent hoatbuilder anti in- 
veuim', before he heacti ahmi a 
small steam engine in aivohl sited 
{utlhe Vicifu'iawaicrl'roiu, ,










laiaCalO -------------- ■ * 4;30-G:.''
TUESDAY JU IVI \in hJESDAloFFlIDAY, ifllUldlU \]/ l lorniDA
,nd SUNDAY ................ . ...................... and C
PETITE FILET ol BEEF, Sauce Bernaise 
UMB CHOPS, Mint Deini-Glacc 




SOUP. SALAD, DESSERT, COFFEE or TEA 
AH TnirifOfi Sen/erl With 
VEGETAOLES aud POTATO or RICE.
KeQuIar Menu Also AYoilebltHeservAtions PirMt,
Tbr SUNDOWN UCNU I.s ft! tivni 
Tura. rnnouGM tni, /.no sun rnoM .i .w iihul n no
J
UTCH RESTAURANT 
' IL®* * HABBOUR SD. (in HWmvi
tlic tli.scovcry of a L.iine Valley 
compound sicain engine, 7d-ycar- 
old MolTar begttn work. 'Fhc plans 
nf Hnffnr Hull No. ?201 were 
drawn up between Cbristnms and 
the New Year.
The engine, which bad bad 16 
bard years driving a fisb boat, 
was given to the. well known 
steam engineer Cliff Bkicksiaffc 
to repair, By the summer, the 
ANTIC known icHlay was launch­
ed from Hoffar’s home rni 
Me Donald P;\rk Road.
In bis later years Holfar prc» 
,scrued the AN I 1C to tlic Van­
couver Marilime Museum with 
the hope that one day she woiihl 
be pul back in the waier.
Many yetirs in Ibc museimi gal­
lery look their toll, causing a 
number of planks to split and 
making rcsioraiion neees'-ary Ite- 
fore die vc.s.scl could Ix' put b;tek 
in ibe water.
'HdS'Work was done by Hugh 
Campbell. 1 loflar’s grandstm lu 
law, in the same yard iliai site wa.s 
bidit, At ilie same time in 
Nanaimo, Tim P.I;ickstaHe Ison 
of ('liffc Itlackslafle) wiis liaul at 
wmk rehmtding the boiler and 
steam engine,
The. work was com(.ileied just 
days liefore the onenini! of the 
l',v.po 81) World barwheit', the 
/vt9'TIC was due to s|k.'nd the 
summer. Now, lor ilic third lime 
m hv( liic, AN lie IS liatk in .'Sid­
ney, this time Id liavc her decks 
rc.slored by Peter I-omlon,
But her .sidiy doesn't slop there. 
Keseiircii has slmwn that the lirsl 
ANTIC lieat Henry Holfar to the 
Saanirh PeniiLMila liy aUnii 56 
ycats.
From Burraid Inlet she came to 
l^idysniith and was owned hv 
KiLsscll Gardner, it grocer. This
was in .Sepiember 1963 and by 
1905 slic was owned by Henry 
Rcil'c!, a brewer, in Nanaimo.
1 .css Ilian a decade later tlie 
newly esialilislied B.C. Electric 
Inieriirban railway, which ran 
from Victoria lo Deep Bay (these 
(lays Deep Cove), inspired a num­
ber of enterprising people lo cs- 
lablish ferry links between 
Hay and llto surrounding areas, 
One such cnire|)reneur was 
Jo,sc|)h Gibbs, who for tlic .sum­
mer r.l 1914 operated the launch 
ANTIC Beiweeii Cowichan Bay 
and I.Cep Bay lour times a day, 
coniieetini:' wiib lire Inlefiirbam 
'ITie trip cost .50 cents for lire 
ferry vviilr a further 65 ceni.s fur 
the rail'.vay.
Nowadays, this mtiy seem a 
strange roiiK.', Ireiween Cowichan 
Bay, and Vicioria, but , it must be 
rcmemlK’rcd that it was lltree 
miles Irom Cowicitan Bay lo 
(,'o\','i(.iian .Station, ilie roads were 
not like those of today, and few 
IK'ople could afford iiutomobilc.s.
'('be year 1914 also saw the 
opeirim' of die Chalet in Deep 
Cove, built by B.C, filectiic as a 
learoom. li provided Victorians 
w idi ,1 pl.ice lo go for a il.ny out 
and helped boost the earnings of 
ihe railway (ompany, wdiieb was 
already I'cginning lo fed ihe 
pressiiie of compeiiiion fioiu 
motor buses.
At lln.s iHiiiii lire lust AN 11C s 
slory etuis, due to imailTicient 
iralTir. The Iasi run of tlic ferry 
wri.s mid'Sepiember 1914.
Joseph fUMis Joined the 
hundredv of young men who went 
to i''moi>i‘. and foiighi in the Great 
War and was later woinuled.
And what became of the first 
ANTIC is not. at this rime, 
known.
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World Cup
Soccer players from the 
Saanich Peninsula have the 
opportunity to play on a 
World Cup soccer mini­
soccer team over the Easter 
holidays.
The Cordova Bay United 
soccer club is organizing a 
three-day event, April 1 to 
3, for male and female 
players between the ages of 
five and 18 years.
Individual players must 
pre-register for the seven-a­
side event by the final 
deadline Sunday, Feb. 21, 
between 1 and 3 p.m. at 
Lochside Park in Cordova 
Bay.
Once registration is 
received organizers place 
players on teams that repre­
sent one of 16 countries that 
play in the World Cup.
Teams from Division 1 
through to Division 10 are 
fielded.
The World Cup begins 
with opening ceremonies at 
Lochside Park in Cordova 
Bay Good Friday at 12:15 
p.m. Members of each team 
will wear T-shirts bearing 
team colors as they parade 
onto the field in 
alphabetical order, their 
country’s national anthem 
playing over the public ad­
dress system.
“The event is based on 
the World Cup format,” 
commented organizer 
Frank Leversedge. Each 
team is guaranteed three 
games and winning teams 
can play as many as six 
games in the round-robin 
format.
“We have grown from 
about 400 players the first
year to 620 last year,” 
Leversedge said. This year 
the event should draw 
about 1,000 players from 
the greater Victoria area, he 
said. As many as 2,000 peo­
ple are expected for the col­
orful opening ceremonies.
Registration forms for 
players have been 
distributed to coaches on 
the Saanich Peninsula. 
Lower Island Youth Soccer 
Association representatives 
have received their allot­
ment.
A $7 entry fee entitles 
each player to a program of 
events, a T-shirt bearing 
team colors and half time 
drinks.
“This event provides a 
totally different venue for 
the players because each 
team has players from dif­
ferent clubs,” Leversedge 
said.
Games are played on 
mini fields that are set up 
cross ways on a regular soc­
cer field, allowing two 
games to be played at once. 
Last year four games were 
played at the same time on 
the two fields at Lochside 
Park. A total of 154 games 
were played in last year’s 
event.
“It seems the event has 
captured the imagination of 
the soccer community,” 
Leversedge said.
Teams will represent 
Brazil, England, Canada, 
Scotland, West Germany, 
Denmark, Uruagay, Argen­
tina, France, Italy, Spain, 
Mexico, the Soviet Union, 
Northern Ireland and Por­
tugal.
C^ch all the Actim
wciuop
js^UO
Cordova Bay players demonstrate what soccer is all 
about, even in cold weather. Players are encouraged to 
register individually for a mock World Cup organized by 
the Cordova Bay United soccer club.
:: :; Ky-27HFBv2e” SOBBOUMOiSOUMO TBl^lfTR0^l: (IHuslraled::ab0\/e):-'^
Action Central for breathtaking performance! Dual side-reflecting speakers and front stereo 
speakers combine for three dimensional Ground sound. Stereo broadcast reception** 3 
sets of direct video/audio inputs. Auto Timer/Channel Block. On-screen display. High 
contrast Microblack picture tube. 10-key direct access Express Commander remote control.
KV-2765R 28” STEREO TRINITRON 
IVIICROBLACK CONSOLETTE
V Sfelly's wins 
thriller 0¥er SMU
Get the big picture! Giant screen viewing in 
a minimum of floor space. Microblack high 
resolution picture. Stereo broadcast recep­
tion^* Direct video and audio inputs. 
Channel Block. Jump Button. Sleep 
Timer. On-screen display. 10-key direct 
access Express Commander remote 
control. Simulated rosewood cabinet.
L* "
A long and tcn.sc game at 
Slclly'.s gymnasium saw the 
home team pull through with a 
wcll-dcscrved 63-61 overtime 
win in basketball .against St. 
Michacr.s University School, 
Feb. 9, during the ciub’s game 
of the month.
The .score at the end of four 
quarters was 57-57, in the game 
of the month before about 100 
fans.
Playoffs will follow against 
Claremont and Reynold’s for a 
berth in the Island Tournament.
ii
Point guard Dave Wilson haci 
HU c.NcelieuI game. Me sliot 45 
percent from the floor and con­
tributed with si.x rebounds and 
numerous assists,
■lalindci .Sunner tallied 15 
points and eight rebounds, and 
iiclped controi the inside. Drew 
Campbell helped create 
luimerous tttrnovers by his ag­
gressive play throughout the 
game.
Dave Doyle had six rebounds 
and 11 points. He showed im­
proved Irall nuwettient against 
zones and man defense.
The score was 26-22 at half 
time for the Stingers.
In a game last Thursdity, Sici­
ly’s Stingers did not fare as well,
Meftropolrtan Life 
helps those 
with plans for 
the future.
I
Itt an away game against Ml, 
Douglas, the .Siingers ,stiffered a 
disappointing 68-49 hrss against 
Ihc double A tetun. Sicily's is a 
.single A team.
it was a hard game and the 
.'jtclly':; dcfciicc pl.tyed cxiicmc 
ly well, Fhe pci foriuancc wa.s 
not enough to save the team 
flour a lo.s'u
When you're 
planning for the 
future. Metropolitan 
Life can guarantee 
your interest, On 
RRSPo, that is.
We guarantee the 
annual Interest rate 
your money will 
earn, Plus wo 
guarantee all the 
money you pay Into 
the fund for Ihe full 
life of your RRSP. 
That’s on top of our 
variety of retirement 
payment plana
So call your 
Metropolitan Life 
calcs rcprccontatlvc 
today. We've got 
groat plons for your 
future,
mr
KV-1926R 20” MIRRORBIJCK TRINITRON
See it all on this Sony! Mirrorblack screen 
for brilliant colour and superb detail, fi* 
10-key direct access channel select- e' 
ion. On-screen display. Sleep Timer, r 
Full-function Express Commander 





Catch all the action 
anywhere in the 
home! Perfect 
second set. Small 
enough to on.. ..—^4
take from room to room, large enough
to get the full effect of Sony’s amazing 
Mirrorblack picture. Sleep Timer. On­
screen disSplay. Express Commander 
remote control.
Wilson scored I2 points in 
ihaiimdch.
rite hist lengne game for Stel- 
(1^ ly’s was ycstsnday against
kc>m.Ha*s owuiui .iccuiHuay.
EVE LEE-THOMPSON 
1007 FORT ST. 




Soivy of CaOBcIci Ltd,..'
' hsvd liuill'Ji t.lfliiH) l|n(! .untni it, only iiv.iil.iliift IfDin yiK.li lirtJMlc.it.ts .'IS fn,iy tw «w»tn<,l With ItiiiW! now survicBS
SIDNEY 
RADIO SHACK
2352 O03COn AV0. facroM from Safowayl 656"577i
J L
If,,,,.*. .J,,.,;, Ml.,., n.nn rt.-jri
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Palliser tradition TV/Stereo unit in 
dark oak solids and veneers, 
features brass hardware ad­
justable shelves, pull V.C.R. shelf 
measure 53”W21”D52”H
PICK OUT THAT NEW SOFA, 
CHAIR, WALL UNIT, TABLE 
DINETTE, MATTRESS, 
SECTIONAL, RECLINER,
LAMP OR SOFA BED AND 
J UST WALK OUT WITHOUT 
PAYINGI NO MONEY DOWN 
NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS 




Palliser contemporary 5 pee. 
sectional with incliners. Comfort 
you won’t want to leave. Quality 
fabric in blue shade. Also 
available with R.H.F. Sofa/Bed




iW p li Sis
‘‘South Hampton’ ’ Coffee and end 
table in traditional styling and 
medium cherry finish, bevelled 
glass tops and magazine shelves. 
Reg. 225.00
- I
A delightful swivel rocker — very 
comfortable — fits easily into both 
modern and traditional decor. 
Large selection of upholstery.
Reg. 269.00
Never has our selection on La-z-boy 
recliners been better. Over 150 in 
stock.
Modern small scale recliner with oak 








A charming 7 pee. French Provincial
S&f'
dining room sutie. Lightly scaled to fit 
easily Into city apartments, townhouse 
or suburban home. Hutch with display 
light and curio sides. Oval dining table 
30”x 56” extends to 74”. Complete 
with 3 cushioned cane back side chairs 





.« I'll *1 fvi
. *!! lAf SI" fS;̂ 'I f fi^ . U,
Save now as lighting 
is reduced
Beautifully styled full size 
brass plated table lamps. 













Palliser contempory 5 pee. dinette 
suite. Features 4 chairs, oc­
tagonal table. Oak solids & 
veneers.
>V








ii ' #i 'i’l IiILT'Ki W Bill p'i.'fiiB M ' pH l&ili" pfewl #1 -liJp. pBf ppiEalcfj.
felll f \ii t.'* H'wte r ( ’« i> ' “.I i 4 u hi
sli
ifi S^li! ir. fi , ll . lillgimii 1®^®®pit PtI Mf Bffif'b y sa,. ii HI II
fSltoor
iPWIPiPliPIIIEIfllW ' • ..
fc's.
655-1010
FREE DELIVERY IRCLIRDSWG 
SAANiC!-i ,& GUi..,F' STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT. 9-5:30
|i
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NEW MAGAZINE:
m Young contributors reach young readers
The work of Lower Island children fills the pages of a new 
magazine that’s designed especially for them.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
“My 10-year-old' son inspired me,” says Virginia Lee, 
publisher of Chalk Talk.
The North Saanich mother of two produces a comic-book 
sized magazine full of stories, jokes, puzzles and pictures by 
Lower Island children.
It has everything from a poem on why Mom is sweet to a 
recipe for elephant stew that serves 3,800. “If more people 
are expected, two rabbits may be added. But do this only if 
necassary, as most people do not like to find hare in their 
stew,’’ the recipe instructs.
When Lee decided to publish the magazine last fall, she 
sent letters to elementary school teachers all over the Island, 
seeking contributions and asking what children needed.
“Answers didn’t flood in, but there were always a few 
items in the day’s mail.’’ Lee started compiling material in
ft
MAGAZINE LAYOUT is a new challenge for Chalk Talk 
publisher Virginia Lee.
October. By Christmas, she was ready to produce Issue 1: 
February 1988.
“I got my computer a week before 1 had to have the first 
issue laid out. I’d never used a word processor, but knowing 
how to type helped,’’she recalls.
Before she started Chalk Talk, Lee knew nothing about 
publishing. “I’ve never written anything which was publish­
ed, except maybe a letter to the editor.’’
The idea of publishing children’s work was inspired by her 
youngest son. Brandon had been having difficulty learning to 
read. “He’d look at pictures, but refused to read the words.’’
After school, they sat down and wrote a book. “He has a 
wonderful imagination, so it was a matter of getting him in­
terested in writing things down.
“In the course of writing the book, he realized that reading 
is just written pictures and reading suddenly became fun.’’ A 
while later, he spent a week preparing an entry for another 
magazine’s essay contest.
“At the time, I thought there must be other children who 
could also be inspired by the thought of either winning 
something or having their work printed,’’ Lee says. Judging 
from the reaction to her initial request to teachers, she was 
right.
Lee screens all submissions, setting some material aside for 
future issues and special thematic editions. She made up the 
crossword, circular maze and other puzzles herself.
Her sons and their friends tested the puzzles, complaining 
when something was too easy or too difficult. “Kids are 
amazing critics.”
Puzzles are the favorite part of his mother’s project for 12- 
year-old Merlin. “It’s interesting and fun to do all that 
stuff.”
After being consulted, one of his friends announced a new 
life’s ambition — becoming an author. So far, no one has ex­
pressed intereste in the business or production end of the 
publishing world.
Lee does most things herself. Longtime friend Cynthia 
Barker helps with the artwork. She’s drawn a search puzzle 
and a page to color.
Chalk Talk is printed on paper that’s slightly higher quality 
than newsprint. “1 chose it because kids could write on it. It’s 
also glued together. 1 found things which were stapled 
together came apart with use,” says Lee.
“I sort of decided on materials and style of printing when I 
decided to go ahead with the magazine,” she recalls. “I have 
a sister who publishes a mail-order catalogue. She offered a 
lot of good advice. So did my printer.”
Chalk Talk is printed at E.W. Dickie’s Victoria plant.
“Early on, I decided to use a web-offset press. This limited 
the printers which I could go to.” Lee does her own typeset­
ting, on her home computer.
She’s pleased with response to the first issue. Although 
March hasn’t hit the stands yet, she’s currently working on 
April.
So far, it’s a labor of love. “I have to invest in myself and 
spend some money on a project I want to do. Eventually, I’d 
like it to pay for itself, but I don’t expect that at the beginn­
ing.”
Letters, phone calls and subscription orders (available for 
$6 per year by writing 1550 Mills Road, RR 2, Sidney, V8L 
3S1) have increased since the first issue hit the stands at the 
beginning of the month. “I was kind of holding my breath, 
but the reaction has been really good,” says Lee.






' 32 S/F PER BUNDLE K ‘'rr
15 YEAR WARRANTY!
~L*
i CEILING FLAT LATEX
ft FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS,
I DURABLE FLAT LATEX, IN 
I WHITE OR PASTEL COLOURS.
“ALMOST” SPRING
SALE
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL FEB. 29 OR WHILE STOCK LASTS.
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD IN THURSDAYS TIMES-COLONIST 
FOR HUNDRED OF TIMELY BARGAINS.
1 5/16” Q/On UNSANDED0/0 "D" 1 C/on UNSANDED 1 0/0 “D" 1
I 4'x8’ 4’X8’ 4'x8’
J88 048 1388,
1 Q/on FACTORY1 0/0 SANDED 3/4” “1?“ q/QJJ WELDSTRAN 0/0 SHEATHING
4'x8’ 4’X8’ : 4’ X 8'
1088 1888 6^8 1
ONLY LItros
VELVET LATEX
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PAY 1 lljwy WHOLE 
ONLY 0 J W LIFT
80”SHEATHING PLYWOOD
STILL FITS ON 16’ O.C. FRAMING
SEMI-GLOSS OIL
FOR KITCHENS AND BATHROOMS 
HIQH-HIDE QUALITY
ALL STOCK REDUCED TO CLEAR 
NOW! LOWEST POSSIBLE 
PRICE. STOCK MODELS ONLY.
onlyZI
si
HEMLOCK MOULDINGS 1 
SHORTS THOUSANDS OF 1 
FEET-BASEBOARDS. DOOR AND | 
WINDOWTRIMDOWELLING.
1/1 QUALITY SHORT LENGTHS 
ALL AT 60% OFF RETAIL PRICE t
MAHOGANY BIFOLD DOOR 
W/HARDWARE
2’0”X 6’6” ............... .ONLY 25®®
2’6”X 8’8” ................. ONLY 27®®
3’0”x 6’8” .............. .......... ONLY 29®®
FULL LOUVRED MAHOGANY 
BIFOLDS
2’0"x 6’8” ................ .ONLY 35®®
2’6”x 6’8”.... . ............. 0NLy41 ®®























TOO EARLY TO BUY ANTI-FOULING PAINT 
FOR YOUR BOAT? NOT IF IT'S INTCRLUX AT 
THESE LOW PRICES
BOrrOMKOTE 1 Litre.............. 27®*^ |
VINYLUX i Litre................ . ....31®® 1
T.B.T.F.1 Litre................. . .........37®®J
MICRON 33 1 Litre............ ........51®® ;
MICRON 441 LHro............. ......54®® j
XXX 1 Litre.....22
XXX4Utro...  ...... ....80^®,I















PRESSURE TREATED • BROWN
IJJ |4|29
4”x4”x r......... . ..,....,...,4®®,
4”x 4”x
5>”y fi*
2*’x 4**x 7*....,.,...,.,.......:. 1
fi* '■
2**x 6*»x7*.,....................2^%
LANDSCAPE TIES , r of;' ]
r*X 8**x 4VCEDAR .
FENCE BOARDS..........ONLY 89*^ J
r^x 4**x 8* UTILITY.... ONLY 95*^.aJ
liA.t2**x 4’*x 10MITILITY...ONLV 
P**y 12’ imilTV
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AL’S GOOD TASTE HUMOUR
Q. How do you stop a charging Elephant? 
A. You take away her credit card! □
MUehen
™ FAMILY RESTAURANT
\jjp BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
New track financed by society
The Memorial Park Society 
has just transferred $128,760 to 
Track ’86 for construction of a 
new synthetic-surface track on 
its land near Parkland School.
The money, authorized in a 
1986 referendum, has been held 
in trust until the citizens’ group 
building the track was ready to 
begin construction.
“We hope to break ground in 
April,’’ said Track ’86 president 
Chris Doman. “We expect the 
track to be finished by the fall.’’
The new track will have a 
state of the art surface, said 
Doman. “We’ve chosen 
polyurethane. Apart from it be­
ing a better surface, it also
knocks down our price. Unlike 
most surfaces which are laid on 
asphalt, this goes straight onto 
gravel.’’
The money saved on the sur­
face will likely be spent on a 
fence. “We’d like to keep cars 
and other heavy traffic off the 
track. With the money we save, 
we can even think of installing 
railway ties on the west slope 
for additional seating.’’
Initially, organizers hoped 
the track would be finished in 
1986. However, planning the 
facility was more diflicull than 
anticipated.
The Memorial Park Society 
has also taken longer than ex­
pected to develop its land 
alongside Parkland School.
“We have a desire to get on 
with it, but we would like to do 
it right,’’ said society 
spokesman Jim Gumming. “We 
want our facility to address the 
community.’’
Track ’86 will be a tenant of 
the Memorial Park Society, 
which hopes groups like the 
Peninsula Soccer Association 
and Little League will follow its 
lead to develop other fields on 
the 41-acre parcel.
Consultants are in the final 
stages of planning. The 
Memorial Park Society will 
soon unveil these plans at a 
public meeting.
SITE FOR new track is pointed out by Jim Gumming (left) and Chris Doman. The all- 
new facility is being built near Parkland Senior Secondary School in Sidney.
LEARN TO SAIL - YACHT CHARTERS 
Canadian Yachting Association sailing course. 
Five day live aboard programs.
Day sailing classes commencing 
• MARCH 9 » APRIL 5 
* MAY 12 - JUNE a 
INSTRUCTORS COURSE MARCH 21-25
P.O. Box 2532, Sidney, B.C. V8L 4B9 
Ph. 656-2628 or 656-6433 
Located at Canoe Cove Marina.
Victory for 
Feed and
Peninsula Feed and Tack 
concluded regular season play 
with a 6-1 win over Gordon 
Head Siinlife at home, last 
Saturday.
Goals were scored by Cory 
Walker, Jamie Genge with two;' 
Nathan Hay, Scott Travelbea 
and Jason McPhail.
Strong performances were 
shown by Thomas Harding and 
player-of-the-week Ian Toml- 
jenovich.
The only goal against in the 
game was scored near the end 
on a penalty shot that narrowly 
beat goalie Cory Walker.
Feed and Tack finished first 
in their division after the 12- 
game season with a 10-win, one- 
loss, one-tie record. They 
scored 47 goals for and had only 




Island Ringette teams did well 
during two games at Panorama 
Leisure Centre Sunday after­
noon.
The petite team and the tween 
team faced off against their 
counterparts from Kitsilano, 
who travelled over from the 
mainland for the two games.
The petites, with players 11 
years old and older, came away 
with a 7-5 win.
Scoring for the Island 
Ringette team were Jessica 
Williams with three, Lisa Pettit 
with three and Summer McFa- 
dyen with one goal.
In the tweens game, for 
players 13 years old and 
younger, the Island Ringette 
team won 2-1 in a good com­
petitive game. Both goals were 
scored by Carli Williams.
The Island Ringette teams 
realized on the weekend how 
well they “are doing in their se­
cond year of the organization 
after playing^ against the KiU 
silano team which has been in 
the league for the same amount 
of time.
Meanwhile the junior ringette 
squad has not played games 
recently but are practising hard 
for its B.C. Winter Games com­
petition in Dawson Creek in 
mid-March.
Next action for ringette teams 
is next Sunday afternoon at 
Panorama when both the petites 
and the tweens take on teams 
from Burnaby.
Action for the petites starts at 
2:10 p.m. while the tweens take 
to the ice at 3:10 p.m.
a
FROM SNOWSHOES TO POLITICS
— Cyril Sholford
Cyrir Shollofd was a woll-known and mucIvrespocKKi cabinet 
mlnlalor in the B.C, logislatura for many yoara, IVavIng sorvod 
undorbolh W.A.C, Bonnot and Bill Bennoit. “From Snowahoos to 
Politics'' la Shelford'a firal literary attempt and hfjvlng road the ap­
proximately 300 paged autobiography, I beliove he has bocomrv 
successful in yet another profoaolon.
attentions and keep them interested. Sholford has a story-telling 
manner In his writing that is not ovorwholmino -• almost enchan­
ting In Its aimplisllc tone, All too often autobiographies got caught 
up In the writer's complexities and singularity o( Intoroat, Not so 
with “From Snowshooa to Politics".
Cyril Sholford has led a life filled with a variety of experiences. His 
colourful and captivating description ol his early life on his (amily's 
homestead In northwestern B.C, is sure to capture and warm the 
roftdors' hearts For some It will bring b.ack fond mrrmorio': 
Shelford's war experience is described in gentle but honest terms, 
The years spent In .service with the B.C, government are re- 
counted with such candor that readers are allowed a rare view of
pollticn from fhr'other side
Overall reading audiences get an excellent bargain wittv“f“rom 
Snowahofjfl to Politics’', There is a groat story as well ns a history 
loaeon, A good book lor British Cxalurnbians or people who want ot 
know ntoriHibout our provitice, . ' '
ABpOKSTOHfl&MOKE
4111 tk lut}tit;on upuii »««•»“ LVLBY DAY
Oh what adfeeling!
NOTICE
The Board of Trustees of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital announces the 
establishment of the annual 
Claude Butler Bursary 
in memory of the former Hospital Trustee 
and Board Chairman. 
Applications are invited for this $500 
bursary from any resident of
Central Saanich, North Saanich or Sidney 
who has applied or been accepted to a 
post-secondary institution to study in a 
health-related program, 
Application forms are available from the 
Administrator's Office, Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, 2166 Mt. Newton X f^oad 
or from ihe Principars Office at Stelly's 
and Parkland Schools.
Applications must be submitted 
byApril 1, 1988.
PARKLAND PANTHER Sean Hern goes up for the shot 
during home court action against SMU, last Thursday 
evening. Hern had a hot game, scoring 27 i uls to 
lead the Panthers in a 78-61 win.
Poothers wlo 78-61 
io bosketboll
J
riie Fiirklaiul Paiilliors sL'iiior 
boys basketball team improved 
its league st.'iocling.s will) 
auollioi will, ,T huisday, during 
a scrappy game against St. 
Micl'iacl’s Univcr.sity scliool.
The Panthers liatl a strung 
first quarter, .scoring 24 points 
to SMlJ’s 16 points, bnl lost 
centre Paul .lolnison until the 
fourth qnarier,
Coacii Joe Milligan ptilled 
Jolinson followiniT (he first 
quarter of play over fouls,
“Pin pleased witlt the win t>ut 
we liiive to play hvin (innrleis of 
hnsketball, nut two,” Milligan 
commented,
“Wc slumidn’t have let (Item
seore 61 points,” lie said
Scan Hern was (he liigh 
scorer in this inaicli witli a 27- 
poini night, lorward Darren 
Udd alssf had a good g.uiu. oiih 
a 24-poi(U performance, .I<» 
Down tallicti for 17 points front 
his j^iuatd [H»Siiiun.
ITie Panthers hioke one of 
their own rules in Tliis game, 
Milligan said. Not inaity tliey dtr 
not allow (he opposition to gel 
more llian .TO (xiinis in (he first 
half. Tl'tcy alloWcd the score to
\'i 'li U 'p !',df Mfv’v'
In the third quarter SMU
opened strong with three quick 
baskets before the Piuithers 
were able to reply. The leanis 
then tradcti baskets to end the 
quarter willi Ihe .score 57-48.
In the fourth and final 
quarter Parkland ttirned on the 
steam and sliirted playing some 
aggressive Imll. Forward Udd 
began pressing hard and wa.s 
fonled .sevcrnl limes.
He w'ns rewarded with four 
foul shots, each of them going 
through the netting lo bring the 
liome team up to the 78 61 win.
TTie next game for tlie Pim- 
tiicrs was last night again.st Bel­
mont. I Ittirsday nigid iliey play 
tlieir final league game again.st 
riaremoni. .And Friday niglu 
they play a rnake-up game 
against lamibiick Park.
I'hc PanlhciTi are looking lo 
win all Ihicc gamc.s to liupicivc 
their league standing going into 
Ihe playofB, Milligan said.
Witli ihewini, dicy will l*c in 
iliiril place in league .siandings 
behind Oak Bay and Spectrum 
gtting into Ihc playoffs.
Oak Bay is currently the top- 
ranked leiim oiT Ilie Island and 
Ptifklaml is bcliind Spectrum 
i.’i,c.1 .-.-U'. p.V.n11 fc..., c .vr!,.
in the.sea.soii,
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YOUNG TORCH RUNNER takes a run along Resthaven 
Drive during a run staged by elementary schools in the 
region. The torch started at Deep Cove Elementary 
and went through Sidney, into Central Saanich to the 
school district offices on the Keating Cross Road last 
Friday.
Stelly’s Senior Secondary 
School senior girls basketball 
team went into the Carihi tour­
nament in Campbell River last 
weekend and cleaned up.
The girls won four games in 
the tournament with some good 
margins to take top honors in 
the six-team tournament.
In the first game of the tour­
nament Thursday night, the 
Stelly’s girls defeated the home 
team Carihi team 52-32. The 
half time score was 37-18 for the 
Stingers.
The scoring was even higher 
in the second game. Against 
Port Hardy, Stelly’s was winn­
ing 41-17 at the half and just 
kept on scoring.
The final score was a whopp­
ing 72-38 for the Central 
Saanich school.
Saturday saw the team face 
some tougher competition. The 
girls were only up by seven 
points at the half against 
Phoenix but kept up the hard 
work to come away with a close 
58-50 victory.
Later the same day they faced 
Spectrum in the final. With 
some good shooting from Cheri 
Birtwistle the Stingers made the 
score 30-24 at half time.
They continued their winning 
ways in the fourth quarter to 
come first place overall out of 
the six teams represented. Final 
score was 53-44.
Out of the four games Birt­
wistle scored a total of 119 
points.
Meanwhile in Sidney the 
Parkland Panthers senior girls 
basketball team won a league 
game against St. Michael’s 
University School senior girls 
last Thursday.
The Panthers, led by a strong 
performance by T'amm y 
Braithwaile, defeated S.M.U. 
with a score of 53-34.
The Panthers went ahead in 
the first quarter with a 13-8 lead 
with five baskets from 
Braithwaite and three scoring 
foul shots from Bev Love.
In the second quarter the 
Parkland team put on the 
pressure with Braithwaite ad­
ding 14 more poms to bring the 
team up to a 31-18 half-time 
lead.
Braithwaite continued mak­
ing some great shots in the third 
quarter, scoring 10 points to br­
ing the Panthers to a healthv 45- 
23 lead.
Scoring slowed down in the 
final frame asd the game ended 
with the 53-34 victory. 
Braithwaite scored a total of 37 
points in the match. Suzanne 
Isaacson rallied for nine points.
The Panthers play again 
Thursday night against Clare­
mont. Game time for the girls is 
6:15 p.m. while the boys start at 
8 p.m.
J
6 i i l?5
PENINSULA PLAYERS
AUDITION
‘SEE HOW THEY RUN 
February 14 & 21 1:00 p.m.
3 Females (20-40 +)
6 Males (30-50)
Lion’s Hall, 6994 East Saanich Rd. 




Sidney hosted its first- 
ever dart tournament last 
i^Stfnday when the Victoria 
IWomen’svDart League held 
the Sweetheart Tournament 
at the Sanscha Hall.
More than 100 couples 
turned out for the event and 
they did not go away disap­
pointed.
Hampers made up by 
each of the dart clubs that 
participated in the event 
were raffled off in the tour­
nament.
Two Sidney dart players 
placed within the top five in’ 
the tournament. Lorraine 
Grant of the Pier One 
Pearls and Al Greensidcs of 
the Unicorns placed fourth 
overall.
Many of the clubs play in 
Victoria but Sidney boasts 
seven teams that play in dif­
ferent leagues. The Town 
Pumps and Pier One Pearls 
play out of the Army, Navy 
and Air P'orcc Club while 
the Unicorns play out of the 
Golden Bear Pub. Gihei 
teams include the ('huckers 
and the Pirates,
Sidney is plaitning to host 
its own lournameni for all 
players in liter Greater Vic­
toria area in August.
Organizers are now 
finalizing a facility for the 
even and will be ptihlicizing 










TAKING AIM is one of the moro than 200 dart players that participated in the 





• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN /
• D.F. CHICKEN WINGS





^ • CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
• CHICKEN FRIED RICE
• BEEF CHOP SUEV








If your Buslnosti Phono Number Is now or tins boon roconlly cbnng- 
od, plenso call us and we'll run It tree of charge for a period of throe 
months. This service limllod to the Review's f ratlirn,) rirrw.
Qimpany Narno Phono Nurnbor
(M/Annomttrles Elocirolysls
& Cosmetic Studio..............6fi5-3044
, n Boftus Landijcnplng......... . $55-7065
n-ii Broridnor Votorlnary
Sorvlcos..,.............. 652-9700
I'M) Cnpitnl EJoctrlc., .................   B52-220B
( 7, Davo'o Stosik & Prlmo Rib ., 6SS-4114 
iun J. J. H. Floctrtc........... .655.7100
( m Monk Office Supply............655-3B8B
iih) Peninsula TV &
' Electrontco 
4!IHn«y t/ifiifuiiiirr rmn'tro '
(ziSIncefoly Yours ........
(.11 Standnrd Furnlturo ..,.
I n StrohnmiBM .Jewellery ,
• FULLY LieLNSLD
Open 11:00 am Tuos.-Sun. (L'xcoptHolidays)
812 Vofdlor, Hrontwoorfi Bay C52 rj(l72
I 7s Sanninhien Town Bestnuranl..... 
I It Tricin Dawn'll Fwedal Mfkiisago ..,. 






















MON., TUES., WED. & SAT. 9:00-5:30 
THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS 9:00-9:00 
SUNDAYS 11:00-5:00
#4-2310 BEACON (Next to Smitty’s) 656-6113
If you currently have an RRSFJ
tio you Rnow what the^^^H 
and benefit 
purposes?
tax return. Let us show you how 
the RRSP could benefit you in your 
tax situation.
HftR BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS 





Fast expert service 
No appointment needed
Our mufflara aarrg a lifotirna comlitioml gmmntm
• (.'lorriplele Exhaust Systems for 
Domestic & Import Cars • Tiucks • RV’S
• Cu.stom Pipe Bending






• Unique rust-fighting Absorbito"' resists internal 
corrosion... puts rust at a disadvantage. V
1'fS.A' 9824-5th STREET
OPEN IN VICTORIA AT 632 JOHN ST., 382-8228
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The RRSP crunch approaches
Banks, credit unions, life in­
surance companies and other 
financial outlets are busy 
touting their best investment 
options, as the days of 1987 
RRSP eligibility dwindle away.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
Feb. 29: it’s the consumer’s 
last chance to keep some of his 
1987 income away from the tax-
YOUR BUCK 
STCrSHERE
Put your R.R.S.P. funds to 
work where they do the most 
good - right here at home.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE! Stop in and 
see us today about a Regis­
tered Retirement Savings 
Plan that suits your needs.
OUR R.R.S.P. BENEFITS
H Local Trustees 
H Instant Tax Receipts 
0 Cashable Same Day
0 Fully Guaranteed
No Fee Transfer




Westcoast Savings iW 
Credit Union
All deposits and non-equity shares are fully guaranteed, teithoiit limit, by the 
Credit Union Deposit Insurance Corjioration of British Columbia.
man, with the help of some at­
tractive federal legislation.
Most Sidney financial institu­
tions report brisk RRSP sales, 
but the real rush w'on’t come 
until just before month’s end.
In addition to chartered 
banks, investors can buy RRSPs 
through mutual fund dealers, 
such as Velma Ryder of Regal 
Capital Planners; through in­
vestment houses, such as 
Midland Doherty; life insurance 
companies; trust companies; 
and credit unions.
Wherever the right RRSP is 
found, the time to buy is now 
for 1987 savings.
“Most people wait until the 
last minute,’’ reports Horst 
Schauch, manager of the Sidney 
Toronto Dominion branch.
On the final few days, “the 
crunch comes,’’ adds Bank of 
Montreal branch manager 
Robert Potter.
With or without procrasta- 
tion, registered retirement sav­
ings plans are gaining populari­
ty. “We’ve had an excellent 
response,’’ Schauch says. “It 
seems to be more people every 
year are using them.’’




.f your personal pension plan (RRSP) is invested 
at a fixed interest rate, chances are you're not doing 
as well as you could.
That's like having all of your eggs in one basket.
Corporations and unions don't run their 
pension plans that way. They never have all their 
financial assets in one category. : 7
■ :7Never-L
That's why it makes sense to have your ; 
personal pension plan managed in a balanced 
way just like companies and unions.
The One Decision Fund managed by 
M.K. Wong & Associates, one of Canada's 
leading pension fund managers, is a balanced 
personal pension plan. It's managed in the same 
way and by the same people who run the big 
inslihitional plans.
They put their eggs in many baskets and they 
spend all day every day choosing the right ones.
To find out how you can transfer your RRSP 
to the One Decision Fund Personal Pension Plan 
write or call:
would make it seem, financial 
institutions are, indeed, offer­
ing a wider array of ways to 
package RRSPs.
Pat Hannah, manager of per­
sonal banking at the Sidney 
branch of the Royal Bank, says 
someone tried tallying the 
available RRSP vehicles — and 
“lost count at 200 or 300.
The Royal, for example, just 
introduced a new RRSP vehicle 
called the balanced fund. It’s a 
combination of the banks three 
other fund-style RRSPs.
Ron Gurney of Gurney, 
Smith and Associates, says the 
type of RRSP is virtually open- 
ended. His company boasts an 
“unbiased opinion’’ in RRSP 
selection because it tailors them 
from a variety of sources, he 
says.
“You name it, we can do it,’’ 
he said.
Gurney said clients need to 
look at the entire picture when 
buying RRSPs — particularly 
after-tax savings, today and 
when the RRSPs are cashed.
Most institutions offering 
RRSPs say their service makes 
them better than the others.
Guaranteed interest rates 
generally range up to about 
10!4 or 10'/2 per cent. Those are 
for term deposits, generally up 
to five years.
A simpler RRSP is a daily in­
terest savings account — but it 
also has the lowest interest 
rates, in the 5‘A-per-cent range.
Commerce’s Chris Cramp- 
ton, who also reports a good
response to this year’s RRSP of­
fering, says, “It’s pretty com­
petitive.’’
Potter of Bank of Montreal 
says service is often the deciding 
factor for a person seeking an 
RRSP. “Most people are not 
prepared to change (financial 
institutions) for a quarter of a 
percentage point,’’ he notes.
The basic advantage of an 
RRSP is that it defers income 
taxes while building a nest egg 
for the future. The money plac­
ed in the RRSP now is not tax­
able as 1987 income.
The money keeps building, 
tax free, until it’s removed, at 
or before retirement. And even 
when it’s removed, there are 
some creative ways to ease the 
pain of the income tax bite.
Retirement investment funds 
are tailored to each consumer’s 
needs. The money is paid out as 
a regular, blended portion of 
principal and interest — sort of 
the reverse of a consumer loan: 
the bank is paying the consumer 
instead of the consumer paying 
the bank.
RIFs also continue to work as 
money is withdrawn. So 
although a consumer may be 71 
or older and no longer eligible 
for an RRSP, his nest egg isn’t 
crumbling as he reaps the 
RRSP’s profit.
And RIFs can meet each con­
sumer’s need. Some pay mon­
thly, some pay quarterly. Some 
pay more at the start and less 
later on, or vice versa.
Insurance companies offer
annuities for gradual payments 
of the RRSP nest egg.
No matter how the RRSP 
money is cashed in, the con­
sumer will normally be ahead. 
That’s particularly true if the 
money is cashed in at retire­
ment. Overall income froin 
other sources will likely be 
smaller than it was earlier in 
life, so the tax bite will be 
smaller.
Probably fewer people are 
confused about this sort of in­
formation than they were a few 
years ago.
Consumers are more money 
conscious than they once were, 
most bankers report.
Laura Lidstone, manager at 
Scotiabank, has noticed an in­
crease in awareness of money 
matters.
People don’t want to rely on 
Canada Pension, or “they just 
want to be independent,’’ 
Lidstone said.
Advice is essential for most 
people buying an RRSP, those 
offering them say.
However, those who don’t 
need the advice of others may 
consider a self-directed RRSP, 
which allows them to make the 
investment decisions 
themselves.
“They’re for the ones who no 
more than we do,’’ quipped 
Lidstone.
Anyone with earned income, 
as defined by the legislation, is 
eligible to contribute up to 













* Rate subject to change v'ithout notice
• interest compounded annual­
ly at the original certificate 
rate ... so you know exactly 




MoniCiur, Canada OopOMi Insutancu C(3ipot.ilion
Branch Manager 
Gary Diamond 
890 Douglas at Courtney 
384-0514
mm
SAANICH PENINSULA’S ALTERNATIVE RRSP deadline
FOR R Rm il ni m " Si
DIDYOUKNOWTHAT:
GURNEY SMITH & ASSOCIATES ARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE FOLLOWING TRUST COMPANIES






• HbUSE HOLD TRUST
* MUTUAL FUNDS^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
• MAJOR CANADIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
• WESTERN & PACIFIC BANK
______________OTHER SERVICES WE OFFER: _
• LIFE insurance • TAX PREPARATION & PLANNING 
» GRbUP benefit programs » ANNUITIES « R.R.l.F.
CURRENT INTEREST RATES AVAILABLE
J
On« Yfliar' Tw Vcsrsi Tlvon Yoars Four Y«ars ' T-’iveyoafs
9.55 9.75 10.25 10.50 10.60
/ "/■■./mTeG GUDJCCTTO CHANOC Wm^lOUT MOT'CC
OmCE HOURS: MON TO FRI 
SATURDAY
9 AM TO 6 PM 
0 AM TO 5 PM
li .111 iiirir‘|W'n(leiit invc.stincnl fiiiui ilcaltT, I can iirovirk* access to 
literally liuiKlrt'ds of cligililc Invcslrticnls.
Hnl (or tlie 1B87 .SH lax year, I honestly Irelieve Ihi're’s one best UILSP 
choice; liidiiHtriaKirowlh Fund.
' Its 211-year averajie annual coniponnd rftnrn ol 17,1''.. i.H ainong Ihe 
hijlhi'sl of any niutnal funds elij^ible for HRSI’. And over the past 
12 inoiiths - .lifter tine <»f Ilie wor.sl dr'clines in history for llu* niarkel - 
Industrial (Irowlh was still np If.7’!.. Re.siilis for other periods s|)(*ak for
tliemselvi's;
dYKAUS. lYrv.,5Y!-'ARS; !n.2'L, lOYlYtRS: Ui.'l'!..
For tny money ~ and lor yonrs -■ Indnstrial (Irowth Fund sets Ihe 
sland.trtl in RR,8!’s.







A/I til I hi Jl, HhsTiifv ill rrtiiit' luiiiiinl atnifuniiul rea/r/iv InmHf iifhin ilw iietamiwnl mvesti'il (imi
iiK liitli' ivinii'sliiii'nl III (III IiIi'ihIs, Kahw of niiirii mv mldihitvil hi'fnu’ (ItHlmliuii of RltSPuilniinisl/iilion 
fei’K f mnommn foA per year j Vds/pvrformomv m no/ m'cefisarily itidicafive of fiitiitv rniilts. Any offer fa 
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Sidney RCMP report several 
incidents of crime for the period 
from Feb. 7 to 14.
BREAK-IN
. A Dean Park resident return­
ed home to find his home had 
'ibeen broken into sometime bel- 
.ween 8:30 a.m. and 9 p.m. Feb. 
;9.
A quantity of jewelry and two 
•cameras had been taken. The 
,'break-in is still under investiga- 
: tion.
BREAK-IN
A Cloake Hill Road resident 
reported that his residence was 
broken into Feb. 12.
Jewelry, guns and a safe were 
taken. Police are investigating.
Chatwell Drive area were also 
tampered with.
Police continue their in­
vestigation.
; ' OYSTER THIEF
An allegedly intoxicated man 
who was walking down Bower- 
'bank Road shortly after 6 p.m.,
, Feb. 12, was arrested by police 
after they apparently discovered 
he was in possession of a quan­
tity of liquor, some change and 
some frozen oysters.
A physical check of area 
restaurants revealed that the 
Quarterdeck Cafe had been 
broken into. Charged with 
break, enter and theft and 
possession of stolen property i.s 
'32-year-old Michael Nelson 
Townsend of Sooke.
DRIVER CHARGED 
A driver of one vehicle has 
been charged with failing to 
yield after a stop sign following 
an accident on the corner of 
Bevan Avenue the morning of 
Feb. 9.
An estimated $2,500 damage 
was done to both vehicles as a 
result of the collision. Police did 
not identify either party.
Recovered articles were taken 
from a residence on Rae-Leigh 
Place in December, another 
residence in the 8100-block 
Woodwyn Terrace on Feb. 10 
and from a residence in the 
2300-block Keating Cross Road 
Feb.10.
Police said the youths will ap­
pear in provincial court soon, 
although no court date had been 
set at press time.
Both boys were taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital and 
later released.
CAR PROWLS 
Sometime during the night of 
Feb. 12-13 a car in the Tannlee 
Crescent area of Central 
Saanich was entered. Nothing 
was taken.
During the same time period 
two vehicles in the nearby
BICYCLE THEFTS 
A resident of Brentwood Bay 
reported two bicycles were 
stolen from his residence in the 
12(X)-block area of Verdier 
Avenue during the night of Feb. 
13-14. Both bicycles were later 
recovered in Sidney.
On St. Valentine’s Day a 
black Raleigh 12-speed bicycle 
worth an estimated $350 was 
stolen from the front porch of a 
residence in the Cultra Avenue 
area of Central Saanich. The
bicycle has not been recovered 
and police are continuing their 
investigation.
Also on Sunday, two bicycles 
were stolen from the Early 
Place area of Brentwood.
Both were grey Canadian Tire 
Supercycle 12-speed models. 
Police are continuing to in­
vestigate this occurrence.
During the course of their in­
vestigation police recovered a 
Raleigh 12-speed bicycle that 
had been reported stolen. The 
owner was located by tracing 
the bicycle serial number 
through the bicycle identifica­
tion program and it was return­
ed.
WINDOWS BROKEN 
Sometime during the night of 
Feb. 12 three windows at ihc
Central Saanich municipal 
police report several incidents 
of crime during the period from 
Feb.8-15.
SUSPECTS APPREHENDED 
Two young offenders have 
been apprehended by police in 
connection with three break, 
enter and thefts that were com­
mitted in tlie Central Saanich 
municipality recently.
Some jewelry and personal 
items belonging to three 
residents have been recovered.
INJURY ACCIDENT 
Two 17-year-old youths were 
injured during a car accident in 
the 2400-block area of Island 
View Road, near the Saanich 
Cross Road, last Wednesday 
night.
A 1971 Volvo driven by Brian 
Easton of Victoria struck a 
telephone pole, resulting in 
minor injuries to the two youths 
and an estimated $2,000 
damage to the front of the 
Volvo.
Damage is estimated at $150 
and police are continuing their 
investigation.
VANDALS STRIKE 
i The Tulista Park picnic 
shelter was the target of vandals 
during the night of Feb. 12-13.
^, Boards were kicked out of the 
,side of the shelter with some be­
ing broken. Damage is 
estimated at $200.
'Green Glades School were 
broken. ®
CAR PROWL
Sometime during the night of 
Feb. 12-13 a guest at Hotel 
Sidney had her vehicle broken 
into. About $150 in belongings 
were stolen. Police are in­
vestigating.
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A man who tailgated an off- 
duty police officer on a motor-, 
cycle has been fined $100 for 
driving with undue care and at­
tention.
Bernhardt Funk told police 
he was anxious to catch the 9 
p.m. ferry when he was stopped 
at Pat Bay Highway and Wain 
Road on Aug. 5. He left Vic­
toria at 8:15 and approached a 
motorcyclist at Say ward Road 
and began to follow closely.
“The officer reported the 
truck failed lo back off, so he 
tapped his brakes several 
times,” said Crown counsel 
Derek Lister.
‘‘My client says he took this 
as a challenge,” responded 
defence lawyer Ricliard Israels. 
‘‘He thought they were playing 
some sort of game.”
The motorcyclist pulled off 
the road to allow the truck to 
pass, then caught up and pulled 
alongside the driver’s window. 
‘‘Words were exchanged,” said 
Lister.
The off-duty police offircr 
pulled ahead to find a telephone 
and alert highway pairolmen, 
Funk was sioppcti a few miles 
later.
“My client wi.shes to indicate 
he lost his temper ami drove im­
properly,” said Israels. 1-nnk 
drives over 30,(KK) kilometres 
per year in Ins lawn sprinkling 
business.
“Thi.s i.s out of character. He 
is an upstanding citi/cn and has 
.sponsored a hockey ie.im for 
i;several years,” said the tlefcnce 
I lawyer.
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t Lawrence Uiahan fined liie
I Vancouver man $100 for driv- 
{ing without due care ami atten- 
ition. 'Lhe crown witlidtew 
' charges of drunk driving.
Fined for 
hif and run
Don Sh.'irp been fined 
.$2.50 in Sidney provincial conn 
for hit and run, Last Dee, 17, he 
hif a car gMiked mi At du el! 
Drive when he was backing oni 
of a driveway
“Wiine.sfiies sav thev beard a 
loud cruneli and that lie kto|iped 
on impact before taking off,” 
.said Crown counsel Derek 
IJster, Sltfirp later told police lie 
knew he struck, aiioihei vehicle 
before leaving the scene, 1 i'uei 
added.
Sharp, a young single m.m 
living with his parents in 
Sidney, has also lost his drisci’s 
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FAITH WITH A 
FOUNDATION”
FAITH is being sure ol what we hope 
for,' and certain of what we do not see. 
FOUNDATIONS are something which 
peopie the world over need to anchor 
them when the storms of life could 
sweep them away.
We put our faith in political systems in 
general, and the politicians in par­
ticular. We become avid supporters of 
parties and people. We have faith in 
their abilities and promises. Canadians 
have been well served by those we 
have trusted. Of course promises are 
broken, scandals exposed and there 
are the times when foundations are 
tested, when faith is stretched. Often 
the foundations crumble and faith is 
broken.
Consider the plight of millions who live 
in lands were politics and poiiticans 
are less scrupulous. These countries 
lack the checks snd balances we 
have. When conditions overwhelm, 
even sincere and capable leaders pro­
ve less effective. It is not hard to see
how apathy and distrust erode the 
foundations and faith people might ^ 
haveingovernemnt. ? - ; x
The fact is, governments, good or bad, 
poiiticans, honest or not, are all sub­
ject to the whims of human nature. 
Human nature is selfish and self- 
seeking. Faith built on these founda­
tions often leads to disappointment 
and confusion.
The Bible Is about Faith; it is also 
about Foundations. In it we are pro­
mised a world leader who wil be 
righteous, unselfish, just and [xjwerful. 
Open your Bible and road the following 
passages. Meditate on them in the 
light ol history, current events, what 
the vrorld will need tomorrow. You will 
begin to discover a faith with founda­
tions - solid and true. Acts 1 V 11. Mat­
thew 7 vs. 24-27,1 Corinthians 3 v.11, 
Matthew 25 vs. 31-46. Isaiah 11 -1-9, 
Psalm 72.
Public Lecture Fob. 21 - 7 pm,
Moose Hall, 7025 East Saanich Rd. 
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WEEKEND BUFFET BR LINCH
Each Soniiday and Sunday 
from 9:30 am to 1 pm
Hot breakfast and lunch entrees, 
coldsahids and fruit, and 
a .selei'tion of desserts 
of many persuasions
Heservatiorts 652-^t422
l9flS Resident Tickets nvailubh
Hi ^
STUDENTS OF Prospect Lake School gather with 
friends of older grades at Beaver Lake School to 
launch balloons in recognition of the Olympics.
The 235 students, older ones buddied with younger 
ones, release the balloons to symbolize the “spirit of
co-operation,” teacher Barb Menzies says.
The launching and other events Thursday kicked off 
various school events that will culminate March 4. 
Among activities are Olympics of the mind, talks by 
Olympic athletes, reading Olympics and field trips.
Were they playing soccer? Field
Peninsula West Coast Sav­
ings Division 8 boys soccer team 
capped a successful season with 
a 2-1 victory over Juan De Fuca 
last week in a championship 
game to determine first place.
Both teams had only one loss 
and a tie going into the game 
and had dominated other op­
position in previous league 
games. West Coast’s record for 
goals for and against was 77-13.
Coach JohnMcDonald said 
the game was physcially tough. 
Both teams played aggressively 
and with the cold winds there 
were several hold-ups with 
minor injuries to players on 
both sides.
The first break in the game 
came mid-way through the first 
half when winger Chris 
McDonald intercepted an errant 
goal kick just outside the 18- 
yard box, slipped by a startled 
defender and drove the ball 
hard into the back of the net.
Juan De Fuca pressed Penin­
sula hard after that goal but a 
co-ordinated defense led by 
keeper Graham Cliff. Fullbacks 
Jay Loveridge and Fraser Lott 
stopped several quick plays by 
Juan De Fuca up the middle. ;
clearing volley up the middle, 
put the ball outside to winger 
McDonald who crossed it over 
the middle to striker Bill Far- 
rant who quickly put the ball in 
the net.
action
Peninsula’s second goal was a 
well executed one. Centre half 
Jay Braithwaite intercepted a
The second half remained a 
close contest with both teams 
having several scoring chances 
but not completing. Juan De 
Fuca’s only goal came late in 
the garrie off an unfortunate re­
bound from a close-in shot by a
speedy forward. .
West Coast Savings will now 
advance into B.C. Cup play for 
the Lower Island champion­
ship.
Mary's beats Lakeh
Peninsula Mary’s Coffee Bar 
girls soccer club put in a strong 
all around performance to 
down Lakehill 5-1 Saturday in 
Division 4 action.
Mary’s excelled in all aspects 
of the game as the players put 
on a fine display of teamwork, 
offensively and defensively.
Cheryl Lack led the offence,
scoring three goals and assisting 
on two others. Laura 
Braithwaite and Jenny Milligan 
scored one each.
Kathy Sam also picked up 
two assists as she worked hard 
on the forward line.
Dana Keller played a strong 
game at centre, stopping most 
shots before Lakehill put them
past her — and running down 
those shots that did pass her.
Christine Parker and Evelyn 
Morris combined in goal for the 
locals. Both girls played well, 
allowing only one goal.
Penny Jestico and 
Bellavance also had 




The Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corps returned home vic­
torious, after a tiring weekend 
at the Vernon Winter Carnival, 
earlier this month.
The Twirlers placed second in 
their category following coni- 
Ijctition in Ihe bandorama and 
carnival parades in Vernon.
Organizer Jenny Viet says the 
22 people who went on Ihc trip 
had the time of their lives. 
Snowball fights drained a great 
deal of their energy, but they 
.still managed to comiicte well in 
cvcnl.s.
The twirlers division of the 
team placed second in their divi­
sion, but Viet says, “We like to 
think the whole corps placed se­
cond.’’
Jason Philpott accepted the 
.second prize award on behalf of 
the twirlers. Mellisa Noble was
the head majorette.
The Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corps will not hesitate to 
go on another trip off-lsland 
after their experiences in Ver­
non, said Viet.
“I can’t believe what a good 
time wc had,’’she said.
The Kapteyn Super Salon 
junior girls field hockey team 
played its first game the year 
with, a full complement, Satur­
day at Beacon Hill Park.
It was a strong game for the 
girls despite a 2-0 loss to the 
Pirates. New goaltender Judith 
Gurr played a superb game in 
the nets, stopping hard hits, 
short flicks and just about 
everything that came her way.
She was well supported by a 
new defence team of Sue James 
and Hillary Plandon. The duo 
stopped possible goals with 
their sticks several times and < 
played a strong game.
A total of six new players 
have joined the team recently to 
bring the team up to full 
strengthof 11 players.
Helen Mitchell played a good 
game at halfback, as did Cathy 
Marrison. Heather Thompson 
also had a good first game on 
left wing.
The team did not do well on 
their forward line and need to 
work on offence.
The Pirates are a powerful 
team so the defence certainly 




Jail term for driver
Tho wiai> cliolow for all 
your oyo woflr no«Hl»
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL 
652-6222 
7103 W. Saanich Rd. TralalgHf
A man who kicked out his 
van’s windshield to flee from an 
accident has been .sent to jail for 
97 days.
Dean Weinmeyer found guil­
ty in Sidney Provincial Court of 
drunk driving, failing to pro­
vide a breath sample, fleeing the 
scene of an accident and driving 
while his licence was suspended.
The .L1-year-old Sidney resi­
dent ran away after he ran into 
someone at the corner of Pat 
Bay Highway and Wain Road 
Aug. 27. An elderly couple had 
stopped at the red light around 
9;,30 p.ni. when they were hit.
A woman across the street 
saw Weinmever transfer from
the driver’s seat to the passenger 
seat, kick out the windshield 
and climb out the cavity, said 
Crown counsel Derek Lister.
Ambulance attendants later 
discovered Weinmeyer huddling 
in a nearby ditch. When RCMP 
took him to the Sidney police 
station, he refused to provide a 
breath sample,
“Since this accident. I’ve cur­
tailed my alcohol consumption 
to the occasional .social drink,’’ 
Weinmeyer told the court,
Judge Lawrence Brahan 
sentenced Weinmeyer to 90 days 
in jail for drunk driving, with 30 
day.s concurrent for failing to 
provide n breath .saini'ile and 30 
days concurrent for leaving the 
scene of an accident,
He was sentenced lo a further 
seven d.riys to be served con­
secutively and fined $.300 for 
driving while his licence was 
suspended. He lost his licence 
fui 35 montlKs uflei licing tuu- 
victed of drunk driving in 
l•cbrunry, 1985.
Central Saanich firefighters 
responded to three chimney 
fires this month. On Feb. 3. 
they were called to a house in 
Ihe 7700-block Etisl Saanich 
Road. The next day, ilicyWere 
called to a cliimncy fire in HI)(X)- 
block East Saanich Road.
Last Sunday, a third ctill of a 
chimney fire came from a 
residence in 7700-block 
Trcntelmun. All fires were easi­
ly contained and the houses did 
not suffer extensive damage,
Man charged 
with stealing « 
from 7-n
A Sidney man has pleaded 
not guilty to stealing ham­
burgers and causing a distur­
bance at Sidney's 7-11 Store.
“This is a very meaty mat- 
ter,” quipped Judge Lawrence 
Bralinn as he set Michael Pown- 
send’s trail at June9.
Say you saw it
in the Review
mmim
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Island View marsh wisif rewarding 1
At the moment, a visit to the sand dune-marsh complex 
north and west of the parking lot at Island View beach can be 
a rewarding experience for those interested in hiking or the 
observation of birds. Mary and I tramped the area this week 
and turned up several interesting species.
In the first place, for some reason or other, the red-shafted 
flicker woodpeckers were there in strength. We must have 
counted 40 individuals with as many as four or five in a single 
tree at one time.
They were flushing in every direction as we walked, giving 
us excellent opportunities to view the red areas in underwings 
and tail, the undulating flight and the conspicuous broad white 
rump patch. In addition, perched adult males showed the 
colorful red moustache marks characteristic of the species.
Then Mary spotted a brown female marsh hawk, or northern 
harrier, coursing the marshy areas which were pretty well 
overgrown with long yellow grass, forming excellent habitat 
for mice. The long tail and the beautifully barred wings were 
much in evidence.
We were particularly interested in the flight in which the 
wings are held well above the body in the interests of stability 
in the advent of sudden strong gusts of cross-wind. In slow 
flight, the primary feathers on the ends of the wings are often 
spread and separated, deflecting air over them in the interests 
of braking.
While the female marsh hawk is generally brownish in color, 
the male is garbed in attractive pale grey. With a clear prefer­
ence for open-country, marsh hawks nest in marshy areas, 
sometimes on reed-b(^s over water, as well as in meadows, 
pastures, and stubble fields.
While they lake small birds and young waterfowl on occa­
sion, the majority of their diet consists of mice and voles 
which often cause problems for our agriculturists when the 
populations of the rodents reach plague proportions.
Then we spotted a rare northern shrike, perched on the top­
most twig of a tall willow, on the alert for small birds or mice. 
It was an immature bird, brownish on the upper surfaces and 
heavily barred on the lighter underparts, with a brownish face- 
patch behind the eye.
The beak was clearly hooked, an adaptation for tearing the 
flesh of the small prey upon which it feeds. The feet of this 
diminutive predator are very ill-developed for those of a bird 
which preys upon other animals, hence it must fix its victim 
upon a thorn or the barb of a wire fence in order to hold it 
firmly while dismembering it.
As a result of tliis practice, this bird is often referred lo as 
the “butcher bird.” Northern shrikes feed mainly upon mice, 
voles and small birds. Our shrike was perched absolutely mo­
tionless for many minutes, reminding us of its scientific name, 
excubitor, which means sentry or guard.
The northern shrike has a very extensive range and is found 
in Europe, Asia, northern Africa and northern North America 







for a free security check
CALL 656-2633
FEMALE MARSH HAWK Cy Hampson photo
area. In North America, it breeds across Canada from 
Labrador to Alaska and winters as far south as California, 
Arizona and Missouri.
The shrike at Island View was singing, a song consisting of 
a very soft but musical medley of whistled notes and warbles 
interspersed widi a few harsh notes. During both migration 
and occupation of breeding habitat, the northern shrike is es­
sentially an open-country species.
In much the manner practised by our commoner loggerhead 
shrike, the northern species constructs its bulky nest of twigs, 
rootlets, finer stems, lichens, hair and other birds’ feathers in 
the branches of a low shrub.
And lastly, besides the numerous waterfowl and gulls forag­
ing in the water, Mary spotted a peregrine falcon perched on a 
branch just below the top of a very tall tree on the high ridge 
to the west.
As is their habit, the lalcon was undoubtedly surveying the 
shoreline below, on the alert for potential prey, in all 
likelihood, shorebirds.
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Early enquiries/will build to suit 
enquire
Slegg Lumber
;; : 656-1:125 
or Robert BIrley 
:■ 479-7908::
Area employers wishing to 
hire students for the summer 
jhave another two weeks to app­
ly for federal: grants. Chalierige 
’88 applications must be sub­
mitted by March 4.
“Almost everyone is eligible, 
as long as they’ve been in 
business for at least six mon­
ths,” said project officer Sandy 
Wakeford.
Non-profit organizations 
may apply for a maximum of $4 
toward wages and the costs of 
pension contributions and other 
employee benefits. The govern­
ment will also pay for equip­
ment and materials which a 
non-profit group incurs by hir­
ing a student.
Private-sector employers may 
receive 50 per cent of a student’s 
wages, to a maxium of $.3 per 
hour. Unlike non-profit groups, 
private sector employers don’t 
receive money for benefits or 
other costs.
School boards, municipalities 
and federal and provincial 
employers may receive up to $4 
per hour towards a student’s 
wages. Public sector grants do 
not cover benefits either.
"We set our ceilings at $4 
because that is the minimum 
wage,” said Wakeford. 
"However, wc c-ncourage
employers to pay more than the 
minimum:”
Most employers apply : for 
assistance for two to six student 
workers, she said. “The average 
tends to be around three.”
Canada Employment hopes 
to announce approval by April 
18. “The earliest possible start 
date for student workers is 
April 25. The latest date a stu­
dent may start under this pro­
gram is July 25.”
The federal government cuts 
off all wage assistance on Sept. 
5. It will pay for a student for a 
maximum of 18 weeks.
“An employer may stagger 
start dates without reapplying. 
If someone starts on April 25, 
another worker may start on 
May I. Both would be eligible 
for an l8-weck grant under this 
program,” said Wakeford.
All students employed with 
federal government funds must 
be enrolled in a full-time pro­
gram in the spring. They must 
also intend to return to school 
full time in the fall.
The province also support;; 
employers wishing to hire 
students. However, its applica­
tion forms are not available yet.
Federal Challenge '88 ap­
plication forms may be picked
up at the Peninsula Employ­
ment Project office, 9751 Third 
StreeL . Sidney, at Canada 
Employment offices or the pro­
gram centre on the fourth floor 
of the Victoria Post Office 
building on Government Street.
“The application may be 
postmarked March 4. If so­
meone can’t drop it off before 
then, we will accept applications 
sent through the mail, as long as 
















10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860 
652-5025
SUNDAY BRUNCH SPECIAL 
2 EGGS ANY STYLE
SAUSAGE or HAM
GIANT BELGIUM WAFFLE
WITH CHOICE OF STRAWBERRY OR PEACH 
TOPPING WITH REAL WHIP CREAM
SPECIAL PRICE ONLY
FEBRUARY 2l8t ONLY 10 om-2 pm
TooOb
9535 Canora Rd. 656-9343
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
Roman Catholic Church






OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Moss  .............. 8:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass.................... .12:30 p.m.
ALPINE DISPOSAL
474-5145
OS"" 6 MONTHS-WEEKLY PICKUP 
23“'’ 6 MONTHS BI-WEEKLY PICKUP
vr V f VY
J)'
* *3 CAN LIMIT 
NOW THAT THE COMPETITION 
HAS ARRIVED IN SAANICH YOU 
WILL HO LONGER HAVE TO PAY 
INFLATED PRICES FOR 
GARBAGE PICK-UP 




If it*s News Call the Review
1^1
-w
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S:
SAANICHTON 
Sunday, Fobruory 21at, 19SD 
ASH WEDNESDAY
7:30 pm......................  Holy Communion
LENT 1
8;1S am.........................  Holy Communion
10:00 am.....................  Choral Communion
Sunday School & Nuraory 
Inalallallon ol Church Council 






Church lor Worohip al 3:30 AM 
10469 Rosihoven Drive In Sidney 




(Mt. Nawlon A SI. Slophnn'a Rd| 
662-4311
8:30 am Holy Eucharlal
10:00 am Sung Euclinrlot
7.00 pm .......  Lavl Sunday Only Evoniono
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 




Ron A Eunice Freeman Welcome you lo
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4lh A Mt. Baker, Sidney 656-0957
SUNDAY 10:30 am Family Worahip
and Sunday School





Sunday Soivleo 9:30 a.m.,11:00 a.m. 
lUW. G.rt. PAUL DAVIS 
656-3213 (Homo 655-3884)
IaANICHT&N BlBLE FELLOW^P 
Kualino Elementary School 
6843 C, Saanich Rd.
Communion Service......... . 0:30 a.m.
Family Service ........... . ,11:00 a.m.
Nursery, Sunday School, 
Youth Oroupa, Bible Studies 
Pmion niek Sllitlm 
ast-saii
SWnoy Ponlocoslol Assembly
10'164 McDonald P.itk Hoad 
aidnoy, n.C. VliL 3Z9 
I'iiistlor; Dftvn Hau-.nr
9:46 am............ Sunday School
It.00 am A R.oa pm. .Sunday Serviemr 
For rnid-wtmk ourvloes 
Call 6:.&-3n2
HOLY TRINITY 
ANGLICAN CHURCH , 
W, Saanich and Mills Rd, 
Sunday Sorwlcos B a.m, and 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10 a.m.
REV. D.L, MALINS - 666-3223










' FELLLOWSMIP BAPTIST CHURCH 
2259 Mills Rd. Phono fl8B-S012
Rev. Gerald W, Mellor
" turuSi'y’'chcmC 
11:00 a.m. Mornlnp Worship
•i:,10 p.m. Evnnloa Fellowahlp
4 CiHmh toe iho WMtt Family
ST, ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
9686-3id St., Sidney 
SUNDAY BLRVICES 
lam, SamanrIII am 
(Churcti Sohol A Nurooty al 0 am)
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Regular - Ail sizes
McCAIN FROZEN









Boneless or Top Round Cut into Chops





RScCAIN FROZEN UVa ” PIZZERA-STYLE
PIZZA 3 Varieties Pkg.............
McCAIN FROZEN
MIXED VEG., PEAS 
or PEAS & CARROTS.
STOUFFER’S FROZENmm : o I vui r cn r nwt.i-.li













ROAST Portion .... 2.16 kg
STOUFFER’S FROZEN









Ready to Serve 
...........5.91 kg
SCHNEIDER’S
SLICED : : 
SIDE
lb.





























































FRESH, FROZEN AT SEA




















■■ ;■ ; ■'! ■... ■ 















PARTY TRAY HOTLINE: 598-1612
■il •trflUi'StfcUu.UHiISAW/'r! n'4«,tbw\«fYAWliii , '.Will I'-'iii vIVNI. l-nf Ti . ■■, '. ■J, I'XXi’ ‘’













ROSE BUDS, MACAROONS, SLOWPOKES, 
CRISPY CRUNCH, ETC.


























3.95 kg I lb.
■'i'• •, . i;. .ir. ' ..r’l.ii.LV . - ’ 1, ■ . ■ i i i'










t ■“ i I,iij , i ?■ J'.'i L’- \ . ■ 'i
: I,. ,1 ' ’'.fblf.-’'




; xx'-" ■ -4 1 . , r ’’i 1 . . i , » I) 1 I 'i ,• >”i •'
I
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J-;-, ..r- «v ;■ 6fc 5"
'V ‘t ^ t
LAND FARMS
;OTTAGE
' H E ES E Creamed or 2%............................. 500g





ISSUE........ .< Roll Pkg.
“148
Random Cut
25% MUSHROOMS 3.04 kg
CHECK OUT













if 11 f® Tradition or Summit \0 V I I iaa laBj All Grinds.................. 369g W
HAWAIIAN GROWN
ITAIPAN






200g pkg. I ea.
. 'L.:.
IMPORTED, BASKET
















.................. .......... ....4Env. Pkg.
PASTA’N SAUCE or ^10





SUMKIST ^88FUN FRUITS...  . ,53gl
BABY CORN Medium Size ..... 398 mL
TAIPAN






CHOW MEIN or 
ISTEAMFRIED NOODLES .3979 '' ’i -T
.184g ISUNBURST
SI y All Varieties .......... 70g
ISl^O, HAIRSPRAY





.... 2 Per Pkg.
Big spending and lavish plans are the rule of the day. The mighty
fortune and happiness. It is a good time to get rhairried, have 
children or start a new business; This is an auspicious year marked 
by a lot of surprises. The electric atmosphere created by the 






your sleeves for all sorts of grandiose, exhilarating,"colossal, 
ambitious and daring projects. The indomitable spirit of the Dragon 
will inflate everything to larger than life size. You will find yourself 
bubbling with excess energy. Business will be good and money can
SSSSSSlSl^siBps^aii ■ ■;
, ,V '1 < , ' [ . , I
K ; ’U ' h, ; ' i • ' ,
ll#
■ -I 















WATER CHESTNUTS or 






GUNG HAY FATCHOY! YEAR OF THE DRAGON 








STEAM FRIED or „







Reg, & Unacentod 
..........,.4 0«r Pkg,
GOLDEN DRAGON






FMfilC SOFTENER ..1 L ViirtetlftB 4S5 ml !;'/• Vi,'i'll■ '-I '
JAViX




7’i.j. Br-py.'-.i!;, ■ ■
JAVPt
BLEACH
SAVE 50® “11 I
6nFLEIECV /
I ntOUUN ns kUHR SOI OBcoMCrUitRMlOIOl
' - l onn (lUichyiM*
’ff/ '• CouriOi'i
'ci





... t. • * 4 * •. f, t (•. 2 kg
■■ ’; (■' •'■'■f"
■ 1:'; ''I! .1 ''l, '■ li; ! i
I f.» 4 k k.i ’» * * ♦. ..45&mL
I ’■ I ''V!/. ■'
___ _____ _ ...................................... .1.81. ,® I;......... H
1 iff' ?! tiAi "n T , i , 7 i '






BuuM abWIIr V- i V •rntmmmmmmm ^ ^ ^ ^ ,, ^ ^ ^
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HOUSECLEANING"
DIRTAWAY
Good for starting fires, not growing roses
SYSTEMS
LET THE DIRTAWAY GALS 




for In home estimate





IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE 
FUTURE OF CENTRAL SAANICH
You are invited to attend 
the first meeting of the...
CENTRAL SAANICH FORUM
TOPIC:
Economic Development for Central Saanich. 
LOCATION:
Keating School, TIME: 7:30 p.m.
DATE:
Thursday, February 25th, 1988
SPEAKERS:
Wayne Watkins {Alderman C.S.) 





The District of North Saanich has recently observed that several 
property owners are placing large stones on the Municipal 
boulevards fronting their properties. Placement of such stones on 
the Municipal road right-of-way contravenes District of North 
Saanich By-laws and may pose hazards to persons, vehicles and 
other private property. The Municipality cannot accept respon­
sibility for any injury or damage caused by placement of these 
stones, and any such injury or damage will be considered the 
responsibility of the person placing these, objects on the right-of- 
way^' V ■
YOUR CO-OPERATION IN REMOVING THESE STONES FROM 
THE MUNICIPAL BOULEVARD OR RIGHT-OF-WAY FRONTING 
YOUR PROPERTY IS APPRECIATED.
Mr. Luff, who lives on Amherst Street in Sidney, 
called to ask me if 1 thought it would be safe to plant his 
rose bushes in a mixture of clay, good soil and cedar 
shavings.
1 nearly had a fit! It seems that he was advised to do 
this by someone he felt should know, but somehow he 
was concerned about the calar chips, as well he might 
be! Those things are not designed for garden use; good 
fire-siaricrs, yes, but little else that 1 can think of.
Just in case 1 was wrong (it happens!) 1 checked with 
Johnaihon Kelly, head of Sidney’s parks department, 
who confinned my fears. Thankfully, Mr. Luff hadn’t 
planted the roses, so all is well. All he has to worry about 
now is black-spot and mildew!
Talking about that, may 1 suggest that you try some­
thing that really .seemed to help in our garden. After 
pruning your roses (which could be done soon, since 
spring seems to be almost here) mix up a solution of 
Benomyl and water, adding, at the last, a few drops of 
liquid soap (I use Sunlight) as a sticker-spreader. ^ 
Before spraying, rake up every dead and dying leaf you 
can find, and then drench your bushes and the ground un­
der them with your Benomyl / water mixture, covering 
the soil well out from each bush. Benomyl is expensive, 
but it really seemed to do the job for us. We had less 
trouble with fungus diseases by using it than we have 
had since putting the roses in.
Talked to Reg Davis this week. He is a keen gardener, 
and loves to try new things. For some years he has been 
trying different varieties of potatoes, and this year is 
going to grow' banana potatoes, as well as a number of 
others.
He gets his seed potatoes from an Ontario firm called 
Beckers, R.R. #1, Trout Creek, Ont., VOH 2L0, and Reg 
suggests that you order whole potatoes, rather than seed-
eyes which have the nasty habit of rotting before Uiey 
can sprouL
The company’s price-list is free, and they ship the 
spuds free, as well. 1 don’t know how they can afford to 
do so, with mail costs so high. Reg says they handle 37 
varieties, so there should be something there to please 
even the most finicky eater.
Reg also suggested that local gardeners really should 
get a copy of the Thompson and Morgan seed catalogue, 
not only because they handle a host of unusual varieties, 
but for all the helpful information contained in their pub­
lication. The address if P.O. Box 1308, Jackson, N.J., 
08527, and their catalogue costs $2.
I’m not sure if this would be in American lunds or if 
Canadian would do, but I’d send a cheque in Canadian 
money and sec what happens. That’s what 1 am to do.
Bunty Watt has one of the loveliest winter heather beds 
I’ve seen. The Watt home is on the w-aterfront, subject to 
alt the w'ild gales w'C get at tlris time of year, but that 
heather is simply beautiful. She says alt she does is give 
it a light clipping when it has finished flow'cring, so it 
you are looking for plants that don’t require wonderful 
soil, and very little care, hc.athcrs may lx; your answer.
They do need excellent drainage, though. Buniy’s 
plants were purcha.sal as small fry six years ago, but now' 
each one must be 18 inches across, or more, so if you do 
decide to plant heathers space them w'cll apart.
A quick walk around the sodden garden revealed fur­
ther signs of spring ... the hydrangeas have a few leaves 
unfurling down near the base, the garlic planted last fall 
is up about six inches, and I must remember to give it a 
dollop of 4-10-10 as encouragement.
There are now lots of yellow crocuses with their sunny 
faces turned to the sky at the slightest sign of sunshine, 
the hyacinths are raising their heads, and we have one 
daffodil bud that must be 10 inches tall. 1 found a few 
violets blooming under a tree, and a w'hole bunch of 
white flies whisking about the foliage of an ornamental 
tree while I was pruning it, and the usual evidence of 
slug damage on the crocus, and the iris slylosa, and this, 
in spite of a liberal application of slug bait.
I haven’t actually seen either a snail or a slug, but you 
can’t miss their signs ... either the mucous they leave be­
hind as they travel, or the signs of tooth marks on the 
edges of chewed flowers. A pox on the lot of them!
North Saanich battles basement suites
North Saanich council is 
tightening its zoning bylaw to 
crack down on illegal suites.
Council is changing its zoning 
bylaw to restrict the number of 
kitchens in a house, hoping the 
restriction will eliminate base­
ment suites.
It is also changing its defini­
tion of family so that no more 
than two people unrelated by 
blood may live together. The 
definition of family is impor­
tant because most housing falls 
into single-family zones.
“Most of our complaints 
have come from Dean Park 
Estates,’’ said J a c k 
Willoughby, North Saanich 
bylaw enforcement officer. 
Land titles in that area have a
restrictive covenant preventing 
rental suites.
When the municipality im- 
vestigated complaints, it found 
no illegal suites. “One com­
plaint was levelled against so­
meone who had out-of-tov./n 
guests who stayed a long time,” 
said Willoughby.
“I’m worried that any 
changes to our bylaw will 
preclude relatives from coming 
to live together,’’ said Aid. 
Rebecca Vermeer. “It’s often 
an economic necessity. 
Whatever changes we make to 
our bylaws shouldn’t hurt 
families coming together.’’
Aid. Bill Caverley calls the 
exi.sting bylaw “soft.”
“People have taken ad­
vantage of it. Enforcing has 
been a ping-pong ball,” he said.
To make the bylaw work, an 
individual resident must take a 
neighbor suspected of renting 
an illegal suite to court. “Our 
residents’ association executive 
cannot do it,” said Les Collins, 
spokesman for Dean Park 
Estates Community Associa­
tion.^ ^ ...
“Homeowners up there don’t 
want to get into witchhunting,” 
said Caverley. Most residents 
would rather the municipality
pursued those who rent illegal 
suites, he added.
“Houses \vith currently ex­
isting in-law suites will be 
declared legal non-conforming 
when the new bylaw comes into 
effect,” said North Saanich 
clerk Joan Schill. “The problem 
will not be solved immediate-
^ ly.”
Because these proposals alter 
the zoning bylaw, council will 
hold a public hearing. No date 
has been set for that meeting.
A picnic for the premier
“iBit'' W«ndl«rffMl WsJwhhwMse’
Basic Rale HAND CARE FOR WOOLENS
ii.T'" $6 Per Article Seniors/Disabled $4









































so PLEASANTLY FRESH 
Call Collect 0-537-5188 (Saltspring)




AND MORE OFFAND ORE 
EVERYTHING 
Open ■/ days a week
®je Collector
Antique & Gift Shoppe 
2372 Beacon Ave.
The Friends of John Dean 
Park have invited Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm to a picnic.
“A community picnic was an 
annual tradition in the early 
years of the park and this may 
we be the appropriate time to 
revive it,” said Friends presi­
dent Edo Nyland.
“We’ll also invite our 
members of the legislature and 
the minister of parks to the May 
21 picnic,” said Nyland. “It’ll 
be fun,”
At its recent annual meeting, 
the Friends voted to register 
under the Society’s Act. Tlie 
organization, which lobbies for 
expansion and preservation of 
the park, chose to keep the cur­
rent name, Friends of John 
Dean Park.
Nyland will coniinue as presi­
dent, aided by secretary Jo 
Dornan and t rcasurer I vy 
Anderson. Cy Hampson. Uugh 
Stanhope, Maurice Chazoitcs,
Ted Greenwood, Brenda May, 
Neil Stewart and Les Collins 
will sit as directors.
The Friends of John Dean 
Park will continue its fight to 
keep a water tower out of the 
provincial park. “There is no 
need to u.se park land,” said 
Nyland in a letter to Peninsula 







I t Um.I> • *
QUESTION;
that with no “opon” Mating, 
you can Hal property with 
many Roallora and pay only 
tho orio who aolls It. Why 
don't more sellers use It? 
ANSWER, An iho name implies, 
the "open” Ilf,ting lu open io 
overvon# You aqteo to nay a 
Floaltor's commission if, and 
only if, ho sails the properly. 
But you rosorvo tho righi to hire 
olltui flualtoiii wf ,0 ,l,c 
homoyoufsoll.
It sounds gocrd on paper - but. 
frankly, it's Slio moid intflccliv'c 
ananyufViUfU to niako J you 
REALLY wand to sell your hornn 
in n foaflonablo tirrio and ex­
cept tho Raalior’6 full expen- 
diluro of llmo and advertising 
monoy. At any juricturo, her con
r>,il,s <r, f}fri,Unr
or to Iho owrior himsoil,
SOUNDS GOOD on papor 
but can bo Inof lordlv® (t you 
want to soli In tho moot ad* 
Vfflntagoouo wiray.
“Excellent and cost effective 
alternatives ouisitlc the park are 
available to your commission, 
as your own engineering reports 
prove,” ihe Icllci enniinued. 
“The credibility of ilic water 
commission is now at stake.”
The l^cninsula population has 
coniinucd lo increase, water 
pressure prohleins still occur 
and firefighiers say ihey need an 
adequate back up water supjrly, 
said Nyland. “We urge you to 
go on with the task you have ae- 





..thinking OF BUYING 
OR SELLING 
Doa’I Onlay • Phorto Tc(J»v 





If it’s News 
Call the Review
1r er r'' j
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PUT SPRING IN YOUR STEP 
AND GOODWILL IN YOUR BUDGET 
COME ON DOWN 
WE HAVE SAVINGS 
FOR EVERYONE
—-1-^—V r t


























































































Cards of Thanks 
Carpenters 
Catering S jvices 
Church Services 
Cleaning Services 





































Real Estate for Rent
















DEAN PARK — mature occasional care 
req'd. for 8 mon. old infant. N/S only. 
655-3677 . 07/08
BABYSITTER WILL SIT in my home, neor 
Sidney School. References avail, 656- 
5981. 07/08
COMPLETE PRUNING, spraying of fruit 
trees, roses, clean-ups, hauling. 





THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and solo copyright 
in any advertisement produceo 
by Island Publishers Ltd. is 
vested in and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd , provided, 
however, tliat copyright in that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisement consisting ol 
lustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components wiiicii is or 
are, supplied m linishod form to 
stand Publishers Ltd. operating 
as the Review by the arivertiser 
and Incotporaled in .said advor- 
tlaement shall remain m and 
lelonq lo ttirj adveiUser,
, WARNING
No material covrKed under the 
copyright outlinrrd above may be 
used without the written petmis 





Claasllld Rate: 1sl insertion
DUTCHWAY. Windows/gutters clean­




OUT OF WORK DAO specializes in wir­










SIDNEY CENTRE I —
211 PAPERS
(Bradford, Mills Rd., Fifth, 
Malaview, Resthaven) 
BEACON AVE. I —
86 PAPERS
(Airedale, Beacon, Galaran, 
Henry, etc.)
TULISTA PARK III —
128 PAPERS
(Bakerview, Captain's Walk, 
Lochside)
m
HOME REPAIRS, large or small. Quality 
workmanship. Lots of local references. 
Best price around. Brian Nosh, 652- 
0509. _ 07/10
WILL DO HOUSEWORK, windows 
ironing. 655-1036. 07/08
hXr D W O R K I N G 
will do all your 





care ond satisfaction 
please call 652-2154 or 652-2612. 07/07
NOT TOO HANDY? Call someone who 
enjoys setting things straight. Fram­
ing, tile work, whotever — we'll work 
it out together. Popeye Construction, 
655-1633 evenings. 04/04
BRENTWOOD
STELLY’S X RD. Ill —
72 PAPERS
(Holly Park, Verdier, Waverly) 
KEATING SCHOOL I —
88 PAPERS
(Alta Vista, Barbara Rd.. Buena 
Vista, etc.)
KEATING SCHOOL III 
— 93 PAPERS




KEATING SCHOOL li —
94 PAPERS







Auto • Residential - Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
#5-10025 Galaran Rd. 655-3535
J
TUTORING all academic subjects. 
Senior, Middle and Elementary levels. 
Varying rates. Some remedial pro- 
groms. 652-0749.37/t(
HOUSECLEANING. FAST, efficient, 
friendly teams dedicated to the busy 









SEAMSTRESS — 652-1008 — no job too 
big or small. Mending to drapes. Over 
20 yrs. experience. 04/22
PENINSULA SENIORS. Certified Estheti- 
cion will give pedicure fool massage 
and clip toe noils in your home for $20. 
Coll 655-3699, after 3;30 p.m.06/09
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resisteni pontyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
20% OFF jewellery: Watch repairs. 
Feb. Special. Christine Laurent 
Jewellers. 2432 Beovon Ave., opposite 
the Post Office. 06/08
WE TEACH SKIN CARE. Mary Koy has a 
proven effective skin core progrom for 
you. Coll today. Heather Riley, 652- 
5836. Professional skin core consul­
tant. 06/09
AVON — EARN EXTRA $. Top ter­
ritories available. Customer lists pro­
vided. No inventory lo purchose. Cor 
not required. Full training provided, 
477-1393. 07/13
NEEDED. NANNY AND light 
housekeeper to core for two boys, 
oges 4 and 6. Deon Pork area. 655- 
1255. 07/08
MUM, WE NEED YOU I Eorn extra while 
kids in school. Team housecleoning, 2- 
4 mornings with Dirlowoy. Coll Sherry,
652-0644, _____ __
cCeanW/HANdVm metal
working shop. Port time doily. 656- 
4722, ' 07/07
15c a word. chargo
$2.75. 2ncl and subr»(?qur?n1 iii
(leition ...10c a word ppi msor
1(011, iTiiinmuiii chaigo it.05, 
Bok numbut $2,00 p«i ad
!?AVE (iMf- Af(0 MO'-Ji'/V ' rwifm H\ «(1 
('tJI 'di.iA l/l \(A:,
sSUBSCRIPTlON RATES;
Annual




lYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR operator lo 
do in-homo typing, Brentwood oroo.
652-1714, ............ ................. .........07/08
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. (S3 (SAANICH). 
Applicotions ore invited from suitable 
qualified persons for tho position of 
Pay Grodn III Sorrolory II ot Flk loko 
School. 10 hours per week, 10 months 
per year, offective os soon as possible. 
This position requires a person with o 
high level of secroloriol skills, ex- 
collent eommonicnllon skills, and 
previous office oxporionce. Minimum 
quolilicotions ore. typing 60 wpm, 
shorthand 60 wpm, boakkeoping, and 
word processing, computer training. 
SoUiry range Is to per
Itour,
Applicotion forms are tivoilablo from 
Ihe School Boord Office 2125 Keating 
Cross Rood, telephone 652 1151 Clos- 
Ing dole for opplirntions i« Frldriy 
February 19, 1980 01 4;(X)p,rn,
R,S. Ing(am








PERSONAL INCOME TAX $15.
ksreping, payroll, I4'f., A/R, A/l*. 
business returns my spec(olty. 










EXPERT PRUNING • TRIMMING and
general gardonlng,, Reasonoble rates,
Coll 6.56-.5302gller6p.m,  ,........ M./.'U'
NIID YOUR vi/INIXJ For
o quollly job call Bloinw ot 65<6.147S, 
Most houses $17,00. Outside or inside 
windows, , 33/Tr
MORRIS THE GAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesfit'ide opptiiofor. Free oslimoles, 
652 4608. .33-Tf
MA'iILINoT'"clean-ups, , YARDS,
basement* eavtislrougb*. etc. Hedges 
trimmed, window* cleoned (tvside or 
out, Painting or ony job you don't finrf 
lime to do, 652 OW, .12/TF
MOU&ICLfcANING getting you duwn'i' 
let u* look after your individual nttedt.
Coll DIrfawoy, 65'2.(>644. ........ .......^?.'TF
CARPEiri~''lN$tAltiDy'“REflTTED.,'' 
teiiretthed, rupoued, h«<M esuurotus.
Coll Btlan, 655-...;....  04/07
tIDOKINO'f'di‘'A’',ld«? Moit jobi o»k 
If,)/ 0 reaume, CoU fr'A-Wt for help 
typing R pKnioropyirt^. ft4 .'0'7
q'UAUTV..SEAMSTRESS., Rentonoble
■price*. Custom ond imltern wotk, 
alteration*. Penonnl contorf only. 10 
«,m. - 6 p.w. opt. 3fXl ’ V^WI Fourth St.,
Sidney. 655.42.39.^.. '..^...........
;, P,A1NTEi"“r-"' 'iKPERttNCED, Gte.«t 
work, RemonoWe role*. 655>7029,
Westlake Appliance 
Repairs




CONTRACTORS 51 GARDENING 51 GARDENING
DEEP COVE 
RESTORATIONS
Specializing in waterproofing 











- Household Improvments 
■ Business Lease Improvements 
-Specializing in 
Bathroom Renovations 

















• We Load pickups & trailers 








FRUIT TREE PRUNING 
HAULAWAYS, ETC. 
FREE ESTIMATES. 
SERVING SIDNEY 10 YEARS. 
JOHN KAISER,
656-6693 652-5320
RO-(N CONSTRUCTION. New construc­
tion. renovations, repairs, and addi­
tions. No job too small. Free
estimates. 656-8911.__  46/ff
HOLCAn" CONSTRUCTION — Custom 
Homes and interiors. Complete 
buildng services. Renovations and 
repairs. Painting and spraying. 655- 
7065. 06/13
DRAPERIES
C.K. DRAPERY. We make if fast and 
right, free estimotes, custom made 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 
evenings and Soturdoys. 02/26
3i
DRYWALL
PROMPT, RELIABLE SERVICE. Boord, 
Tape, Texture, Paint. No job too big or 
too small. Free estimate, 658-8658 or 
658-5668. 07/08
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
Pointing and texture. Complete base­
ment developmerrU 652-08^07/19
I ELECTRICAL
SHOWERS OR STAGS. Fun gift idea. 
Solid chocolote erotic designs. To 
order please send $12.99 to; Erotic 
Chocolate, P.O. Box 5598, Station B, 
Victoria, VSR 6S4. Visa ond Mastercord 
accepted. Delivery in plain box. 
"Money bock guorontee", _ 
STRE«~REDUCBR — Taciai massage. 
$10.00 for ’/} hr. session. 655-3064.
____________ ;___„_,97;'07
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING will
do your hair in your home at your con­
venience. Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m, - 5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser. For 
on appointment pleoso coll Nancy. 










25 years experience 
Residential, Induslrial 
Commercial
Row((inQ, Llecinr; (-((jaiing l-iep.iiii 
Appliance C^annecdorK',






jj.H. mt If 9^
RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS E1.ECTRIC HEATING 


















Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 





SUN MOUNTAIN CARPt NIWY Interim * 
and #«l«rlor», roofing (hof («r <iftd 
»hingl«*), renovation*, Skylight* 
((.nli^riuMM. mid •uinrtnrk* Crwipfnln 
hnin«» mo!ntSn«nr«, f'me «*timoiit* 
and guotantwfld workmanihip, Coll 
Dwight, 655.,36M, 24 hr*. 4t 'tf
85
CONTRACTORS







• Topping for Safety
• Pruning Trees/Shrubs/Hedges 
« Clean Up & Hauling
• Landscape Renovations
• Brush Cutting & Lot Clearing,
JACK’S SMALL 
TRACTOR SERVICE
-CULTIVATING —GRASS CUTTING 




BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
Lawncutting, Trimming 
Weeding, Yard Cleaning 
Odd Jobs
The Extra (Yard) Man 
656-1237
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
AAAINTENANCE. Lawn core. Complete 
Service. Certified Pesticide applicator. 
Free estimotes. 652-4688. 39/tf
MALCOLM RICHARDS
656-9312 45/TFN
MAN WITH TRUCK WILL HAUL 
whatever: odd jobs; gutters cleaned; 
yard work. 655-3694. 04/07
PRUNING, SPRAYING, clean-ups, haul­
ing, new lawns. Tree work, gross cut.
• PROPERTY RESTORATION
• GARDEN MAINTENANCE 
•FERTILIZATION
• PRUNING -SPRAYING







Contracts. Book for power raking. 
O.A.P. discount. 656-8730. 05/08
EARLY BIRD LANDSCAPE Maintenance. 
Quality residential, commercial, lawn 
care. Fruit trees and ornamentals 
pruned expertly. 652-4879. 05/08
BERTUS LANDSCAPING. Maintenance 
contracts,.new or renovations, seed or 
sod, clean-ups/pruning, fruit-ornam.. 






WANT TO SHARE ORGANICALLY
, grown produce? The/ garden ,.,^w^er
and seeds provided. You provide the 
action. All in o gorgeous peaceful set­
ting in Central Saonich. Call 652-2781 






• LAWNS — SEED & SOD 
• BACKHOE SERVICE 
PLANTING TREES & SHRUBS 
• PRUNING — ORNAMENTAL 
&FRUITTREES 
• TOPPING, REDUCING 
OR FELLING
SERVING THE PENINSULA 
FOR OVER 10YEARS
656-0569TFN
FENCES, BUILD NEW OR repair old; 








• COMPLETE YEAR ROUND 
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
• TREE, BRUSH CLEANUPS & ‘ 
HAULING
• TILLING. AERATING. POWER 
RAKIl'iG
• FERTILIZING, WEED & MOSS 
CONTROL
• LOW MAINT, LANDSCAPES & 
LAYOUT
Gi»2~3GO"/ eves.
DO YOU WANT to lose weight, quit 
smoking, bo stress free? Coll Brod and 
Colleen, Moster Hypnotists, 479-3909.
06/07
CALORAD. I lose weight while I sloop 
without missing a single meal. All 






Pr(>l*>««((itiii( prunlhQ, «puivlno 
(. iincl*e«p« dAtlpri Aiiti lii«t*l(Hllon 
, tjfflw or BOiJ
. l.AWfi mAlnlonance, ilplIiBtctilnB,
GdfrtBn c(«ifHip, lotolllllrto, wBBilIng 
. Spwcliliririp In laKlrtonll*! *pilnlil«f
BOOK NOW FOR 
DETHATCHINO • AERAriNCi 
479-0001 Eves.
OUTCHWAY, Tho tomploto homo artd 
office cleaning service. Insured, llcont- 
ed, bonded. 655-7065, _
61 MASONRY
LECOTEAU FARMS
"Buy diroci from n growor"
• FRUIT TREES
(1 yr. whip) 8 or mor* ®G®»» 
•Houao Plflrils •Primulas 
•Por(3nrtlal8 •Forgot*Me-Nols 
• H0athor*Eng, DaiRies 
APPLES
304 Wnllon PI, 658-5800
FERNANDO 
MASONRY LTD. 
SpociBlizIng in all typns 





















BACK HOE SERVICE 
LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT 
• FULLY INSURED 
KEITH HERBERT
SrnVINOTHK Pf NIN«UL.«i
FOR OVER IfiVEAOS 656-0569
HARDY LAWN CARE




, “A Hardy Lawn'
■ 'la '
A Ms all hy Lawn”
Individual music Inslructlon 
in allinstrumunts 
Uoyd& Diana English 
f;0SEffl8lviowOf.,SWnay 
6S6-'1315 ■ 'cr
mmn organ iissohs m your
home ot yr*ur convenlooce on your 
own intirwmwni, Muik *uppli«dl. Coll 
SobTurtter, 6S2-947CI. 04/07
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Wednesday, February 17, 1988
presents








1981 YAAAAHA AAAXIM 650. Moving — 
must sell. Needs tune-up and muffler. 
Runs. Offers on $400.00. 656-9925.
07/07
WIN ^10°9moer.ific=.e
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 











Drop your entry off at Tanner’s. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner’s Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
RECREATSOr^AL
VEHICLES
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your R.V. unit. If we can't sell it 
we'll buy it. Free appraisal ond pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreation Cen- 
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234. 49/08 
1987 5TH WHEEL — 100 miles, cost 
$37,000. Asking $34,000. 36' of luxury. 
479-5965.05/08 
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Let's get together to 
sell your R.V. unit. If we can't sell it 
we’ll buy it. Free oppraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreotion Cen- 
treLtd. Toll Free 1 ■800-663-4234. 05/08 
CHEAP TRAVEL — Rent my truck 
camper for your holiday. GMC, 11 ft. 






□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
Phone.
1970 - 9.5 H.P. EVINRUDE O.B. long or 
short shaft, runs well, $200. Also sabot 
soil, near new, $75.00 and sabot mast, 
needs minor repair, $25. 656-3257.
07/10
T7^"~B0^, 120 Merc. I/B with 9.8
Merc., sounder. C.B., A.M. radio, 
downrigger. Excellent and ready for 
fishing seoson. 656-7886.07/07
12 FOOT^LUMINUM BOAT, including
trailer and 9.8 horsepower Mercury. 
Six months warranty. $1895. Harbour 
Marine, 10114 MacDonald Pork Road. 
Ph. 656-8022.07/08 
WE NEED GOOD clean used boats. 
Hove buyers waiting. 655-1464. Island 
Boot Sales.07/09 
1975 25 FOOT BELLBOY, Command 
bridge, 228 h.p. F.W.C. Mercruiser, 
480 hrs., new alpha leg, canvass, UHF, 
CB, sounder. Boathouse kept. Boat is 
in great shape. Island Boat Sales, 655- 
1464. 07/08
A BOOK STORE & MORE
February 3 winner of a S1( 
gift certificate was S.T. 
Chishoim of Bowerbank Rd. 
ANSWERS: BLEAK, ISLAND, 






SHOP ANDCOM PARE] 
On Used Merchandise 
Guaranteed Appliances 
Furniture and Misc.


















WANT TO INCREASE YOUR AAARKET?
For $129. per week we can place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered eoch week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656-
1151 for detoils.________ ll/tf
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the both, or off the toilet? Let us 
install o grab rail. Free estimate. 
Phono 656-6656. f 5/tf
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478-
3023,________________ __________ 15/tf
LAZERWORLD COMPACT DISC and 
Nintendo video game rentals and 
soles. Londmork Bldg., 656-1215. 03/TF
LITTON MOFFAT MICROWAVE oven, 
$175.00; Viking washing machine, 
$250.00. 656-8878.04/tf
HOUSE PLANTS, large and small. 
Reasonable. 656-3579. 2353 James
white Blvd.05/09
QUEEN SIZE BED. Nearly new air mat­
tress and box, teak frame, $650.00. 
656-4308.05/08 
TRACTOR WORK. Post hole digger. 
Hydraulic post pounder, fences install­
ed. Plowing. Rototilling. Coil Ed for 
quote. 652-2333; 658-5749, 06/17
ORGAN — HAMMOND (Sounder); 
metal garage door and hangers, 8x8. 
656-2580. 06/09
ANTIQUE VILAS AAAPLE couch, chair, 
two end tables with shelves and coffee 
fable with shelf. A bargain at 
$1800.00. 652-0216 after 6 p.m. 07/10
ANTIQUE DAVENPORT Rosewood din­
ing room suite. Table with fold-in leaf,
4 chairs and buffet. $800.00. 652-0216 
ofter 6 p.m.07/10
BICYCLES: Ladies' 3-, 5-speed. $50 
each; child's $20; ping-pong table, $50. 
652-2018.07/07 
SUPER SINGLE WATERBED; bookcase 
headboard with mirror and padded 
edges. $275.00. 656-5023.07/07
BOND KNITTING MACHINE with extra 
accessories, as new, $180.00. 655- 
1245.07/07 
SANYO EXERCISE BICYCLE. Ladies 
Mustong floater, size 16-18. 656-4350.
07/08
ONE ACORN FIREPLACE with logs, 
heating element & fan; one large uni­
que coffee table, $100 each. 656-1735.
07/07
ONE WHITE ROUND TABLE, four swivel 
chairs, $100.00. Evenings or weekends 
ph. 655-4390. 07/07
NEW NINTENDO ROBOT, light gun, 
and all games. Polaroid SX70 land 
comerg. 656-8929.07/07
FRENCH PROVINCIAL bdrm. suite, like 
new. Lounge, LazyBoy chair, end and 
coffee tables. Almost new Sears 14" 
choinsgw. 656-5092. 07/07
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, (rust-gold). 
Excellent condition. $175.00. 652-3796.
07/08
HITACHI WASHER (spin dry) under 
warranty, $350.00; Inglis compact 
dryer, $150.00; Moulinex convection 
oven. $85.00; electric steamer, $25.00; 
chrome rack for dryer, $25.00; 3-fold 
rattan screen, $50.00; electric edge 
trimmer, '16". $50.00; misc. garden 
tools; pr. twin speakers in cabinets, 
$25.00; black-mesh firescreen. $15.00; 
as new R.C.A. video-disc player — any 
collectors? 652-5723. 07/08
WANTED TO BUY: Royal Doulton 
figurines, jugs, animals, etc. Will pay 






SUNBEAM 30,000 BTU, 
plete, like new, 656-78^
com-
07/07
AUCTION OF HOUSEHOLD goods, etc.,
will be held on Saturday, Feb. 27, 1988 
at 4 p.m. at Keating Self Storage, 6822 
Duracme Rd., Soonichton.07/07
ROLAND RACK-MOUNT Super JX Syn­
thesizer, includes RAM cartridge and 
200 patches, $2000.00, or best offer. 
721-3122.
WILL PAY $1,100 4 UP for Eaton's Vi 
century rectangular wristwatch. Also 
buying other old watches. 598-4168.
07/08
WANTED — IF YOU HAVE a tea wagon 
or an exercise bicycle which you are 
no longer using, our seniors could use 




RECLINER. GREEN NYLON with vinyl 
trim, good condition, $75.00; Re­
bounder" exerciser. $20.00; two vinyl 
tub chairs, each $5.00; Remington por­
table typewriter. $35.00. 652-3449.
07/10
SUNDAY, FEB. 21 from 12 
Neptune Rd. 
4 p.m. 2053 
07/07
FOR SALE: KENMORE washer, like 
now, $250. Warranty good until March
1st. 652-5694._________________ 0^/08
BEAUTIFUL — ONE OF A KIND — 
Orientol chesterfield. Handmade in 
the Philippines —■ rosewood finished 
teak. Gold wood inlay. Patterned 
white silk custions. Double rattan back 
rests. Length 8 ft. Sacrifice $650.00
OBO. 655-3275.__________ __ ___07/07
CHEST FREEZER, approx. 16 cu. ft., 
good condition, $150. 656-3257. 07/10
PANDORA'S CLOSET has one excep­
tionally beautiful sequined evening 
fop. Size L-XL. Cost $625.00 U.S., worn 
once only, in California. Asking 
$250.00 OBO. To view by appointment, 
656-6421.07/09
ONE KENMORE WASHER and dryer set, 
$250.00, 1 speed Queen washer,
$100.00. electric stove. $100.00. All 
working condition. 656-0449. 07/08
PANDORA'S CLOSET WINTER SALE 
continues through February. Excellent 
values. Bargain rock up to $10.00. 
Clients please pick up unsold winter 
garments by Feb. 15. Spring con­
signments accepted soon. .Must be up 
to date, immaculate, on hangers. 
Please phone first. 656-6421, 9783 - 
Third St.  07/07
TOP OF THE LINE wireless security 
system for home or business, 656- 
8929.  07/07
WE JUST PURCHASED o large estate of 
Home Furnishings and Accessories. 
The store is jammed full of Really 
Great Values right now. We need 
space to move so you can save BIG 
while we loosen up. Living Room, Din­
ing Room, Bedroom S Kitchen Fur­
nishings, including accessories. BUY S 
SAVE TODAY, 9818 4th St., Sidney.
 07/07
LAZYBOY SWIVEL RECLINER. Rust col­
or, good condition. $135.00. 652-1853.
07/11
THIRTY INCH PROPANE range, forty 
inch electric range with wood burner, 
Boler trailer, sailboat, doors, win­
dows, plastic trim, renovation lef­
tovers. Saturday ond Sunday, 10 til 3 at 













#4-6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.#3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
HARDWOODS 
PLYWOOD 








WOOD HEATER (Cottage stove) plus 1 
P/U load wood, $50.00, plus firewood 






10% O.A.P. DISCOUNT 
New Construction, Color Changes
FREE ESTIMATE — RESIDENTIAL 
& COMMERCIAL Hank — 652-1724
44/51
tdaiiki^ PLACE YOUR- 
BLANKET AD
Ads from ail over B.C. 
and the Yukon. TODAY!
——     i i     i~Hiiii|^^
25 words for $129 will reach 
fnore than 690;00D homes^ “ 
through more than 70 
community newspapers in 
B.C. and the Yukon.
656-0144 
2526 Sevan Ave., Sidney
AUTOMOTIVE___________
Buy/Lea.se any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used, 
Direct from volume factory
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PERSONALS
RO-IN PAINTING. 656-8911. 48/TF
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL pain- 
tlng. 656-4264 oftor 5 p.m. '
iNTEBIOR - EXTERIOR, resi’dentrol or
commercial. Now conslructlon or 
renovotlon, ceilings relexiurod, etc. 
No job too small. For free ostimoto 





li PLUWiBIMG ^ HEATING
• AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE









PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs 
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney 
Phone 656-1580
DR. LARRY T. GREEN INC. 
EYECARE 4 EYE SURGERY 
HAS MOVED 
TO HIS NEW OFFICE AT: 
STE.20fi
-2453 BEACON AVE. 
656-1813
'• CLAIR DOWNEY S®|®5 
® Service
• • l,ICENSf,'0 MECHANICS, . 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU• • TONE UPS • OPAKES • tUBniCATIONa • TIBES* llATTf'fllES
• • SECuniTYMUEFl.ER
a • PnOPANE CONVERSIONS• PIIOPANE SALES 
('onsEnviCECAi.i
6SB-2921 or 05C-0434
SCS C»ncifi, Sldrifly 
CVniLPH'MfAU ..OWNI It
o




Complnln Englnn Snrvlcffl. 
Ons A Dionol. 
Exchinnoo Cyl. Hnndo 
Automollvo, Marine, InduBlrlnl
655-3737
10124 Medonnid Park Rd.
SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING. All typos 
of rosidonllol roofing. Fr<*« oiilmotos- 
Guornntood workmon&hip. hr. 655- 
3656, ...............
75 SECRETARIALSERVICES
1YPING SFWVICES, Typing lypowtiing 
S word procmsiing. RnsurYt®*, l«ti»tir». 
lo monuscriptt & books. Rooscinoblo 
raf*s, Big or imoll, w« do ihrtm oil
656-6466, ............... ,
SCRViari 0, y r», 
OKporitfot#, lallPfs. cortlrcir.ls, loparlsi,
24 hfiiir turn
around lim». Pick up ond dollvory for 
Soankh Panintulti rosidpi't#, Coll 655- 






* Hu»q¥»»pA « l»ion«»r* Toro 
* Brtlriii(l«lw* * Jrus»h»»n • P*rln*r OPKM MON. tOfflAT. ., J, r ^ ,   » . IO . , 1, W- f-, ..4' ■
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS, t'aru 
ond »«tvic« (or oil Imports, 10124C 
McDonald Pork Rd, 655-II51. 49/TF
'r/ G.M C. SIERRA CLASSIC 3 plus 3, 
Mint. $7000 O.B.O, 479-5965. 05 00
1977 TOYOTA COROtlA SR5 iKibotk
— 5 spd, Good, rtoon, dopondoblo tor. 
$'2600,00 656-405.1olior5p.m. 05, 09
'69 DART SLANT 6, Good rondilion, 
Now lir«». No ru»l, $500,00. 656-3492,
07/14
1979 MONZA SPYDtR riulo p's P B 
$2850 00 1980 4 dr, Citotion ciuto, V 6, 
P.S,, P.B. Doth In ojitellonf touditton, 
$3850.00.656,7806, 07/10
76 DATSUN P/U. 4 tpd.. no rosi. 
t13M M O.R-G, Trarie fe.r fut! -.ijr 
tiwkorvon.65'7-4?7a, 07/10
1978 MONTE CARLO LANDAU 301 VO 
automoUr, loodad, olr conditioning,
nr nihir AS#, ?oari m 'ny
rORD LT 11 hydfMtailc iciwn tractor, 3fl 
Inch r«nr dischntgo mr»v/nr, 42 inch 
blodft, trailer, lira tboin* ond 31 inth 
lomfepri (own »w»«p«r. All in ox- 
Lnliiinl taiidilioii, Cu(npT»tn t.tfl 
$3800.00.655 1078, 07/00
1978 DATSUN 510 S; wT4'»po«L »lon- 
dord, towing porkogn, gnnd body, onn 
ownqf, offttrt on $1500. 656-64'77.
07/10
1974 DATSUN §210, lomu ruit, ond
f . , ■( ». i » tAAni
656.8001. * 07 m
dealer. Call tor pre-approved 
credit: Call collect 464-0271,
D5231___________________
$1 Down leases a new car or 
iruck, Seven Year warranty. 
Payments from $139/mo. 
O.A.C. Call lease manager 
a),.1604)465:8?3^t _DL5584 _
Engines Rebuilt for Cars and 
Trucks Irom $825. Five year 
100,000 km. Warranty. Bond 
Mechanical 872-1523; toll- 
tree 1-800-663-2521; oven- 
ingf ,51^;51_13,
All makes truckfauto lease.
The vehicle you want for Iho 
price you want delivered to 
vniir (inor For information 
Bob Langstalt. Colled 327- 
0431, DP5662, Toletn Mer-
cury_ Sajos Ucl ;............ .............
T.-ijrl-s Pi/kufm., Oishui'l/.ins. 
Bia/ers, Vans. (Alrnosl 
Wholesale). These .are new 
unit.#, Credit approval by 
phone. Call Colled North 
Vancouver 987.5231. Talk 
only lo John Ciaine, D.L, 
6164.
BUSINESS........ . ' "
PPPP«.TUN(TIES_,.^...............
lOynamic nieakihrough in 
Cdsmehcs New in Canada, 
vVe carry Helsinki Motliod ot 
t-rair Growth. Wrinkle Re­
pair. Natl ..s, last! Enhancer, 
F'*laqu« Contrrd, Acne Con- 
lint, R|r,nrtct i.'im;) Cream and 
great i:in. lOO"-’,', guarantee 
P i *! t n tM J t n I' fs w f11 c n m e 1 - 6 f) 4 -
782; 2660,........ ........ . ......I.......
Redauranl on Vancouver is- 
i.-ind, reasonable (ully equip- 
pecl and hcenaed. Health is 
thr? reai-son! Way below ro- 
placeiri(?nl value, Call (604) 
;33a-B670 Of U>04)534..1811
,attor_4 (i.rtv.......... ......... ..... .....
WhoitTsaio Grail Suppiiow, 
Silk, dried llowrjrs, wicker 
and weddinf) ai;,coa5orios.
,St,art your own business. 
Free c.aialoflue, postaoe and 
narvdiing >,'7 , relundable 
first order, Howard Indus, 
trios, 170 Joseph Zal/man 
Drive. Darmouth N.S, B3B 
.......
DivHt; Dee, the Ice Cro,iim. 
B-tyrie Pf*npie. am miw sel­
ecting disirit/ulof's tor irift 
1 h 8 ft 5 e ,a r. n n F rr' p I o y # 1 u .'1 • 
iM’its as ICO cream vondortii. 
Small invicftimen! Dickio 
Dee ICO Cream. 2983 VJofii 
Jilt! ir'i--., Vii(/i,(-Mi •'Cr,
1-K7, J; 604 73,4; 33/0,
Cash In ■ Cash but. Goko, 
Bopni. Libby's Hein? - world 
f.imnii# drink# ynu will refill 
in your nnw. untquo told 
pop,iiuico vondofs wtth sop- 
araiM t’aictr ndtings. Mmi- 
miim irwnstmont $11,980 
sncuftid. ait we supply
flfigi'l, •iquii.imerit il.ftht'iUidi
in mr.alions. (ubOubt liiH,
’ Ssippim*, etc Own you» cash 
bi,i9if'r'iifi. yfuir choitrr, p.Tft 
or lull liriiii Call/wfito (24 
hnui.H) fnr brochure Solar 
Business Contrfs, 100 East 
Drive, Suite ?0Ci. aramatea, 
n,,.» ITT n»'< ♦,..*# H.vibd
■' ..—
Potential to earn high profits 
from health and beauty pro­
ducts. Investment required, 
Forever Living Products. 
Call Langley 1-(604)325- 
5373.
Renaissance books, popular 
Victoria second hand book 
store with 10,000 volumes 
and living space is available 
lo the investor or operator 
for $20,000, Call (604)381-
6469. ____ ________ ^_____ __
B USTn ESS'P E RSb N ALS
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur­
naby. B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666.
GARDENING
Need to talk to a priest? A 
pastor? A Iriend? Need 
healing lor your heartache? 
Hope ' for discouragement? 
Phono your telephone pas­
tor, Mon-Fii. 10 a.m. • 10 
p.m. 9B7-1338._____________
__
t. JI p 10 ni a cor r e s pond e n c a. 
Fiee calendar, Fligh School 
upgrading, accounting, man­
age mon 1, a-dministral Ion, 
secretarial, computers, Es- 
tahlished i964, N.atlonai Col- 
lege. 444 Robson, Vancou­
ver, 688-4913 loU Iree 1-800- 
387-1281, 24 hours... 
EQuiPMENT AND 
MACHI.,NieR,Y
IBM System 36 One 5362 
model A03 90MB Processor 
with work station okpanaion. 
Two veai,r. old under IBM 
sotvicrj fiiirii.e n«,tw, $19,900. 
E.VJ, Bickie Limilfid, .Aiteiv 
liori; P. Bickle, Teloplione 
(604)334-4446, P.O. Box^ 
3039, Courtenay, B.C, , V9N 
5N3.__ ............. ........ .....
Sawmill, fully hydraulic, six 
inch edger, log deck, Con­
veyor, sKidder, fork lifi, wol- 
rter, camp frailor, loader, 
iiQhling plant, diesul super- 
cal:) 4v4. Plus much more, 
8457_7_14,.;... ....... .............
: for .SALE.,MI.SC.;.,............. ....
Cr,'lii Supplies • available by 
m.iil! Many pofmlar Items In 
stork! Cat.akigue $2, (ro- 
lundahlo w'ilh lirsi order). 
CMfty AiTnie’s, Box 3354, 
Sin R. Calgary Alfa. fJ'M 
■ 4i.,H, ......... .......... ..............
Erifbi: Chorolafes, X-Rafed 
drs.Qns, F'un {jiff irte-i To 
order send chorpie, money- 
I’lirler Visa or Mastercard 
lor $9.99 plus $3.00 Poslao®
, and riaiTOimy , to. Ltutu,
' Chpcolalo, P.O, Box 6596, 
Station ‘B’. Victoria, B.C, 
VHP 654, Adultli only, Allow 
2-3 werrks for delivery, Morv
______-
A fffio HiintiiTQ, Flithlrig. 
Carnpirni Calaiog ($6.00 
value), bend your expired 
fiunlmy ur hjt UH) 
(Pfmtocnpy acceptable) and 
SIR wwill mail a free 410 
p.ago (over tVbOO (frrms) An- 
III.) a 1 5 P u f 1 ft rn a r» C a t a 1 o o • 
5 ( R Mail Order, Dept, 
194, 1863 Burrows Avenue, 
VJmmpet). Mandoba, R7X 
rStter emnres February
.... ...... ....
Greenhouse & Hydroponic 
equipment, supplies. Every­
thing you need. Best quality, 
super low prices. Green­
house $175., Halides $115. 
Over 3,000 products in 
stock! Send $2 for info pack 
& Free magazine to Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
St,, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3N9. 1-604-682-6636,
HELP WANTED__________
CornmuniFy Newspaper ro- 
qulro.s experienced Produc- 
llnn Manager to lead a busy 
staff in all aspect of new,s- 
paper production. Strong 
inter-personal skills and 
ability to IrairHcommuni- 
cnlo. Knowlodgrt of variou.s 
equipment and maintenance 
a strong asset. It you are 
able to re-loc,ato and want 
and like challenge, send 
losumo to: The Publisher, 
Box 309A, Burns Lake, B C. 
V0J.1J.0.. ................... :...........; ...
Enthusiastic Advertising 
RoprrTiOntatives/Consultants 
to loin a strong sales team. 
F7pertnnce .and cnmmill- 
rrient ,1 must, Must be goal- 
orirmtated and work elfec- 
Kvely in a compoiltive mar­
ket. Community nowspnper 
background a strong asset, 
Send complete resume to: 
The Publisher, Box 309A,
Experumcod Roportors, (ono 
reporter coivcenlral ion 
Sports), tor cornrnunity 
nrrwspaper In D C, Join our 
surxesslul company lor op­
portunity and advancemenl. 
Energy, croativlty and tom- 
mlllrnent a rnuGl. Photo­
graphy skills, Minimum 2 
years experience, Send com­
plete rtrsume lo: The Pub" 
liriher, c/o Box 309A. Burns 
L,*ke,.j}.C...V0J,.1E0,...
Expofifoced low truck driver 
needed lor Mountain Rosort 
service staliort. Advaaco- 
mom to rnanagomont posi- 
lion ot fil.itifjo possiblt.' tor 
the naht indiviriunL Apply 
m wriiino to Giacmr Park 
Lodge, Rogers Pass O.C. 
VOL 250. '
Professional Senior Account 
Executive, Up to $39,500. 
One ot Canada's major cor­
porations is looking for a 
mature business minded in­
dividual who is ready to 
embark upon a career posi­
tion. The person should have 
at least 3 years experience in 
public relations skills. Sales 
and rural or small business 
background beneficial but 
not necessary. Selected per­
sons will be exceptionally 
well trained for added future 
responsibilities. Personnel 
will service primarily com­
pany house accounts. Please 
forward resumes to: Provin­
cial Manager, 107-1 4914 
104th Avenue, Surrey, B.C.
V3R_1M7,___;..... ............
A Saios Dream. Muill- 
million dollar International 
(irm .seeks two representa- 
li'/CG in yom area tlurt srir-k 
Incomes ot up to $800- 
$1600-4. weekly. Mo direct 
srjilmg involved, daily repeat 
business, set your own 
hours. Training provided. 
For conlldontiai inlorvloyr 
call (416)756-2111 or (416) 
756-;/7DO,
cSverseas Posliions, Hund­
reds of lap paying positions 
AUr.iiclivfr benefits, All occu­
pations. Free details. Over- 
so,as Empirjiymoni Sfirvice.s, 
FiepL CA, Box 460,. Mount
y •!!,. Q t-i H 3 ...
'fypTst “"7'“jiCQp"" "n
home! inlcirmation? Send 
nelt-addressed envelope 
T D.L,, Bov, 1993, Piricher 
CnmK .AJli>„,:X0K J WO,..,;...,... 
c'a r o’tTk e r' 1-1 a n d y (> e r s 0 n 
Couple lor mount,im recrea- 
Hon rosorl. Southwfisl B.C, 
Prefer diesel mochanic ©x- 
prifienco. Monsmokor/drink­
er (604)B/3"3377 lor info,, or 
‘lend fp.sumo; Box 1539, 
Hoj.m, B C. VOX ILD,
NOfiefs"''"’'""......... . ...... .
Bud Hayf'os Auctlonoorn • 
Iv/O Epficinl Auctions, Gun 
Aucilrm Mon, Frjb 15, 7:00 
p.iTi, Groat VJord Irm Reid 
beer Alberta, Saturday, Fob 
20 10:00 a.rn. Selling Victor- 
I,a Cm.-rs motaln, guns, rarri 
WTrscrtrk'ders. iSib Sharps, 
Coll revolving rifles, HWNP 
(L fTiuseum collcclians, 1-
4.n:L.347;AB55............................;
Fairvlow High Rchorj) (io- 
iiniun lit the RO’s - .Idly 
1,2,3, 19BB. It you have not 
recfiivtnl an inyitaiuni, 
doastj contact: Chariot to 
Box
The Ten Commanament,s aru 
as valid today as they ever 
were. One ot them is "Thou 
Shalt not kill." This holy 
commandment forbids sui­
cide and abortion as much as 
it forbids manslaughter. 
V/here will you spend eter- 
nily? Read Exodus 20.
Cammirnllv Nowspapor ftasi 
mittniataie opomno (oi an 
experlftncod rjdllor, Inrlivi- 
dUiil fihmilrJ bo onorgnlic. 
posnoss iitfono intorporsonal 
«ki(l* t*rtd mirnliitn a tUiso 
reTabonship with lils/hcr i't< 
tiro doparlmont. Good prob­
lem aniving skills and SbiHiy 
♦rt 'wmk well under prossuto, 
H you arc hard-workiftg, love 
challonge, send hand-wril- 
len covaring tfiltor and a 
completts rBiiumb to: Tho 
Piibllshor, cio Bm 309A.
iTeck (403>8;He21M)4,
ppnVnNAl’*j''\;
Houfilob, il.C, Ochoot 
union lor alt Btudonts
R«-
who
at tended sctiool Itoiii 1049 to 
iDCtl, lUumlon m .tidy 20- 
3is1 CrinbiH Mnrifv Rnils- 
(iia at 045-2240 (days) or
«4»»;2394..(e.ye)...... .............
Cornplntn divorce (irocesseu 
through out ollico. Any­
where m BC For Irne 
titoratute write Can West 
Divorce. 2615 Mary Hill, 
Port Coquitlarn 1-942-4549, 
t-'ixy as you yo pti»n.
PETS AND LIVESTOCK
Horned Hertord Bulls From
Alberta. Top breeding qual­
ity, with performance rec­
ords, birth weights. May bo 
seen at BerioMi feedlot Kam­
loops by airport. Inlormahon 
contact Red Allison, Clinton
1J'04-_459-7_907,_ ___
REAl'ESTAt'E’ __ ^
Mobile Homes - Own your 
very ovrn fully serviced mo­
bile home lot near Agassiz 
and Harrison, B.C. Skiing, 
fishing, boating, Camping 
.nc-arby. Lets from $10,900. 
Phone 1-B20-1150 ____
Ocean waterfront property in 
Parksville on Vancouver Is­
land. 4.97 acres trrmd sub- 
dividable land. Phono 24R- 
3731 or wrilR Box 1178, 
Parksvillf) B.,C,,.yOR 2S0,
s|nvTcis'."7''''''’''7;,'I]7'Z.'
K-BC OY.'0 you tnoiiey for 
pcTBonal injury? Vancnuvnt 
lawycv Gatuy t.mile (slntr- 
197?) has Frna Irdorfruuion, 
Ptioni! 1 ■684.7798 Socand 
Opinions Glanly Given,
ICBC Iniury Ciamts? CfiH 
Dale Can-HailIS ■ ?0 years a 
trial lav/yisr witti livij yc‘,ars 
rnridical sciiuol ti('ift:iir,- law, 0- 
6(j'.1-492.? (Varicouvet). Ex­
po rlen cod in tiru'id io|ur y .mi! 
other, niainr claims, Percent- 
,ige IfifdJ.ayoilaLdo,
TRAy|L.,_.....'.. ............. ..........
SHors: Lake Louise., Can- 
aiJa’s Favorite, has 6 nighu./
5 day yki holidays tiom $182, 
per pmson, quad occupancy. 
Other vfttioiies ol pnekanes 
availiiblo. Call t-BOO-hiil. 
1.15fl...;... ;.............;... ...........
V a n 10 u V e r G e t .A ■ VJ ay, 
Heart til Dov/nlown. Abbot's- 
(ord/St, , Regis Hotels, 
C.lo.ari, comfortablo rormiji, 
Cnlnr 1V, dirnct dial (.ihonrs, 
rotlrui Bhnp.lpub Cinsn to 
shopping/bus, Wcmkly rate 
trnm $175 Dally Irom $35 
Call toll-treo I-BD'KKkM/OO. 
niing Tt,is7 A,d, rftr/li.t:
Free for l/m asking'/ Super 
Winior Spncjnl, Gwond por- 
Mnyi;, !n:(; ./it 'Oh.'C' tiifV, 
Hotel Vancouver $39.05 4 
tax 1-800 663 6/15 or ,i;>r. 
6611, Airport Tranoportahon 
11(3 'inHudml
wantcd"
B.C, F’utihsher tonking tor 
w ft 11 - w r 11t I* n n 0 n • 11 c 110 n 
manur.f.nptfi ot regtonal m- 
teresi osp, hisiory. ,,hi0' 
gtaptry Oita Book Publish- 
«rs, Box ,5626 Sin B, Victor­
ia, BC VflR 654 (0041
I xM- tavu
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CAT LOVER NEEDED lo occasionally 
care for 2 cats. 656-7961 after 11 a.m.
06/07
FAMILY COW (JERSEY). Due to freshen 
in April. Call between 6-8 p.m. 656- 
8796.07/08 
SHEEP SHEARING. Bookings now. 
Phone 656-5932 evenings.07/11 
VACATIONING? Moture, reliable pet 
sitter will visit your home daily. Walk 
dogs, water plants, cut grass, etc. Lin­
da, 652-5654. 07/14
MR. AND MRS. IAN McLAREN ore 
pleased to announce the wedding of 
their youngest daughter, Elizabeth 
Ann, to David Thomas Sparling, son of 
Tom Sparling and tho late June Sparl­
ing. The wedding took ploce Feb. 6 at 
the home of the groom's sister, Linda 





FOUND: JAN. 22/88, lapel watch. 
Owner please ideentify make ond 
name. Found on Wallace Dr. 656-2668.
06/08
FOUND: MAN'S GOLD RING at Beacon 
and Second on Jon. 31/88 . 656-9326.
06/08
FOUND: AT PARKLAND School, mole 
cat opp. one year old, dark grey with a 
brown collor. Ph. 656-9779. . 07/07
MARY HAS BEEN FOUND at Roberts 
Bay. Louise still sadly missing from 
Wain Rd. Muscovy X duck, 
brown/white. Any information? 656- 
3741.07/07 
LOST: FEB. 5th, 9:30 p.m., vicinity of 
Seventh St. and along Henry — green 




GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in­
novative Blanket Classified Advertis­
ing program, we can place your 
clossified od in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We can even arrange 
to hove your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
across Canada. Your messoge will 
reach more than 3.2 million homes.
We invite your 





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 
not financed by Governments.
THANK YOU.
LANDY: Williom (Bill) Henry passed 
away peacefully at the Saanich Penin­
sula Hospital on February 7, 1988 at 
the age of 89 years. Predeceased by 
his first wife Gertie in 1967. He is sur­
vived by his second wife Amy: his son 
Lorry Landy and wife Bea of Duncan; 
grandsons Garry Landy ond wife Bren­
da of Port Alice, B.C.; Gordon Landy of 
Toronto, Ontario: gronddoughter 
Deanna Landy of Duncan; and great- 
grandson Mathew of Port Alice, B.C. 
He is also survived by step-children 
Joyce, Carol, Ivy, Marlene and Conrad 
and their families. Born in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia, he was a pioneer resident 
of the Victoria/Sidney area since 1903. 
Mr. Landy was a longtime bus driver in 
Victoria, retiring from B.C. Hydro in 
1964. Memorial services were held at 
St. Andrew's Anglican Church, 9682 
Third St., Sidney, B.C., on Wednesday, 
February 10, 1988 at 1:00 p.m. Cremo- 
tion. Flowers gratefully declined. 
Memorial donations may be mode to 
The Conadian Cancer Society, 2206 
Richmond Ave., Victoria, B,C. V8R 4R5. 
Arrangements entrusted to Sands 




WE WISH to express appreciation tor 
the many tributes paid to a loving hus­
band, father and grandfather, Arnold 
Swanson. Special thanks to relatives 
and friends for telephone calls, sym­
pathy cords, flowers, food and 
charitable donations given in Arnold's 
memory. Special thanks to the many 
doctors ond nursing staff at Victoria 
General and Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. Special thanks to Venita and 
John Ross who provided much help. To 
Brentwood United Church Women for 
the lovely lea provided and to Rev. J. 
Swift and to George and Gwen 
Humiston and choir for the musical 
tributes. Bless you all. —Mrs. Irene






WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 doys a week. 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages r serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134, 33/tf
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
’Threods Lounge, 10030 Resthoven Dr., 
i^idney,. MQn-.'s8, pm. ,Eor further in.-,,,,, 
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353.' ' 45/tf
SPECIAL, SPECIAL — your individual 
complete horoscope. Planets, ascen­
dant, houses plus your 12 month 
forecast, 18 computerized pages. In­
stead of $25 - now $15. Send birthdate, 
time, ploce and cheque or moneyorder 
to: ASTROCHART, Box 7452, Depot D., 
Victoria, B.C. V9B SB8.01/08
' RESPONSIBLE CANADIAN, Oriental,
females desirous of housekeeping, in 
exchange for accommodation and 
companionship. Age, race, no factor. 
Coll 547-2020, anytime (24 hr.), or 
write: Box 429, Lumby, B.C. VOE 2G0
04/07
AUCTION
The beiongings of the following persons shall be auctioned off 
Saturday, February 27, 1988 at 4:00 p.m. at Keating Self 
Storage located at 6822 Duracme Road in Saanichton if the 






Discription of goods Amount
owing
Christina Lok July 26/86 Theatre Seats $750.00
Doana Duggan June 27/85 Household Goods $320.00
Donald Casey March 1/36 Household Goods $500.00
H. Fairweather Nov. 5/86 Household Goods $350.00








1 Fibrejglass Boat $410.00
AUCTiON
The following vehicles shall be auctioned off Saturday, 
February 27, 1988 at 11:00 a.m. at Jefferson’s Auctioneering 
Ltd., 2145 Keating X Road in Victoria if payments in full is not 
received in this office prior to February 26,1988:



















INCOME TAX PREPARED by experienc­
ed consultant. Member of CFTC. 655- 
3758. 05/16
CONCERNED ABOU-r HEALTH and 
pollution? Willing to make commit­
ment to chonge? For informotion call 
656-7940. 07/08
I COiySING EVENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS Western 
Square Dance Assotiotion collects oil 
used stomps, Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund, Drop them ofl ot The Review.
50/11
PENINSUIA COMMUNITY ASSOCIAT­
ION THRIFT SHOP, New nomo ■ new 
look • some good service. Volunteer 
run. Funds generotod stiiy on iho 
Peninsulo to provide services to locol 
residents. The shop opprcciales your 
donotions of lurnilure, appllonees, 
household Items, clothing etc, Call 
656-351I to orronge convenient pick up 
or deliver to 97$1 I'd St,, Sidney 
Thonk you for your support! A pro­
gram supporting tho Peninsulrj Com­
munity Assoclotion. _ '..... ............
SAWs(:HA"lfAlL'Flf A MARKET, Sun- 
doys. Tobies ond Iniq. 656-4523. 06/If
ANVONrriNfEBESTE forming a/ 
retail co-op craft outlet In Sidney. Ton- 
tact Box 430, 9781 Prid St,, Sidney, fl.C,
vni, 4P0,' ^ ;............. .... .........06/07
INTERiS'rraTN' GROWiNO "free' fri/its? 
Preientotlon on oppio vorleliws and 
rootstocks: demonitrollons ol grofting 
and pruning ol next meeting of Tie©. 
Fruit Growers Assoc. Fob, 27, 1:30 
p,in, 0801 East Soaniih Rd , Coll Bob -
654(-4269 oftor 6 p.in................ .......9.^ ^
riRSf ANNUAi ANTIQUE Ileo moikei, 
Cobble Hill Hall. Cobble Hill. B C. Sol. 
Fob. 20th 9-5 p.rn. Don't miss this on- 
nuol «v«nS,, Over 20 veivdois selltna 
onllques, colleclobles, and old fur­
niture. Fcrilow signs of Hwy 1 North, 
6.56.0.143 or 727-6299. 06 07
CANADIAN Hllltl SOCIIITY Roily, 
Sidney. North Soantch Ifraruh. Speaker 
. Rev, Robert Grey. Film > Winter Is 
Poll', Th» Chflitlon Church in Chinn 
Sunday, Feb. 2B. 6:30 p.m. Bethel Bop- 
iitl Chv.c!,KWi!U_,W.,TUbuy',:, 
PANIKWA’S CLOSif bus on« excep- 
llonolly beoutllul sequined evening 
top, Site l-Xl Cost W25.<» U.S. Worn 
onci* only, In Colllornla. , Asking 
12150.00 OBO, to view by oppomtmeni,
'656-6421,,;., ....... ...... „07/;0fl
SUSSEX' COUNTRYSiot■ ■ 'England;
Self'couialned bed’Slt oitornmcwfu 
tIon. Bnib, T.V,, fridge, colleA. tsm 
foellltks. Frlvole entrorKe. 1214 
pourtd ttec person per night, Info, 656







1 /2 block to beach In subdivi­
sion of custom homes, 
undertjround services, etc. 
Super quiet nrtsn, $.'S9,900,
SPANISH STYLE 
Beautiful 4 bedroom family 
home In good area of Sidney. 
Built in 1973 Spanish style. 
CI080 to shopping, bus, etc. 
All new kitchen & bathroom 
cabinets. New carpets & lino. 
Storm windows, large fenced 
backyard with garden. Finish­
ed basement. Super buy I
SUPER
FAMILY HOME
Immaculate one owner home I 
Seeing Is believing! 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths, big, bright 
kitchen, ond a largo cun deck, 
located on a quiet cul-de- 
sac, Great views ond more! 
Como and seel Excollont buy 
$112,000,
©NEW RANCHERS 
In dltforonl areas ot Sidney 
from fP7,W0, 3br,, ObQfhc. 
Skylltao, etc. to 1104.500, Im- 
mediate possession, diflorent 
l!«7f plans, Super buys!,; 









This spacious family 
homo features many 
custom extras as well as 
a 2 bedroom in-low suite. 
Drop by and see me or 
call ahead for early view­
ing,
VERALLANES 
655-4303 or 656-0747 
PGR. 388-5464 111995
'W-r'
NEW RANCHER - SIDNEY
Undor conBtiuction now and snt 
back from iho road on 1.2 acms,
Witii iiwUii, CmaiMiy iiviny yol
minutes trorri Sidney's sfiopplng 
core, Threw bedrooms, 2 
bMhtrxtms. tnmlly room, 'VOIW sq. 
ff (l.POn tjnflnlfihfl.rf) murh mnm 
Select vanily and ccwnlerlops, 
carptll. til# olc. $14C)l,.*)0f,), ML 
23.317,






Baytront VIP dream home. Log 2 story Traditional. 
Cheery fireplace, curved staircase, pegged oak floors, 
country kitchen, 3 BR, lush garden PLUS ‘Shake roof 
'Near schools 'Vaulted ceilings '2-car garage 'Elec­
tric heat 'Paddle fans 'Workshop 'Bay views 
'Natural woodwork 'Easy-care landscaping 'Wood 
windows 'One owner 'Tree-lined street. ALL 
BUILDINGS ON ONE LOT BUT TWO LOTS ARE IN­




Hospitable Country rambler includes roomy kitchen. 
Cedar split level. Great family area, electronic door 
opener, electric heat, paddle fans, vaulted ceilings, 
skylights, study, thermal glass, woodburning stove, 
wood windows, greenhouse window, city water, 3 
BR/3 baths. PLUS 'Deck 'Near all amenities 'RV pad 
*2-car garage 'Family room 'Fruit trees 'Garden. 
LOCATED IN SUNNY DEEPCOVE. At this Price — Call 
Now! (NEW)
Blue-chip price-break!
SPLIT LEVEL CEDAR CONTEMPORARY 
$159,500
Woodland stateliness, Impeccable Upkeep, expertly 
positioned on 2 acres, on ocean-area site. Cheerful 
hearth, skylights, decorator upgrades, forma! dining 
room, study, 3 BR/2.5 baths, shake roof, city water. 
ALSO 'Greenhouse window 'workshop 'Electric heat 
'Partially finished basement 'Family room 'High ceil- 
; ings 'Modern kitchen 'Hardwood floors 'Quiet street 
'Foyer 'Near bus 'Extra-large closets/THIS HOUSE 




Very secluded four-square bungalow with wooded 
charm. Freshly decorated, 2 storey standing on 3.1 
acres, just one owner. Quiet street, great family area, 
space for expansion, 2 fireplaces, family room, eat-in 
kitchen, 4 BR/2 baths, woodburner, finished base­
ment. workshop, large trees, equestrian trails, city 
water, horses OK: PLUS 'Near schools. BEST VALUE 




Cedar rancher featuring cozy fireplace. Kid-glove 
care, tranquil cul-de-sac, first-owner care. Great fami­
ly area, electric heat, carpeting, lormal dining room, 
modern kitchen, 3 BR, thermal glass, main-level laun­
dry, custom blinds, side drive, manicured lawn, easy- 
caro landscaping, patio, shake roof. PLUS 'Near 
shops—bus. ONE OF THE NICEST LOCATIONS IN 
SAANICHTON, Good Value At this Price! (NEW)
SPARKLING CALIFORNIA RANCHER 
$154,900
Smashing showpiece home. Cedar, Skylights, 3 
BR/2.5 baths, custom blinds, shake roof. ALSO 
'Electronic door opener 'Near recreation 'Eat-in kit­
chen 'Sunken living room 'Woodburning stove "Fami­
ly room '2-car garage 'Great family area 'One year 




Hillside 3 story Tudor with foieal gfoenory. Sluc- 
co/wood, oxperlly positioned on 2.21 aerrss, one 
owner, Oulot sitool, great lamily area, carpeting, 
country kitchen, 3 BR/2 baths, thermal glass,, 
washof/dryor Included, woodburnlno stove, partially 
flnlBhixJ basement, largo trees, dock, equestrian 
trails, hoiBOE OK, MAY HAVE POTENTIAL FOR SUB­
DIVISION. See this One Nowf! (NEW)
COUNTRY CHARMER 
$219,000
Likooblo 2 oloroy bungalow handyman's prize Stuc- 
co/wood, deltly placed on 17 ncros. Quiet street, 
flrealde warmth, dayllghI baBomenI, fencing, horses 
OK, barns, corral, tack room, out buildings, fenced ft 
cross foricod, 4 BFl/2 baths MAY BE POSSIBLE TO 




NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
Nf)RTH AMHIUCA'S 7RHAI ESTArL KtARKETE'iC SVSTE^t,
KMWSO, FT. TOWT-IMOUSI wilh pdvwHt 
yard. Iliiiiw Imdrc/ami, r.» 
birlii, hlJutf, ittiYis, v'lijjiu.,'!, ,!/»■«>,' !'•- 
<1. Chlldrori ft p«ri woltoiruY, 169,900,
655-1975, ............. 04/It
'for... SAlt... inV...OVVN'e'r. ’ "/
betvgolow with srudio. Op-
nuirinau. I.',x<:t*ll«nl (.andition. 
Hortiour Rd,, Sldatty. $«5,W. 616- 
<U»62, 0.5/08
lOVllY ONE BORM. rotKlomialwn for 
toll* la a(o« Skliwy, $63,900.
Write r.O, Bom, /.lOi!, ItttiivHi C, V-'U, 
fdrio, B,C, Vfll* 514 or rail collocl 642-
3766-............  ....... ............................  05/08
ilDNKV...VdwNHOUSF..... CompLi'tolv
(•novalad, 3 hdrn't., I'6 bolh*. Very 
privolw ond tunny locotlon, lorg* yind, 
Chlldr«f« oi'd (>«r« wtotcoino, $441,000. 
655-7011,653.6.141,
»4ARiOU« ROAD, Sidney. Jbdrrn, ron 
r/h*!, with oritr, itudro, hcndwmMl 
flauti, iuvw tuilLngw, leJ brnK 
fir«pior:ii- Opporltn moilno*,
Ifliwq.qo, 6M;6«63._........ _.■
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE for *o1«, ,1 
bdrm,, 1'A lK»lh», workihop, (ancod 
yotd, rhildtAn OK, pert CK, No o|j»ntti 
pl«o««>, 656-4507 07/07
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REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
\MQiitreal Trust real estate
^ -1^, ^ dfr''
RETIREMENT AT IS BEST
Over 1300 sq. ft. of first class living space, all on one level. Great 
two bedroom, two bathroom Townhouse in quiet area of Sidney. 
Bright spacious kitchen with skylight and breakfast room. Covered 
parking. Ready for occupancy. $94,500.
BILL MOSHER 656-7117
MONTREAL TRUST CO. LTD. 386-7355
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2346 peacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD®
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE




Some people take 
months to sell 
Theirhouse. . .
To sell yours it 






ARE YOU SELLING YOUR 
HOME?
INSIST ON A SECOND 
OPINION OF VALUE.
CALL GORDON TEWS 
477-5353 DAYS 652-5098 EVES,
DEAN PARK 
2 lovely Vz an acre 
building lots treed, fairly 
level, not in Dean Park 
Development. Ideal for 
Ranch style home. 
$52,900. and $55,900.
LAUREL ROAD 
0.9 acres building lot, 
building site excavated, 
perc tested, well is in, 
ready to build that dream 
home. $44,900.
JOE STARKE 




Situated on 0.9 acre on 
cul-de-sac in Deep Cove 
area. Heatilator F.P. in 
living-dining room, kit­
chen with eating area. 
Patio off family room. 2 
full baths. Fruit trees. For 







3 BR. Rancher, walk to shops on Beacon Ave. Spacious sunny 
rooms, enclosed garage, lovingly maintained. ML#23923
5 ACRE HOBBY FARM 
Now is the time to buy that acreage you’ve always wanted! This 
level, sunny location is only partly treed, includes fruit trees, 
garden areas, workshop & barn, plus a large, immaculate family 
home with in-law potential down. Available now at $184,500. 
T#670.
PAM OR BOB KING 
656-3257




GREEN PARK ESTATES $199,500
COUNTRY LIVING IN STYLE
Super spacious modern home to be build ideal for couple that 
love luxury. From the porte-cochere to see through entrance 
foyer, the master suite or private studio, it's ail luxurious wilh 
breathtaking ocean and distant mountain views. Situated on 
one acre lot in a quality development convenient to ferries, air­
port, shopping, recreation and highway access. This fine home 
is designed by experienced developers and offers such special 
features as formal dining room, a modern kitchen with nook and 
sliding doors to sunny deck. There is glass everywhere to bring 
the outdoors in and let the sun warm your home for economical 
and comfortable living. The master suite is completely separate 
with large closets and a unique bathroom with soaker tub, 
separate shower walls of glass yet very private. The studio 
upstairs open to living room with French doors to large 
sundeck. The circular driveway and garage entry from the side 
give this home an impressive appearance. T646. For further 
details please call:







This new offering is now available for a family to move in & live in a 
very convenient area of Sidney. Loaded with extra features, new 
carpets, remodelled kitchen. 3 bedrooms up & one down, & rec 
room down. Hidden upstairs is a den with a woodstove perfect for 
quiet moments, an office, or a hobby room. Also included is built in 
vacu-flo, five appliances, vertical blinds, water softner, additional 
air filter on heating system and lots of storage space. The treed 
backyard offers privacy and all adjacent properties are large lots.
BEAUTIFUL VALLEY VIEWS!!
Are enjoyed from the large living room of this 3 bedroom home. 
The kitchen is well-planned with dining room adjoining. There is a 
lovely sundeck and double carport. Situated in Saanichton. Asking 
$94,500. ML
PENNY BAKER 






BY OWNER. Now lisflnt), lovoly 2 bdrm. 














May miss out on one of the most prestigious full basement homes 
in Dean Park area. This immaculate home is in better than now 
condition, offering tv7o spacious bedrooms, and 2'4- baths. 
Generous entry, large living room, separate dining room, plus eat- 
in kitchen area and developed downstairs. This home is completed 
with a lovoly view, beautiful landscaped lot, sundeck, and a very- 
very private setting. Offered for $169,900.
JANET ROOKE 656-5154 Ros. 




FLAIR WITH A VIEW
The best of quality, decorating and craftsmanship went info the 
construction of this custom home over- looking Satellite Channel 
and Saltspring Island. From the master suite with sunken tub and 
French doors to the bright family room with fireplace. You will ap­
preciate the quality of floor coverings. light fixtures 'vvl cabinets. 
The home has a double garage, separate laundry and mud room, 3 
baths, 3 Bdrms, ample sundeck wilh ocean view and a fully 
cleared lot partially landscaped. An added featrue is a gar-obo lo 
enjoy your morning coffee In, To view call me today.
For arv exclusive appoint- 
rnont lo viev/ call me NOW.
MICHAEL EM&RSON 
388-6275 pgr. 1507 
NRS BLOCK BROS, REALTY
656-5584 (24 hrs)
212 REAL ESTATE FOR RENT it] REAL ESTATE WANTED
SIDNEY AI*Rll l»t. 1 bdrm, npl , Ar/Jsq, 
(t., rtKCwllani wui*ftr vietw, minuioi 
(rorvr dowotown, Adulf« only, stmior 
bldq, No pw-r*' It«*f«»r<>nefl8 on 
Hkjo*, roblfif, bot woror. 
Mflr,;6S6.7n7....... y... 07/07
CHilORl'N WELCOME' IS lowntiomti. 
hounlne co-opftrnlivo, lfX,V7l/f)t filth 
SI., Sirinoy, Of.cuponcy Apr, I, Only 
$1,000 l« joirt Twfi hnrlrt'orrt 
$575/(no.i 3 bdrm,, $620, 4 bdrm,, 
1600 Utllliios ctKlfO MfifUtity 
hou*»hold intomu rt»quir»d; 2 bdrm.. 
.$.7260.00; J bdrm..- $2400.(,W; 4 l>rirm., 
|353a,00. Swfi.'! p«l ollftwin,! for rnorr* 
Inlarmaliofl ond appikaiion, pfiorur 
Poellico Housing Advliory A*sr>(.iabon,
-•»»r)' 'f
COMMERCIAL BUILDING ovnlloblw 
runt In Sidnoy, ono block o(f Boacon. 
Approx, 2000 s.q, Sr,. ,$1 .«)fr,CX,) p«r 
monlh, 6f>6-627:<, 5;fl p.m. 07/1)7
3BDRM."j'5(K) SO, FT, hou*o! or,r> block 
from city conttrr in Sldmty. Sorry, no 
polsi. RnSttroncot roqiiir«Hl, $.700,0<’J pnr 
monlli, 656-62/4, 5-f) p.rn.. 0/,. 07
SIDNEY, rURNISHED .RCX^M fu (erV. 
6601 ■ 7tb .Si. <»r OuH.m SI. $106 p-rn, 
Intludns uiiiiliBi, ond im ocroit* Iroirr 
pork. 46.,'Ofl
ECHO INN MOTEl, in HiiiriKnl
Gordftn^. l uiniilwd one* brlrtn f.ip(it|- 
moriM. $,Sf)0 »: bnrlmlar, $.»SO.W) AH 
wrtlilio»lnd. 652-2234, 04 07
s
$HAfl£ LARGE hoos». No 'smokinfj. no
$300 porino,,655-4244, ,W/07, 
IVATtif RONT". ‘butiijuluw. 
AxtdIsLbi Mar. 7, Indudei 
wa**r, flordwofiif. p.'m. 6l>6-fXJ4a,
........... .... ■■ _ (,Y;07
aii"'ART’i'.¥.’,*”6 lIC im n. G r (,u 1 \d
lloor. Frldpw 4 intl. iwo blotlui 
oU fimtieon, 6W»-4777. _ 07, 07
^T&IIONT T »D«M r4t»oc ioui opo rt -
4. ,M # ■ X'<'.ry.4
$500 irwriud#* ulilill»», 6.$5-3M3, 07/08
OFFIO: SRACE TO SHARE, Saanlt.hlon 
fwgion. li;f«ol for lowy«’f Ol ficrounlonl,
„ '652,4142, .................... ,, ,07: D7
SlDHL'i' tXCl'USiVt" AREA, "C!^,4i,o 
nmilmii and wolorhonr. Avolloblo 
Moftl'i Hr, T yr. Iw-Un. -c-uiS, rno'd, No 
irirpw polt. $025 p,ni /.i!>6-S47V. 07, 00
SHARED ACCOM, wirbWorkirtq', non- 
».mok(ng dBiwilo,, Bnoutilul 2-bdrrn. 
l«wnhoo8(». Uirnluhed, urililiflf indud*
...4 HOW rv» A.„-oilnKI»
, 4049. ' 07--'tr>
SIDNEY a BDRM, Nlwly fyrriHlmd 
♦ullo. $4,S0,CX), utlldto* indudud, 
Matdi liii, 656ji33t;„;..... ................. OT TO
V/AIEK'S trXi£ VILLAGE. N».«/ -.Uipwi 
dKilti** 2 bdrrrr, on ocnon at
fioonlchror’i, 4$ ond up. On sit* 
it»nni« tourlii, nwlmmlnfl pool, $9.W -
$1000. Ed B«»wr. 656-S251,._„;.....:,W/H
FOR RENT: Soontr.bton, I yr. i#c)Si», 6 
yr, old 3 bdrrn.,R«l*riii»r)C«'A rnquirwd in-
rl ri.ii-nrlnl Wn Inrnt*. rmts SOtllO r'**'
mo. 6?»6.2476. . 06/156
SPACIOUS a BDRM, lownbows*, wolkv 
in-e dlflancp lo Sidmry. FIrwpIcirii, Iriro* 
ilutafre'ooin. corpurl, r/pptiu(tci!S, H'i' 
odnitd Nn p#rt, Awnllnhl« Mnrrh 1 nt- 
April 1, For oppoinirnimt r oll 656 6091, 
ITOOOOpnr/momh 07/07
saanicht'on large ' 'cmara'ci er
bom«, upptiiif lioof*. .3 bdrm. fomily 
room, 5 oppllontws, dbltv. paroBO, 
<lr#ploc«. Prrvotw, wUh wi»vw», Won- 
umoldna B i-to pwfi profnrrod. $f#00, 
rwtoo.tsl, ur/sw
21 « REAL ESTATE U WANTED
wanted to Rf NT; lurnhihwd one m
two bdrm, apnflinmit bom Moy 16 lo 
Sutpl, 15. V/tmId fonfiirJnr bounoslrtlnfj. 
Coufilo, no titlldron, no pnln, Afloi l') 
p m. roll 47').6I)56, 05- 07
ideal tenants, Wnlirwd roupir,* won' 
lanq-Inrtn ncivcor ? bdrm, boiisn In
Sidney -aron, by Mrju.h 1, f iir*(,il(if:« 
ussoritlal, qcirdon, qornrjo or 
worksimp. fycrrllnnl roforont.Bii. 
Abf,n/t $r>00 Ph-.inc, rolb-fl onyilfi-io, 1 
Ml-Bioa, 0V;,'07,
WLNTED TO RENT: Itrdirrnl (.oupl*/
^ulrlmr r.-v rr...* .,.n.iil I,.,,,,... ft"..-. ,\r
suilo In lildniiy for Junr* nnd July, f4,'S.
M>Hn
WANTED TO RENT; I'-.l bdrm.' herni*,
Sonnlfh P*»nin<.iilft M.-trl) .-tnrnnn nod
briiomool, Rr-niormtilu roril, liy middio 
of April, opiirsn lo buy. Boy 43.6, ^78*
. S«f.ond_S.r,, Skinny, B.C, VRL 4P«.,C)7/OT
WAW1FD TO BENT 7 hmlrnom hnuen 
lor rnilloblo wnikinfl r.ouplo with 
mciluri* tan in lb* riormirblon.-Mrinoy 
nr«»r). ol frjosnnnblis rnni, bSS-ri/ili'i,
............ ■ ..... ■ _ ........... . . 02/0')
TO RENT; Non .smoklnp <t.,v,|jplo wilh no 
thlldiarr or p«H r*qnir.9 n lownhout* 
or horn* by.Morr.b or April I, of,nundl 
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STANDING, LEFT, is Richard Dolen, and at right is 
Penny Thrasher. The two teach a coach program for
Succeed Life 
employable.
Skills, which helps people become
Learning to live through Life Skills
Before taking the Succeed Life Skills program, Kevin 
MacKay had little to look forward to in life.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
“I’m an alcoholic and an ex-junkie,” the North Saanich 
resident says matter-of-factly.
But the Succeed course helped him redirect his life and seek 
the treatment he needed.
“I don’t drink and I’m not doing drugs. Before, i didn’t 
know where I was going. Now Ido.”
Instead of looking for his next fix, MacKay is learning how­
to help others through their problems. He’s graduating from 
a coach training program for Succeed with about eight other 
people.
With a miniumum of government support, Richard Dolen, 
also of North Saanich, and his associate Penny Thrasher 
finish instructing the coach program this week, with the hopes 
their successful formula will branch out to other com­
munities.
The coach program followed two Life Skills courses in 
Sidney that attempted to place about 30 people on the right 
path..'^'
-Arfjd-the attempts Worked, Dolen emphasizes., In facL ac­
cording to Canada Manpower criteria, success rates of 89 and 
90 per cent were recorded, he says.
The turnarounds are often dramatic. A woman who was 
living on the street is now a drug and alcohol coumsellor. And 
a 17-year-old Life Skills student with nowhere to go ended up 
managing a store.
“It’s motivated me,” says Marion, a 1987 graduate of Suc­
ceed who didn’t want her last name used. “It got me going. 1 
was mostly sitting around at home, doing nothing; I had low 
self esteem, I didn’t know what 1 w-as doing,” the 30-year-old
says.
Marion was one of the group that just finished the coach 
program. One of her classmates, Christine Gonzales, 
remembers a life of “work and quit, w-ork and quit,” before 
becoming involved with Life Skills.
The Succeed formula is a 16-w'cek course, with students at­
tending from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day, five days a week.
The course doesn’t attempt to specifically train students for 
one job or another, but it does give them the skills to find 
work.
Relations with families, how to be an effective employee, 
how to use the community’s resources, even how to use 
leisure time constructively -- they’re all part of the course. 
And a group setting encourages communication between ihe 
students.
“It’s a workable, viable program,” Dolen says. It’s struc­
tured — to a point. Part of being a teacher is “going with the 
flow,” he says.
Workable or not, there’s a problem with the program: 
money. Other than some money through Canada Manpower 
for individual participants, Dolen is receiving no government 
support for his project.
It’s a situation he considers unfair and would like to 
change. “I have worn the soles out of two pairs of shoes, try­
ing to get support, and I refuse to give up.”
Dolen didn’t come out of nowhere with the Succeed pro­
grams. He has 10 years of experience in adult education and 
has worked throughout Alberta and B.C.
He’s worked on wilderness workshops for children of 
alcoholics, and has designed and implemented workshops on 
alcohol and the family, child abu.se, and foster parenting.
Thrasher studied theatre at UCLA, and worked with native 
young people before coming to Canada in 1971.
Her experience also includes working in native broad­
casting as a broadcast and training producer.
The completion of the coach training course means the Life 
Skills team have more people spreading the news of Life 
Skills.
And Dolen and Thrasher plan another coach training 
course, to generate even more interest; :
The nine graduates-of-the-rndst recent coach course are 
believers. Some of them were in the student program, others 
went directly into the I2-week, five-day-a-week coach pro- 
'gram.
Many say the program taught them how to listen effective­
ly. And the coach course, like the regular Succeed course, 
helps people gain self-respect.
An elderly native Indian man speaks of “learning the hard 
way” in a white man’s world. He came off the reserve as a 
child to attend a boarding school and face a frightening 
culture — one with a language he didn’t .speak.
A woman wants to help single mothers with “the pain and 
suffering they’re going through, because I’ve been there.”
Randy exudes almost cocky self-confidence as he banters 
with the others in the group. He’s a young, reformed 
alcoholic who’s been sober for one year.
He had no trouble listening before taking the Succeed pro­
gram. In fact, that was part of his problem; he listened but 
didn’t speak.
“He was reaHyUntroverlcd dnd shy,” Dolen rcrncrnber.s.
The coach graduate is a different person today.
Randy and the others are overcoming their own problems, 
a.s they prepare to help others.
But Dolen’s problem remains. “Nobody’s prepared to put 
in the bucks.”
hot lurther informtiiion on Succeed Life Skills, call 3HU- 
0555 or write Box 253.3, Sidney, V8L 4B9.
TOO LATE 
TOCLASSIFY
RALIY — PRO CHOICt: l oir Clioko Sup 
port ovory womai-i's I090I rjfjht (r,r o 
funded nborlion. Wijd. 74 ol
.iBglilotivo Building nt noon Moro itv 
lormotlpn .301-101 J. 07 . O;
mUND: CAT'ornngeJ(ihby,,6-1? mon­
th*; (Ttnio, Dean Pork liMatos, Boninn 
top o( Fttbruaty, 656-4430..
FOR SALE — 1973 AMC 4 dr, Sudan. 
Ambassador Brougham. Pomily car 1? 
yr. Prcisont milos 94,293, wlion boughi 
47,050 • 12 yr, 47,243. Now ladiolor 
honoti 1987. N<.'or now H D, brrUi'ry, 
Good tiros and sinow liroK. Good c loon 
body. 656-4196. 07/07
TEAK FIOOR LAMP. Iii(»!.{fonr\. caltou 
table, wool orwci rug, 3-f.ealof r he<.lnf. 
field with two choir),, 656-0071. Pbonu 
eviunngi, altar 6 p.m. 07,07
ADDITIONS, RENOVATIONS, new con- 
ttruction, Call Don ol 652-4753. 07/07
MOVING SALE —■ Misc. itoins, olectric 
typewritor, 39 in, bod ond rnottross, 
kids, clothes, kids hitycio, Phonr- 656- 
0284 alter 6-30 p.rn, OZ 'DT
LEAP YEAR DINNER and dance, toyrsl 
Order ol Moose. 7925 I'or.t Saanich. 
$7.00 per person. Sat, Fob 20 at 7 (j.iti, 
Live, music ond bar larilitlet., 07-07 
PRUNING, BOOK NOW Free
wMiniatiH.. Genetol r.leon up. year 









1 R Y OUR H 0 M 1; M A D E 
CHOworin & soups
YAKC OUT OROrttS AVAR. ARIF 
OPEN DAILY 7;:i(l-4 PM fit,6-4113
CHINESE & WESTERN 
FEBRUARY SPECIAL 
Fob, 3rd to 291 h
COMBO FOR ONE
• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
♦ 0,»-.CHICKFiNWINaS 
StlSBONIil.Efi.SPORK 
D.P.PBAWNS1* TGAOncaPFl'E ONLY 




STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHEni HOUSE
Homoaivlr'- (-(.’•okinq
10% SENIORS DISCOUNT
OPEN 7 AM . 7 PM DAILY

















SAT,, FEB, 20th 
LIVE MUSIC
Triditfonal Suppor Sorv»d 




MON.-rfll, 11:30-t:Xfl& WPM 
SATURDAY 11:30.8 PM
SUNDAY 4.8 PM
v-lif' ■ , 9 Course
:*y Dinner’mt
f F T ^
.. ^^/'^ StTLuqtjitcr*i' Cou'e M
LftRosinurnnL T
i^. 652.4:.l44 J






Peninsula Luggage has added the line of Tandy Leather products. 
The department, supervised by Kathy Lee, offers an extensive line 
of leather craft kits tor the beginner to advanced craftsman in addi­




A new concept in dining has been opened by Josef Kimla on 
Beacon Ave. The buffet style restaurant offers specialty Vienniese 
cusine, hot and cold dishes are available with hot meals served at 
your table.
SIP:
Peninsuia TV and Electronics
Gay Hunter and Bill Bart have opened an electronic service/repair 
facility located in Seaboard Plaza in Keating area. The shop can 
handle repairs and service to TV'S, VCR's, stereos and just about 
anything electronic.
Sidney Vacuum Service
Robin Roberts, a long time Peninsula resident has started Sidney 
Vacuum Service, offering service and repairs to all makes plus 
sales and service of built in vacuums. Items can be dropped off 
and picked up at Macleods.
Saanichton Town Restaurant
Located in Saanichton, this riov/ fully licenced restaurant operated 
by Raymond Lam and head cook George Coathup. offers Chinese, 
Western and Pizza. Dining in. take out and delivery service is 
available.
Tricia Dawn Facial Massage
Tricia Dawn offers facial mnstiagos and 1/2 hour accuprosaure 
sessions to relieve lonsiori and pormole healthy skin. She ift a 6 
year rooidont of Sidney and brings to her now business .5 years ox- 
perlonco.
Now Fnco«, Now Places is a public sorwico ot Tho 
Review Advertising Departmorit, II you are opening a 
now busmetio, expandtriQ your ptosonf business or 
having a change In rnanagomont. contact Tho
Review Advertising Department at 656*1151.
‘’’“REVICWi 656-1151
SafefV save lives.
Are you using yours?
J
i
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Limit 4 per family order
■ J& 
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Canada Grade ‘A’ 
Frozen 1.52 kg
Limit 6 per family order.








2Y«-2^ !b. average before cooking 1 Litre Pai!
0%k M
Bm : jm >,-i| ,









Pkg. of 4 Rolls
'i n't 





















4'(4 I t< ’i,\ , ^ ‘ i> , V I'j ii- , ;«fi < '1 , 'I lit*', t '>. F k ■> 'i ‘
Grand Prize
. ft.
n ' w w
draw made Saturday, Feb. 20. 
Plus . . .
2 - ^25 Gift Certificates
FREE COFFEE & COOKIES
mmmsmmmmmmm
